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THE QUEENSLAND RADIO NEWS. 

T HOSE theatre and dance room trans
missions- those racing, wrestling, and 

other sporting results- those awe-inspir
ing signals from the Southern Cross-all 
are brought nearer by radio, but the 
speaker must reproduce clearly, otherwise 
listening becomes difficult and uninter
esting. 
The AMPLION JUNIOR SWAN NECK 
Model A-:R. 38 (illustrated) is a master
piece of efficiency with economy, giving 
a performance comparing favourably with 
many senior speakers of other makes. 
Being entirely of metal, it is eminently 
snitable for use under rigorous climatic 
conditions. 
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£3 
Junior Swan Neck 
Model A.R.38, in 
Crystalline Enamel 
Finish, ..... ... £3 
Senior De Luxe 
Models at £4/ 10/ 
and £5/10/-. 

Saturday, 1st December, 1928. 

Advt. of Amplion (Australasia) Limited, Sydney and Melbourne. 
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cAnd Now~ 

GJ/u CRAMMOND Super 3 
Built by Crammond Radio Manufacturing Coy. l 

Subsidiary to 

MELTON U CO., 8 QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE 

'11 

""' ITL 
.9tppearance..; 

a 
CLASSIC! 

~ 

(!, 

In..., 
'Performance,., 

a 
~ASTER! 

~ 

t'oming to 'the People of !l)gemsland as the; 

First Queensland Made All Metal Receiver 
Our Super '{5hree Stands Supreme,., 

Of Solid Brass in Several Finishes-Duco, Oxidised and Nickel, Etc. 

Complete with ·first-grade acces
sories, including Philips Valves, 
Amplion Cone Speaker, Columbia 
High Capacity Batteries. 

P R I C E 

~ZZ/~0/0 
All sets carry our 12 months' 

guarantee. 

Terms arranged . . 

..6'1========================================================================- 1;><\, 

Our Famous ''CRAMMOND THREE'' , 
Is Still Queensland's "YEAR'S GJ3EST SELLER" 

en . ~17/10/ ~omplete with r flCV ... 4 !!l!!ality Accessories 

Write us on a ll Radio Interests, "Same Day Service" is our motto-We will explain our terms to you per mail. 
Call a nd see our sets in the Radio Lounge-Hear our Sets in quiet a nd comfort. 

Our 1928 

Right at 

SOLODYNE Complete wirh Highest Grade c5\ccesso1ies 
Including Amplion AC9 Speaker 

COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 

.£55/0/0 
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THE 

DJ:~ ~a ml] 
PERMANENT 

TRICKLE CHARGER 

NO 
PRICE £4/15/-

Dimensions : 7!" X 4!" x 4" 

VALVES TO BURN OUT. 
MOVING PARTS TO GET OUT OF ORDER. 
CHEMICALS TO RENEW. 

NO MAINTENANC,E COSTS. 

For charging accumulators at home from the Alternating Current Mains. 
Suitable for use on voltages from 200 to 250 and 40 to 60 cycles. 
OUTPUT : The Charger will supply 1 ampere continuously to 2 volt, 

4 volt, or 6 volt cells. 
The FERRANTI Trickle Charger rnnsists of a step-down Transformer 

designed for operation from Alternating Current Mains having any voltage 
from 200 to 250, and frequencies from 40 to 60 cycles, feeding a Westinghouse 
patent metal rectifier. The Unit is silent in operation and will last indefinitely. 

The Charger is simple and safe. 
The FERRANTI Trickle Charger takes 12 watts from the Alternating 

Current Lighting Circuit and gives 1 an ampere Direct Current to the Low 
Tension Accumulator, or during 83 hours' use the Charger will consume one 
Unit of Electricity from the A.C. Mains. 

MADE BY FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND 

Dealers communicate with: 

A. BEAL PRITCHETT (AUST.) LTD., 
SYDNEY AND MELBOURNE. 

EDGAR V. HUDSON, WEDMA LIMITED, GIBBS, BRIGHT & CO., 
Brisbane. Adelaide. Perth. P 

ls=~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 



ALFRED T. BARTLETT LEIGHTON GJESON 
Editor Cfg_ e T echnical Editor , .QU:;;ND41 

S A T U R D A Y, D E C E M B E R 1 s t, I 9 2 8. 

CC5aking a Backward Look 
S the ebbing waters of 19 28 flow gently from our gaze, 
it is well that we should pause for a moment to review 
what has .truly been an epoch-making year in the progress 
of radio. Briefly, the more notable advancement made dur
ing the past 12 months are centred around the electric re

ceiver, the development of television, short-wave accomplishment, valve 
and loudspeaker design, the shielded receiver, and the electrical repro
duction of gramophone records. Receiver design has not suffered any 
great change. Apart from the adaptation of last year's Solodyne and 
Browning-Drake to accommodate the Screen Grid Valves, nothing 
new in circuit design has been presented by radio engineers. 

The efforts of the world's greatest laboratories have been fo 
cussed upon the develqpment of the batteryless receiver and the new 
A .C. valves. The firs t models of the electric receivers now featured 
by the larger set manufacturers ·are such a tremendous advance over 
the battery-operated ·receiver, that we are compeHed to wonder to 
what heights of perfection the electric receiver of the future will soar. 

Television is coming into its own so quickly as to fairly sweep 
us off our feet. At the time of writing, eight broadcasting stations in 
the U.S.A. are transmitting television programmes regularly. Just 
when a service will be inaugurated in Australia cannot at the moment 
be forecast, but some indication of the rapidity with which events 
are moving may be gained by this significant fact : An influential 
company styled as The Television and R adio Laboratories Pty., Ltd., 
recently registered in all Australian States, including Queensland ! 

The amazing achievements of short-wave transmission during 
the past twelve months need not be discussed here. Those successful 
Empire broadcasts gave the listening public of the world their first 
idea of what a tremendous power short waves are to exert upon 
broadcasting of the future. 

The improvements in reception and reproduction, made possible 
by the new four- and five-element screen-grid valves, the exponential 
horn ·loudspeaker, the improved dynamic power speaker, the exten
sive use of metallic shielding, etc., etc., have played a most important 
part in the advancement of the science. Ideas undreamed of this time 
last year are now accomplished facts-so who can say what a~hieve
ments will be recorded upon this page when we take a backward 
glance twelve months hence ? 
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TIJe Ho~iday Portable 
must be easy to tune: it mu st be economi
cal as regards current-consumption, and, 
above all, it must deliver loudspeaker re
production of good quality and volume. 

FIG. 1.-The Holiday Portable, as it appears in use. The loop 
aerial is wound inside the lid, which also holds the cone speaker. 

What a formidable task to attempt to 
compress all these features into one re
ceiver ! A year ago it would 11ave been 
"a consummation devoutly to be wished," 
but imposs ible of achievement-a com
promise would have had to be made and 
som e of t11e requirements ignored. Nowa
days. however, it is possible by dint of 
careful design, to incorporate eve1·y one 
of these featmes, so rapidly .ha s the sci
ence progressed, and so great the improve
m e nt s that 11ave heen made in the rarlio 
apparatus field wit l1in recent 111011tl1s. New 
valves wi th many tim es the efficiency of 
types of a year ago; l1igh-amplificatio11. 
distortion le ss transformers: cushioned soc
kets; low -loss coils: small cone sp eakers: 
compact, well-made variable condenser~
all contribute their share towards makmg 
possible tl1e construction of a radio se t 

OvV many of our readers have wished for 
some form of entertainment on their holi
days, or during week-encl jaunts to the 
seaside, or into the country ? Surely 
quite a large number, and no doubt tl1ey 
have fotincl that a portable gran1op hone, 

if one is available, on ly partly fills the gap. A radio 
set undoubtedly forms the ideal entertai ning m edi um 
for these occasions, chiefly on account of its versatility. 
Unlike the gramophone, its scope is not restricted 
merely to the playing of a comparatively sma ll num
ber of records-many of which the owner probably 
has become tired of hearing through frequent repti
tion at hom e. The radio r eceiver, even though its re
ception is limited to one station, will give varied pro
grammes during the clay and in the evening, and in 
addition makes available the latest news of the clay
a welcome feature at a time when one is unwilling to 
spend too much time in reading newspapers. So much 
better, of course, if it can reproduce not only the pro
gramme from the nearest station, but those from the 
distant Southern stations as well. 

The ideal portable set must, obviously, be self
containecl as far as possible, and it must be small 
enough to fit conveniently into a car or under the 
seat of a railway carriage. It must contain its own 
power supply, and should be equipped with a loud
speaker of reasonably good design. It must be suffici
ently sensitive to provide good distant reception when 
operating on a relatively inefficient aerial system; it 

that is really portable, and is not just the toy that 
so many alleged "portables" have proved to be. 

Five-Valve Results with Three. 
In the Holiday Portable, full advantage has been 

taken of the remarkable properties of th e new screen 
grid valves, botl1 in the radio and a udio-frequency 
c. tages. Because of the consideration of current-con
sumption, it was deemed advisable to make thr ee 
valves the maximum number allowable . The Philips 
A-442 scr een-grid radio-frequency amplifier, connected 
in a tuned-plate circuit, gives a degree of amplification 
approxi mately equal to that of two of the ord
inary valves. Next is an A-415 high-sensitivity de
tector, with variable reaction control. Then follows 
a single tran sformer-coupled audio stage, using the 
new Philips B-443 Penthode-a five-electrode valve 
having three grids, and capable of giving as great an 
amplification as the usual two-stage audio amplifier. 
The result is a standard of performance that is sur
passed by few five-valve receivers of earlier design. 

It will be noticed that only partial shielding is 
provided. This is found adequate to ensure complete 
stability of the radio-frequency amplifier, the vertical 
inter-stage shield preventing interaction between the 
radio-frequency and the detector sections. In order 
to secure maximum results from these screen-grid 
valves it is essential that a comparatively high "B" 
batter~ voltage be used. In the Holiday Portable, 
two 60-volt light-duty blocks are connected in series . 
thus furnishing a plate voltage of 120, this potential 

TECHNICAL EDITOR 
being applied to the plates of both the radio-frequency 
and audio-frequency valves, in addition to the screen
ing grid of the Penthocle. The total filament con
sumption is but .3 ampere a t 4 volts, this being sup
plied by three standard-s ize dry cells. Two small 
6-volt "C" batteries provide the hecessary 12 volts 
negative grid bia s for tl1e audio valve. 

Construction. 
A novel feature of the Holiday Portable is the 

one-piece aluminium panel and base. The advantages 
of this form of construction are several. First of all, 
the weight is reduced to a minimum; secondly, the 
shielding effect assists in maintaining stability ; and the 
wiring of the receiver is greatly simplified on account 
of the fact that the panel and base act as the negative 
"A" and "B" bus-bar, thus eliminating a large number 
of connections. This panel and base may be obtained 
ready cut and bent to the dimensions shown from 
any dealer, who will be able to procure it fr'on~ Messrs. 
Edger V. Hudson, 53 Charlotte Street, Brisbane. At 
the same time the aluminium inter-stage shie ld should 
be procured; an idea of the dimensions and shape of 
these two parts wi ll be gleaned from Fig. 7. 

The panel should be drilled according to Fig. S, 
the burr being carefully filed off each hole. Notice that 
the six terminal holes have a sma ll V-shaped niche cut 
or filed at one side in order to accomodate the bakelite 
wedge, moulded in the body of th e Belling-Lee in
sulated terminals. The mounting holes for the two 
tuning condensers (Cl and C2) and the two tuning 
dials are marked off from the drilling templates pack
ed with them by the manufacturers. It will be seen 
that the dials and the terminals are mounted in what, 
under ordinary circumstances, 
would be an "upside clown" 
position; this is clue to the 
way the receiver is fi ttecl into 
the carrying-case, and is im
portant if the dials are to face 
the operator under actual re
ceiving conditions. 

scriber or a fine nail. The inter-stage si1ield is i)oited 
to the base about a quarter of an inch distant from 
the extremity of condenser Cl , its edge fitting as close
ly as possible to the panel. Five of the. six terminals 
are insulated from the aluminium panel; the remaining 
one-the earth terminal-is mounted directly on the 
panel, so that it makes good contact with it. With 
the Belling-Lee terminals, the moulded bakelite 
shoulder fits into the panel, thus effectively insulating 
it; a small bakelite or radian washer must be made 
for the back of each insula tecl terminal, its purpose 
being to insulate the metal washer and nut from the 
panel. This system makes a particularly neat and effi
cient job, and one that is very easy to carry out. 

In the radio-frequency compartment-which is to 
the left of the inter-stage shield in Fig. 8-are situated 
the tuning condenser Cl, primary and secondary coils 
Ll and L2, valve socket VJ, four terminals, and by
pass condenser C4. To the right of this shield is the 
detector section, comprising the plate and reaction 
coils L3 and L4, plate tuning condenser C2, reaction 
condenser C3, valve ·socket V2, blocking condensers 
CS and C6, grid condenser C7, grid leak and mounting 
Rl, rheostat R2, and radio-frequency choke X. At 
the right-hand end is the audio-frequency amplifier, 
consisting simply of the S to 1 audio transformer T, 
valve socket V3, two output terminals, and by-pass 
condenser CS. Acljacen t to certain of the terminals, 
clearance holes are drilled, through which will be pass
ed the various battery connecting wires. These holes 
should be quite large, so tbat there will be no clanger 
of chafing the insulation off the wires. A piece of 
aluminium angle is bolted to the under side of the 

After the various panel 
components have been mount
ed, the remaining parts should 
be laid out on the base in the 
approximate positions indicat
ed in Fig. 8, care being taken 
that the terminals of sockets, 
coils, etc., lie in the correct 
relative positions, correspond
ing wi th the indicating letters 
shown in the drawing. The 
mounting holes are then mark
ed directly from the instru
ments themselves, using a 

FIG. 2.-Rear View of the Receiver. All the parts are tnounted 
directly on an aluminium panel and base, no insulation being ne
cessary. Extreme lightness is thus secured with no sacrifice 

of efficiency. 
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FIG. 3.-Panel view of the receiver u!1it. Th~ dia~s 
and terminals are mounted in an ."ups1~e-down posi
tion on account of the manner in which the set is 

' fitted into the cabinet. 

base at each end, thus providing a means of securing 
th e receiver into the carrying case. 

Wiring. 
The wir in g of the Holiday Portal?le 1s carried out 

with 18-gauge tinned cojJper wife, with. the exception 
of the battery leads and the Wifes g.omg to the ~x
terior terminals of the two screen-gpd valves, wh~ch 
are of flexible material. On the positive filame;nt !me 
spaghetti tubing insulation was used, otherwise the 
connections are bare. As we remarked before, .the 
aluminium shielding forms the negative filament !me, 
which explains the reason for the numbe_r of connec
tions which are taken dlfectly to the sh1e_ldmg. The 
positive filament wire, which can be seen 111 the £?re
ground of Fig. 2, passes th.roug.h a small hole dnl!ed 
through the inter-stage shield 111 the bottom outside 
corner. Two other holes are drilled through this 
shield-one for a bolt to whi ch the connections from 
two by-pass condensers are joined, and a larger hole 
through which the flexible i~1sulat~d lead from the 
plate terminal of the screen-gnd racho-frequency valve 
passes. 

Take particular notice of the filament rheostat; 
only one wire is c?nnected to it, the return conn~c
tion being made via the metal panel, through which 
the mounting bushing of the rheostat passes. The 
rheostat must be mounted in the position shown, or 
rather the terminal shown 
with no connection to it must "e""' 
be left blank, or the rheostat 
will be inoperative. In our 
model of the Holiday Port
able, a seven-wire battery 
cable having rubber-covered 
wires was stripped of the out
side braiding, thus leaving 
seven separate flexible wires. 
These are used for the battery 
connections, passing through 
the holes mentioned previous-
ly. They should be left. long 
until the set is finally fitted into 
the case and the positions of Earth 
the batteries determined, when 
they may be cut to a conveni-
ent length and have lugs at
tached to the ends. 

L1 
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sious do not lend themselves to the requirements of a 
portable radio set, we commissioned Messrs. Bonney 
and Clark leather goods manufacturers, 99 Elizabeth 

' street, Brisbane, to build us a 
special "Flaxite" carrying. case 
which holds everything 111cely. 
This case is very light in 
weight and quite inexpensive, 
and makes a very satisfactory 
job. The dimensions of ou r 
case arc shown in the drawing, 
F ig. 6. 

T he valves mus t be inserted 
in t be.ir sockets before plac in g 
the set in the case permanent
ly. The A-442 goes in socke t 
Vl and it should be noted that 
a flexible connecting lead is 

attached to the plate terminal on top of the valve. In 
the socket marked V2 is inserted a Philips A-415, 
aud a B-443 in socket V3. Another flexible lead is 
connected from the "B + 120" wire (where it is attached 
to the "+" output terminal) to the screen-grid ter
minal on the side of this B-443. The receiver is fitted 
into the case next to the handle side, and held in 
place by means of two bolts passing through the case 
and the a luminium angle strip at each end. The a lu
minium base thus forms the partition dividing the re
ceiver from the batteries. Two small bolts passed 
through from the outsid e secure the Philip.s Baby 
Grand speake r inside the lid of the case, the hd bc111g 
made much deeper than usual for this purpose. 

Befo1·c the speaker is mounted in the lid, however, 
the loop is lo be wound. T his consists of 20 tur.ns. of 
"Golclto11 e'' special loop wire wound around the 111s1de 
of the lid 1.wo small strips of wood being screwed into 
each cor:1er for the purpose of holding the wire in 
p lace. Th e turns should be spaced a distance of 
roughly the diameter of the wire from one anoth.er, 
and the ends left long enough to reach lo the termm
als on the left-band end of the panel. If desired, the 
loop may simply be wound around the outside of the 
lid, using 18 turns in this case; this aerial pro.ba~ly 
will be slightly more efficient than one wound ms1de 
t he lid, but naturally does not improve the appearance 
of the set. 

L4 

8+60 8+120 8+40 c- A
B-C-+ 

A+ 

Output 

Oufp1.11 
+ 

CB 

8+120 

The Carrying Case. 
Because of the fact that 

suit-cases of standard dimen-

FIG. 4.-ln this Circuit Diagram, the heavy horizontal line ~epr~
sents the metallic panel and base, which form part of tb;e c1rcwt. 

The heavy perpendicular line is the inter-stage shield. 
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FIG. 5.-Drilling dimensions for the aluminium panel. Notice the 
irregular shape of the terminal holes. In every case, centre-to-

centre measurements are given. 

Connections. 

After the set, loop aerial and loudspeaker have 
been fitted into position, the batteries are packed into 
place and c.onnected. This last is an operation calling 
for a ce~t~m amount of care, as it is very easy with 
an alum1mum panel and base to Jet a wire touch 
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. Tpe loudsveaker is connected to the two "Output" 
tenninals, artd the loop aerial is connected to the 
terminals marked "LOOP" and "EARTH." Whert
ever possible, particularly for Interstate reception, we 
strongly recommend the use of a single-wire aerial 
and earth connection or counterpoise instead of the 
lo<;>P aerial. For this purpose, we always carry two 
coils of "~lectron" aerial wire, one of which is used 
as an aenal? an.d the · other laid along the ground as 
a co_unterpo1~e m the absence of a direct earth con
nec.tion. It 1s nearly always possible to elevate the 
aenal a few feet above the ground-the branch of a 
tree, the top of a tent-J?ole., or the. hood of a car sug
gest themselves as possible 1mprov1sed "masts"-and it 
w!ll be .found that dis!ant stations are much stronger 
with th.is .type .of aenal system than with the loop. 
When .1t 1s desir.ed to use the single-wire aerial, the 
loop wires are disconnected, a connecting link joined 
between the "LOOP" terminal and the blank terminal 
and the aerial and counterpoise (or earth if one i~ 

available) to ,: AERIAL" 
where it will cause damage 
to valves or batteries. It 
is a good idea to cut a piece 
of ·heavy cardboard the 
same size as the aluminium 
base, punch holes in it for 
the battery wires, and fit 
it against the base so that 
it will act as an insulating 
partition. 

l' HOLIDAY ~IME rs 'P~RTABLE ~IME! 
Your holidays will not be complete without the "Holiday 
'Portable." ~ake it with you on the beach, to the farm, 
on the river and the bay, and in the car ,,,your enjoyment 

will be increased a hundredfold 

and "EARTH" respective
ly. Do not forget the 
shorting link between the 
two centre terminals. 

Tuning. 
It would be difficult in

deed to find an easier tun
ing set than the Holiday 
Portable. The rheostat is 
also the on-off switch, all 
power being disconnected 
when it is turned as far to 
the left as it will go. To 
operate the set, this rheo
stat is turned nearly full to 
the right. The reaction 
knob (immediately below 
the rheostat) is turned to 
the right until oscillation is 
present, this being indicat
ed, as usual, by a soft 
"thump" followed by a faint 
hissing sound. The right
hand dial is then rotated 
slowly until the carrier or 
"whistle" of a station is 

The three dry cells com
prising the "A" battery are 
first connected in series
that is, the positive (centre) 
terminal of one to the nega
tive of the second, and the 
positive of the second to 
the negative of the third. 
The wire marked "A+" in 
the pictorial diagram (it is 
marked just where it passes 
through the base plate) is 
now joined to the unused 
positive of the "A" battery, 
while the "A-" wire goes 
to the negative terminal. 
To this same terminal is 

FIG. 6.-Particulars of the specially-built case. The dimensions 
are the inside measurements- this is most important. 

joined a piece uf insulated flexible wire which is taken 
to the ".-" ter;ninal of one 60-volt "B" battery, and 
from. this termmal of the "B" battery another piece 
of wire goes to the positive ("+") terminal of one 
6-volt "C" battery. The wire marked "B+40" is con
nected to the 40-volt clip on the "B" battery and the 
"B+60" .wire to the. 6q-volt clip of the sam~ battery. 
From tlus 60-volt clip 1s also taken a wire to the "-" 
cl~p of the second 60-volt "B" battery, and the two 
wires marked "B + 120" go to the 60-volt clip of the 
same battery. The "-" terminal of the first "C" bat
tery is joined to the "+" terminal of the second "C" 
battery, and the wire marked "C-" to the "-" ter
minal of this same battery. 

These directions may seen.1 somewhat complicated, 
but n<;> tr.ouble will be expenenced in connecting the 
battenes if they are followed one point at a time. The 
three dry cells are placed on their sides in the right
!1and corner of the case, and in our set are jammed 
mto place. ~y means of the three cartons belonging 
to the Ph1hps valves. The two "C" batteries come 
next, then the two "B" batteries. 

T 
6" 

L 

picked up, and the left-hand dial then moved 
until the strength increases up to maximum. 

The reaction control is then retarded-turn
ed in a counter-clockwise direction-until 

oscillation ceases and the music or 
speech is clear. After that, a slight 

re-adjustment wi th both tuning dials 
and the reaction will bring the 

r 
57/e' \ 

FIG. 7.- ""'""• 
Details are 
here given of 
the one-piece alu
minium panel and 
base, and the inter
stage shield. 16-Gauge 
stock is used, 



signals up to the best point. Finally, the filament 
rheostat should be re tarded ur\til the signal strength 
beg ins to diminish; in the interests of long valve life, 
the rheostat should a lways be advanced jl!St far 
enough to give maximum reception, for above this 
point there will be no increase in volume, but the life 
of the filaments will be seriously curtailed. \Vhen 
using the loop aeria l, a distinct directional effect w ill 
be noticed, clue to the characteristic of this type of 
aerial. The set must be turned about for best re
sults froi11 each station, and it is often possible to 
elimiiia.te ·an iliterfering station entirely by this means 
aloi1e: . 

··With loop dperation, our Holida)r P6rtable btii1gs 
iri' the · nfain Southern stations with fair to good loud
speaker· volume iIT Brisbane during the early part of 
th e ·evening. Later in the night, the strength is all 
that could be desired for a small room-in the 
case .of .. 2FC; indeed, . the volume is ainple for h1ost 
home requireme11ts. Using the 
single-wire aerial and coun
te_rpoise described, the vol- Earth . 
ume from · the Interstate sta- ® 
tions 'is enori110us-quite equal 
to that from most five-valve 
sets. Selectivity is not good 
-it could not be expected 
from a sing le stage of screen
gricl amplification-but that is 
not of paramount importance 
in most cases.· If the set is to 
be used in close proximity to a 
powerful station, some form of 
wavetrap can be con nected in 
the aerial lead. Thi s l1as been 
actually tested, with excellent 
results. 

The receiver portion of the 
Holiday Portable will make a 
splendid home set if fitted into 
a suitable cabinet. For this 
use, however, the two tuning 
dials and the term inals should 
be mounted differently, as the IL.~"'l:l:::ii~....j~-.l!~iiL<fJ 

gatur~lay, Is l Dccei111.Jcr, 192$. 

not in use; a. turn of the rheostat towards the left will 
automatically ensure that everything is clisconnected. 
For carrying purposes, it is i·ecommended that a strap 
be placed around the case in order to reinforce it, as 
it is purposely made of lig ht 111 aterial. A leather case 
wou ld, of course, he. preferable if it is w ithin the 
means of th e contructor. 

A lth oug h the filament consumption o( the H oliday 
Portable is so small, it is well -known that the ordiuary 
dry cell cannot withstand for any length of t ime the 
severe treatment imposed by lengthy periods of con
tinuous discharge. To those who own cars, t he start
ing and lighting battery offers a simple solution to the 
problem ; two long flexible leads fitted with cliI?s can 
be attached to the receiver and clamped oil to the ca1' 
battery-using two c~lls only, as only four-vblt cur
rent is required. This ,.,iill ei1sure ai11ple fi lament 
power at all times, a1id the car battery will not suffer 
any adverse effect. 

base of the set will then be at 
the bottom instead of t he top. L---------~=~~~~~~===~~~*==~ 
Vvhether used as a portable or 
not, the batteries need not be 
disconnected when the set is 

FIG. 8.-Every connection is clearly illustrated in this Pictorial Diagram. It will be 
seen that several connections are made directly to the metallic shielding, while the 

battery wires pass through oversize holes in the base. 

MATERIAL FOR THE HOLIDAY PORTABLE: 

Z A.W.A. Logarithmic condensers, .0005-mfd., CI, C2. 
l Cyldon Bebe Reaction Condenser, .00025-mfd., CJ. 
4 De Jur-Amsco condensers, .006-mfd., C4, CS, C6, CB. 
l De Jur-Amsco fixed condenser, .00025-mfd., C7. 
1 Radiokes Portex coil kit, primary LI, secondary L2, 

tuned-plate L3, reaction L4. 
I De Jur metallised leak, with mounting, RI. 
I Electrad rheostat, 10 ohms., RZ. 
1 Emmco Put·atone audio transformer, 5-1 ratio, T. 
3 Emmco balanced valve sockets, Vt, V2, V3. 
1 Aluminium panel and base combined, dimensions in 

Fig. 7, Y. 
1 Aluminium inter-stage shield, see Fig. 7, Z. 

6 Belling-Lee insulated terminals, "Aedal," uEarth," 
"Loop,'' "-," "Output +," "Output - ." 

2 E1nmco mahogany de luxe vernier dials, anti-clockwise. 
2 Emn1co mahogany arrow knobs. 
1 Radiokes radio-frequency choke, X. 
1 Rubber-covered seven-wire battery cable. 
J Special ''Pyramid" brand Flaxite carrying case. 

18 Gauge tinned copper wire. 
I Length spaghetti tubing. 
2 Pieces aluminium angle strip, 4l inches long. 

20 Nickelled round head brass bolts, ! x i-in., with nuts. 
7 N~ckelled round-head brass bolts, 1 x i-in., with nuts. 
6 Nickelled r(lund-head brass bolts, } x 5/ 32, with nuts. 

ACCESSORIE~: Coil 100 feet Gold tone loop aerial wire. 

1 Philips A-442 screen-grid valve. 
1 Philips A-415 detector valve. 
l Philips B -443 Penthode valve. 
3 Deal It-volt square dry cells. 

2 Eltax Jight-duty 60-volt '"'B" batteries. 
2 ~ltax small 6-volt "C" batteries, with 2 plugs each. 
Z Coils Electr on aerial wire. 
l Philips Baby Grand cone loudspeaker. 

11 
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The Marvels 
of the.,, DISON Age 

By HERBERT N. CASSON. 

HIS is the Edison 
Age. We, who are 
now alive, ar e slow 
to realise this, be
cause of the amaz
ing fact that Edison 

-the creator of the Age we live 
in-is himself still alive and still 
at work. 

Founders of Epochs are not 
usually appreciated until the cen
tury in which they lived has 
slipped into th e past. 

The Age of Steam-of James 
Watt-began in 1769 with the in
vention of the first steam engine, 
but few people were aware of the 
fact until a hundred years had 
passed. 

And yet we know that he was 
the least addled and the least 
lazy and the most highly skilled 
and creative person whom the 
human race has ever produced. 
I t is only at mid-night that we 
appreciate the sun. 

The fact is that we live and 
move and have our being in the 
midst of th ese Edisonian mir
acles. They are for the pleas
ure. and the profit of the poor as 
well as the rich. They are the 
only sort of miracles that have 
been democratised. They have 
become so universal that we take 
them for granted, as though they 
were th e work of Nature, and not 
of one man, who is personally 
known to many of us. 

And this new Edison Age be
gan about fifty years ago. It 
began when Edison found new 1 

THOMAS A. EDISON 
As for Edison himself, this lack 

of ·praise and full appreciation 
does not trouble him. He is too 

busy creating new miracles. Praise, in fact, fa lls off 
him like water off a duck's back. He looks up, 
for a moment, in surprise and confusion, when the 
spotlight falls upon him, and then goes on with his 
work. If you give him a gold medal, he is apt to 
forget it on the ferry-boat, on his way home. His 
mind is on som ething else. 

ways to g ive the world light and music and time 
and power and communication. 

It has now superseded the Age of Steam, just as 
steam superseded slave-power, and slave-power super
seded savagery a nd the reign of the lower animals. 

This is not the Age of Electricity a lone. I t is rather 
the Age of Miracles, in which electricity plays its 
part. ' And the chief of the miracle-workers is sti ll 
a live. We have celebrated his 30th bir th day this 
year. 

Such miracles-such fairy tales come true, have 
never been known or imagined in any other period of 
human history. 

T3.lk about A laddin and his Wonder Lamp ! His 
wonderful lamp was a flickering tallow candle. It 
was a ch ildish toy compared with Edison's -...vonderful 
electric lamp, which has given daylight to a world at 
night and which has magically created such palaces 
of tr~de and commerce as Aladdin never imagined. 

Talk about the miracle of a camel going through 
the eye of a needle ! What is that when compared 
with the Edisonian miracle of a whole grand opera 
going through a needle's point ? 

Talk about the Delphic Oracle, whose ambiguous 
words mystified the ancient Greeks ! What child's 
play was it when compared with the words that are 
heard and remembered and spoken by anoth er Edi
sonian miracle-the supreme miracle of the Ediphone ? 

Edison was not appreciated as a boy. His teacher 
said he was "addled." He was not appreciated as an 
emplovee. His employer said he was "lazy." The 
worlct' oft"n scoffed at his inventions and said, "It 
c:in ' t be clone." 

Again and again, he has been robbed of the praise 
and the profit, both. H e has had to fight 200 law suits 
to protect his patents from being snatched away. His 
inventions, under alien names, are being marketed in 
every country in the world. But this does not halt 
him nor slacken his energy to create. He was at 
work to-day and he will be at work to-morrow, in
venting some new surprise to please and benefit the 
world. 

Such a man ! If you mention his 1.200 inventions 
to him he only gives you one of his whimsical smiles 
and says-"Well, I have been mixed up in a lot of 
things, haven't I?" 

What a life ! Born in a shingle-maker's cottage, 
in an Ohio village which remains unknown for any 
other reason, educated bv his mother, and out in the 
world to shift for hims<>lf when he was barely twelve. 

Always a reader of 1rreat books, he had studied 
Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire" 
and H um e's "History of England," at a time when 
most boys are trying to under,tand decimals. 

At 18 he h ad bought ~nr! studied the complete 
works of Faraday. Also. h 0 had developed his im
agination on the works of ; .. Jes Vern,. ai1d Dumas 
and V ictor Hugo and Sl1akl' 0 neare. \ i\That boy had 
ever a better education than that ? 
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His creative career be
gan when he learned 
telegraphy. It was taught 
him as a labour of love 
by a station agent, who 
never guessed at the 
part that he was playing 
in the progress of the 
world. The station agent 
had a son. This son was 
a great favourite with 
young Tom Edison. One 
day, Tom Eclison saved 
the life of this boy. In 
gratitude, the station 
agent taught telegraphy 
to young Tom. From 
that moment, Tom Edi
son knew what was to 
be the main direction of 
his life. 

He began to invent. 
\i\Then he was 23, he in
vented a new stock
ticker, and to his amaze
ment, the company paid 
him 40,000 dollars for it. 

From that moment, he 
worked in his own mir-
acle factory. He gave all 
his time-16 hours a day 
of it-to the Herculean 
task of repairing and 
creating whole trades 
and industries. He has 
never had any help from 
Governments. He has 
never asked for any. All 
he has wanted is to be 
left alone with his ex-

) "2' - · --

A facsimile of Edison's original instructions to John Kruesi for 
building the first experimental phonograph. 

"If dots and dashes," 
he thought, "why not the. 
human voice ?" This was 
a new idea. No other 
human brain had ever 
conceived of such a 
thing. 

True, there were prior 
inventions that had made 
the phonograph and the 
ediphone possible. There 
were at least Morse's 
telegraph and Bell's 
telephone. But neither 
Morse nor Bell ever 
dreamed of a machine 
that would make a per
manent record of a hu
man voice or of any 
other. sound . 

It was in June, 1875, 
that Bell first sent the 
twang of a clock-spring 
over a wire. That was 
the birth-cry of the 
telephone. 

"Why not make two 
dies of iron," said Bell, 
"and link them together 
with a wire?" He did. 
Then, on March 10th, 
1876, this wire carried 
the first spoken words
"Mr. Watson, come here, 
I want you ." 

periments. I 
A list of his inventions '.'..=--=-=--=-=-=================== = ===='' 

But the telephone 
made no record. It had 
no memory. It spoke 
once and once only. It 
had no voice of its own. 
It was a mere medium 
for the conveying of a 
voice. Edison .thought of 
could not be something 

would fill this and many 
more pages. There was the multiplex telegraph sys
tem, and the microphone, and the phonograph, and 
the incandescent lamp, and lighting system and the 
electric railroad, and the dynamo, and the storage bat
tery, the tube for the radio, and the motion-picture 
camera, and the fluoroscope, and the cement machin
ery, and the Ediphone. 

In 1875, Bell had invented the telephone. To tell 
the truth, he had only ·half invented it. It was like 
a man limping along on one leg. It was a good re
ceiver but a bad transmitter. So, Edison stepped in 
and created the carbon transmitter, which put the 
telephone on both feet and sent it prosperously on 
its way. "Ill 

Of all his inventions, the phonograph and the edi
phone have always remained favourites. He gave to 
them many years of his life. He took out over 100 
patents on improvements which have kept them be
yond the point of competition. 

It is now exactly ·so years since the phonograph and 
the ediphone were born. Their invention was no 
lucky accident, as many inventicins are. Edison was 
at that time improving the automatic telegraph. He 
found that he : could reproduce the Morse dots and 
dashes on a revolving cylinder. 

this and wondered if there 
better. 

As a result of his thoughts on the matter, in Aug
ust , 1877, he made a design of the first phonograph. 
He gave it to a Swiss mechanic named John Kruesi. 
Kruesi made it, but not without a protest. He de 
clared that it was the most ridiculous idea he had ever 
heard of. 

Certainly, it looked absurd. I have seen this first 
phonograph in the Science Building of the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, in London. It consists of a 
brass cylinder, three inches wide, revolving on a cast
iron base. The cylinder has a spiral groove c·ut in it 
a nd is turned by a handle. 

On either side of the cylinder is a disc of sheet-iron, 
with a needle in the centre. A piece of tinfoil is 
wrapred around the cylinder. The words were spoken 
in at one disc and afterwards reproduced by the other 
disc. The discs were pushed forward into contact 
by a screw. 

John Kruesi made it, and when it was finished , Edi 
son spoke _into its mouthpiece. Not being an orator 
and feeling somewhat confused by the scornful looks 
of John Kruesi, he could think of nothing better to say 
than : "Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white 
as snow." 
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Then he screwed back the rece1v111g disc, turned 
back the cylinder, scre\\·ed the reproducing disc and 
turned the handle. 

The machine spoke. It said very plainly: "Mary 
had a little lamb, its fleece was white as snow." 

"Mein Gott in Himmel!" shouted John Kruesi, 
nearlv fa!ling to the floor in his amazement. 

E~en Edison was startled. "I was never so taken 
aback in my life," he confessed later. 

That night, Edison and Kruesi did not go to bed. 
Thev made improvements on the new machine. They 
tried to turn the handle more steadily and to put on 
the tinfoil more tightly. 

The next day Edison wrapped the baby phono
graph in a piece of paper, and took it to New York 
to show to Mr. Beach, editor of the "Scientific Am e
rican." 

"What is it ?" asked Beach. "Turn the handle," 
reolied Edison. "It can speak for itself." 

Beach turned the handle. The machine said: "Good 
morning! \ i\That do yon think of the phonograph? " 

No other inv<"ntion has ever created such a furore 
as "Edison's Talking Machine." At once, the whole 
world kn"W it. Special trains were run to his work
shop. Doubters, ·who thought it was ventriloquism, 
came to be convinced. 

Edison took it to Washington and showed it to Presi
dent Hayes and Mrs. Hayes and the whole Cabinet. 
It amazed and delighted everybody, from log-cabin 
to White House. 

Lecturers were licensed bv the famous Redpath 
Lyceum Bureau to go into all parts of the United 
States and Canada to exhibit these "Edison Talking 
Machines." 

It so happened that I attend"d one of these ex
hibitions in 1881. I was then a lad of 12, in a small 
Canadian village call~d Parrv Sound. 70 miles from a 
railroad, in the northern wilderness. 

I was with si>veral other boys on the front bench 
in the small h all. Durin g the nPrform~nce, the lec
turer asked any bov to go on the platform and talk 
into the machine. T v\•ent. I hegan to recite a poem 
called "Casabianca"-

"The boy stood on th e burning deck, 
Whence all but he had fled--" 

At this point the other boys made me laugh and I 
broke down. The lecturer pushed me off the plat
form arranged his cylinder and his discs and in two 
minutes the machine repeated what I had said, with 
a laugh at the end. It was the talk of our village for 
weeks. 

About 23 years ago, Edison conceived the idea to 
develop the phonograph into the edpihone. There ~ere 
at the time several machines. known by various 
names, that were supposed to take down dictation 
and reproduce it. But they were far from perfect. 

He made it move at a touch. without any foot-
pedals. He made the capacity of one cylinder 12000 
words. As a cylinder can he shaved 100 times, you 
can now dictate every word in the English language 
to a couple of cylinders. 

He added a sound modifier and a speed control 
and an electric repeat. H e made it simple and fool 
proof, so that anyone can nse it. He made it patient 
and very polite. It \Yi!! repeat a sentence as often 
as you like. It will tell you what you said ten min
utes ago. It never forgets. It is fifty inventions in 
one. 

His basic idea was tha t the voice should be used 
as a pen. There was no word in any language for 
such an idea. H e called it "voice-writing." 

When the Patent Office received his original appli
cation on the phonograph it granted him a patent 
without reference, as no one else had ever even tried 
to invent such a thing. A machine that would . listen 
and remember and ta lk ! A machin e that would make 
a permanent record of any talk in any lanuage, and 
repeat it whenever you wished, either loudly or softly! 
This was a new and welcome idea in the business 
world. 

W hen he had brought the ediphone up to the high
est point of perfection, Edison turned again to his 
phonograph. 

He was cletcrminecl to create an instrument and re
cord that could not be dist inguished from the perform
ance of the li ving artist \vhen heard in direct com
parison. 

For over five years he toiled, experiments alone 
costing 3,000,000 dollars. A phonograph, he said, 
should have no tone of its own-only the tone of the 
ar tist. So he abolished metallic music. He prro
cluced tones as pure as thooe of any prima clonna. "At 
last," he said, "here is a phonograph with a soul." 

''Tn recent clays he has developed the new Edisonic 
-the realisation of his fondest dream. Full volume 
as well as natural quality have been re-created so 
faithfully that the listener becomes absolutely uncon
>cious of the existence of the instrument. a 

"He-a deaf man-has thus created the two amaz
ing machines that can hear and talk-the ediphone and 
the phonograph. His inner ear, it seems, is peculiarly 
sensitive, as it has been protected by deafness from 
millions of noises." 

He has put the most perfect music and song within 
reach of millions of homes. He has catered to pleas
ure as well as to trade and commerce. He has g iven 
a fine r and nobler meani ng to the joy of life. 

Truly, this Seer of Science, as he works to-day, 
in the midst of his thousands of workmen, is the most 
notable figure of our generation, or perhaps of our 
century. H e has spent his \1·hole li fe in exploring the 
No Ma n's Land t hat exist s outside of books. 

"I have to begin ¥here the books end," he once 
told me, when I talked with him in his great labora
tories. 

W h.ere. he goes there .is no path. There is seldom 
even a sign-post. . He battle s against the impossible 
and the unknown. He has to make a path for the 
hum an race as he goes fo rward. He is the supreme 
pathmaker of th e \Yorlcl. 
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At Last! 
A Standard Set for City 
or Country that cuts clean 
through Local Stations at 

%-mile range 

The Pontynen Three· 
Listening at half-a-mile range 
of 4QG's aerial, it is impos
sible to di stinguish 4QG from 
3LO, 2FC, 2BL-so great is 
the volume. 

Hearing is believing. Arrange 
a demonstration at your con
venience. No obligation in
curred. Sold under a MONEY 
BACK Guarantee of satisfac
tion. 

SELECTIVITY 
of a Six! 
VOLUME 

of a Five! 
SIMPLICITY 

of a Crystal Set ! 

ctMade in 'Three, Four 
and Five Valve Models 

Interstate "A" and "B" class 
stations received with tremen
dous volume without a trace 
of .interference from 4QG. 

The Pontynen circuit is a 
marvellous advance. It incor
porates the patented Pontynen 
Filter and the best compon
ents procurable. 

Save 
Dealers' 

Discounts ..SZZ/1.0/0 
Buy Direct 
from the 
Manufacturers 

· Sold complete with everything excepting loudspeaker~which may be selected at will. 
Let us quote you for umodelling your -set to the 'Pontynen t'ircutt 

Complete Pontynen Filter Unit and Coils 
for home Constructors 

Price £3 

The 
Pontynen Radio 

Manufacturing Coy. 
Regent St., South Brisbane 

(Alight 
(off O'Keefe Street), 

from tramcar at Stone's 
Bridge) . 

Phone: J-3370. 

Corner 

-;1m;1m;1if\'i!Milm!fi7\i!Mill'i!tlitii!MilitiilmilitiilfKilitiili'f\ilmi!Mi!MiltKifm\fmfo 
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cA CC9hree Stage..r 

es is tance-coupled 
TH I S article is the seco.nd of a series dealing with the design and 

construction of modern high-quality audio -frequency a mplifiers 
of var ious types. The amplifiers will be described as complete 
units, capable of being incorporated in newly-constructed receivers 
or of being added to any existing type of set, including t he crystal 
r eceiver. Quite apart from this, th<e infor m a tion furnished will be 
of value to those who are interested in the la t e st development_s in 
t his important branch of the science. In last m onth's issue we 
described a two-stage transformer-coupled unit. 

Amplifier 
6.By the_., 

TECHNICAL - EDITOR 

llN the quest for the perfect amplifier, the 
r esistance-coupled type---:-or, as it . is 
sometimes called, the r es1stance-capac1ty 
amplifi er-has achieved a large measure 
of popula rity. l t has done this in spite 
of several inherent disadvantages-disad

vantages that a r e not thoroughly understood by the 
majority of r adio enthusiast s, but which we shall at
tempt to explain in a moment or two. 

F irst let us see why the res ist ance-coupled ampli
fi er has come to "be so widely used in the reception 
of radio broadcasting, for it is evident that it must 
have some claim to "t he excellence with which it is 
almost universally credited. Because of the fact that 
a correctly designed amplifier of the resistance-capa
city type gives a practically uniform response over 
a very wide band of frequencies, the output from such 
a device is remarkably pure and free from distortion. 
I t must not be imagined, however, that almost any 
combinat ion of r esistances and condensers connected 
together in the customary way will demonstrate this 
h ighly desirable charac
t eristic. Far from it; an 
amplifi er designed with -· 
out a knowledge of th e 
principles underlying. its 
operation and one usmg 
components of incorrect 
values is, as likely as not, 
going to g ive a badly dis
torted output and waste 
a great deal of valuable 
IJa:tery power. 

valve has impressed upon it the voltage generated in 
the preceding valve, and that a lone; indeed, there is 
a slight loss in the process of transference from one 
stage to the n ext, due to unavoidable causes. It is 
clear, therefore, that we must depend entirely upon 
the amplification obtainable by means of the valves 
themselves, and must so arrange matters that the 
highest possible degree of efficiency is attained. By 
employing specially designed valves having a compara
tively high amplification factor (thus g iving a large 
gain per stage), and using t hree stages instead of the 
customary two, it is quite possible to obtain the de
sired overall gain. 

In any type of audio-frequency amplifier, a high 
plate voltage is essential for high-quality reproduc
·t ion, but in no case is this such an absolute essential 
as with t he resistance-coupled type. This is accounted 
for by the fact that the first two valves have a resist
ance of large value connected in their plate circuits, 
which results in a considerable drop in voltage. This, of 
course, means that only a small part of the original 

In the usual t ransformer 
coupled audio amplifier, 
there is a definite and 
quite appreciable step-up 
in voltage due to the 
transformers themselves, 
which, added to the gain 
a ttributable to the valves, 
is responsible for a very 
high overall amplifica tion 
in an ampli fi er of two 
stages. I n the r esist 
ance-coupled type, on 
the other hand, th ere is 
no such step--up in the 
coupling devices. The 
grid of each successive 

FIG. 1.-A photograph- of the completed Amplifier. The input end is a t the left, while the condenser 
and choke comprising the output filter may be seen at the rigbt. The battery switch is in front. 
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battery voltage also. In this 
phenomenon li es the reason 
for the inclu sion in most 

' 

"Radio News" receivers of 
separate "C" battery term 
inals for each audio stage, 

' for it will be evident that 
the "C" voltage required by 
each valve for proper op
eration is dependent upon 
the strength of the signal 
that is being applied to it, 
and this, naturally, in
creases with each succes
sive stage. 

FIG. Z.-ln this Pictorial Diagram will be seen the layout of the Amplifier and the 
various connections. Each wire does not, of course, occupy the exact position shown
much of the wiring is below the sub-panel, as explained in the text. The connections 

To sum up, we may con 
clude that the great advan 
tage of the resistancc
coupled type of audio am
plifier is its ability to pro 
vide a distortion 1 cs s 
"s traight-line" amplifica
tion with a more-or-less 
even treatment of bass , 
treble and harmonic fre
quencies. Its drawbacks 

to the battery switch are plainly marked. 

"B" battery voltage actually reaches the plates of these 
two valves; hence a sufficiently large "B" battery must 
be provided to insure that the potential applied to 
the plates is high enough for clistortionless operation . 
It should be said that, although it is such a common 
thing to hear the requirement of high va lue s of plate 
voltage emphasised, a point not generally understood 
is that a high plate voltage is but a means to an end. 
Without delving too deeply in-to the theory of valve 
operation, and resorting to a discussion of the much
used "characteristic curve" (which conveys lit tle to 
the average man) , we use a high plate or '' B" battery 
voltage in order that we may increase the nega tive 
grid bias or "C" voltage to a point where the valve 
wil! take the voltage that is to be impres se d upon its 
g rid w ithout distorting. 

Distortion is inevitable the minute the grid of an 
amplifying valve is allowed to become positive in re
lation to the filament. We overcome this by connect
ing a "C" battery in such a manner that it applies a 
constant negative potential to 
the grid. As an illustration, 
suppose a 4!-volt battery is 
used, and the grid thus as
sumes a potential of minus 4! 
volts . Everything is all right 
so long as the positive signal 
impulses passed on from the 
preceding va lve do not exceed 
a value of plus 4~ volts . The 
instant they do, a condition is 
brought about within the valve 
that results immediately in 
t he presence of distortion. It 
would seem that this condi-
t ion may be rectified by the 
simple expedient of increasing 

l!JIO 
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are that it requires a high "B" battery voltage, the 
use of three stages for best ,results, and its power
handling capacity is somewhat limited. In very many 
cases, none of these disadvantages are at all serious, 
so we may best put the case for the resistance
coup led amp lifi er in this way : If you want absolute 
purity of reproquction and only moderate volume (by 
this is meant volume sufficient for a large room, but 
not for a hall), and are prepared to use anything from 
135 to 180 volts of "B" supply-either from an elimin
ator, whi ch may supply the "C" voltage at the same 
time, or from three or four "B" batteries-then you 
wi ll be delighted with the performance of the unit 
clescribecl in this article. 

Factory-built Coupling Units. 
In our opening remarks, we touched upon the im

portance of using components of faultless design and 
having the right . values for the position they are in
tended to fill. Fortunately, the clay of the graphite 
resi~tance is past, and fixed wire-wound resistors are 
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the value of the negative "C" 
·battery voltage, and thi s would 
be so, were it not for the fact 
that it is impossible to raise 
the "C" voltage indefinitely 
without increasing the "B" FIG. 3.-A Conventional Diagram of the Circuit. Compare this · with Fig . 2. 
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an actual fact. Nowadays, there is 
no need to experiment with various 
values of resistance and capacity ih 
order to determine the combination 
that g ives the most satisfactory re
sults. All this has been done in la
boratories equipped with the finest 
of moder n radio apparatus, and a 
product evolved that embodies all 
the results of extensive research 
work on the part of h i~ly-qualified 
engineers. 

Tarts for the 'J\.esistance
~oupted c?i.mplifier 

w1res touching. All joints are sold
ered, using resin-cored solder with 
the addition of a little F lux ite on un
tinned surfaces. 

This amplifier may be connected 
to any existing crystal receiver by 
coupling the phone terminals of the 
set to the input terminals (BlO and 
Bll) of the amplifier. It may be 
connected to a single-valve set in 
the same way, and it should be noted 
that in both of these cases the "B+ 
Detector" terminal (marked Bl) 
must be left blank. When the am
plifier unit is being built into a new 
receiver, Bl is used for the "B" bat
tery tapping, but BlO is neglected, 

13 Terminals, Bl to Bl3 inclusive. 

1 Dubilier 2mfd. Mansbridge con• 
denser, C. 

I A.W.A. Superaudio choke, 25 
henrys, L. 

3 Philips resis taace-coupling units, 
RCI, RC2, RC3. 

In the amplifier described and 
illustrated in these pages, three of 
the well-known Philips resistance
capacity coupling units have been 
utilised. They are splendidly de
signed and constructed, and each 
unit embodies not only heavy-duty 
plate and grid resistors of correct 
size and a large-capacity coupling 
condenser, but also an ingenious 
device that prevents the passage of 
any radio-frequency energy into the 
audio-amplifier system, with a con-

1 Cyldon Tempryte, see table1 R, 

1 Carter battery switch, S. 
3 Benjamin UX sockets, YI, YZ, Y3. 

1 Bakelite sub-panel, 14 x 7 x 3/16in. 

1 Bakelite panel, 14 x Z x 3/16in. 
· the plate lead from the detector 

valve being taken to Bl, which con
nects with the "P" terminal of the 
first resistance-coupling unit. An 
electric phonograph pick-up will 
give splendid results if connected to 
BlO and Bll, while" the loudspeaker 

I Pair Airzone sub-panel brackets. -

18. Gauge tinned copper wire. 
Spaghetti. 

2S Nickelled 1 ounc!-head brass bolts, 
1 x i in., with nuts. 
Valves and batteries. 

sequent freedom from the annoy-
ance of "motor-boating" and other 
disturbances frequently encountered when a "B" 
e.liminator plate supply is used. An output filter con
sisting of an iron-core choke and fixed condenser is 
provided in ord<::r to protect the loudspeaker wind
ings from the heavy plate Ctjrrent that may be drawn 
by a power valve in the last stage, and also to obvi
ate any possibility of distortion due to saturation of 
the speaker magnet. There is very li ttle else in the 
amplifier-three valve sockets of the balanced type, 
an automat ic filament resistance, a battery switch, 
13 terminals, and the necessary mounting panels. 

The design is such that the complete amplifier, as 
a unit, may be placed behind the panel of a receiver 
if desired, with th e battery switch projecting through 
the main panel of the r eceiving set. The illustration s 
provide most of the data required to assembl<>• and 
wire the un it. The sub-p anel is attached to the small 
front panel by means of two Airzone sub-panel brac
kets, these form ing supports for the whole unit. It 
will be seen that all of the instruments, with the ex
ception of the battery switch, are mounted on the top 
side of the sub-panel, whi le practica lly all of the wir
ing is concealed on the under side of the subpanel. 
This style of layout gives a neat, clean appearance, 
and . makes it possible to have con nections of mini- · 
mum length. Notice in Fig. 2 how extremely short 
the grid and plate connections have been kept-an im
portant point in a resistance-coupled amplifier. 

The various components are secured to the subpanel 
by small nickelled brass bolts and nuts, due care being 
exercised in th e placing of the instruments so that 
the markings on the terminals will correspond with 
the indicating letters on the pictorial diagram. Small 
holes are drilled adjacent to soil'le of the terminals, 
through which the connecting wires are to be passed. 
So that everything will be as clear as possible. the 
two connection s to t11e battery switch are '°hown .in 
front of the switch: in actual practice, of course, they 
are attached to the terminals of the switch under the 
sub-panel. In our own model, 18-gauge tinned cop
per wire ha s been used, with a small piece of spaghetti 
tubing slipped on wherever tohere is any likelih~od of 

is connected always to Bl2 and Bl3, 
which are the output terminals. 
Thanks to the output filter, it does 

not matter in the least which way round the loud
spe~ker is connected. 

Use a High-Mu Detector Valve. 
\Vhen this, or any other amplifier of the resistance

coupled type is used following a valve detector, the 
detector valve should be one of the "high-mu" type 
designed for resistance-capacity amplification. This 
is a very important point, seemingly little understood 
by the majority of radio-enthusiasts-and by many so
called "experts," for that matter. A valve having a 
high resistance (which is a lmost invariably associated 
with a high amplication factor) can always be used 
advantageously when either a highly inductive load or 
a high resistance is connected in its plate circuit. 
When a res istance-coupled amplifier fo llows the de
tector, it can easily be seen that the plate circuit of 
the latter includes the first coupling resistance, which 
is of the order of 100,000 ohms. The detector valve 
may be of the same type as those used in the first 
two stages of the amplifier, the detector plate voltage 
being increased, if necessary, up to the point at which 
the reaction control (if any) operates satisfactorily. 
The increase here is called for by virtue of the fact 
that the resistance is responsible for an appreciable 
voltage drop, as explained previously. Used under 
these conditions, the amplification obtainable from a 
valve detector and resistance-coupled amplifier is enor
mous, resulting in comparatively weak signals being 
boosted up to good loudspeaker strength, and the tone 
quality unimpaired. Don't forget-never use a "general 
purpose" detector valve with a resistance-coupled am
plifier-the discrepancy between valve resistance and 
load resistance is so great that satisfactory operation 
is an impossibility. 

Now for the battery connections. The negative (-) 
and positive ( +) terminals of the "A" battery (which 
may be either a 2, 4 or 6 volt accumulator, depending 
on the type of va lves used) are connected to terminals 
B3 and B7 respectively. B4 goes to negative "B," Bl 
to 221 or 45 volts "B," assuming that a valve detector 
is being used, as mentioned above. B9 connects to 
the maximum "B" voltage-something between 135 and 
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ISO volts for best results. BS joins to th e pos1t1vc 
terminal of the "C" battery, B2 to about B volts nega
tive, B6 to about 3 volts negative, and BS to the "C" 
battery voltage required by the last valve. This last 
will depend on the value of "B" batfery voltage used, 
and will be indicated on the leaflet supplied by th e 
valve manufacturers. 

As regards the Cyldon Tempryte automatic fila
ment rheostat, a resistance must be fitt ed that will 
take care of the particular combination of va lv es util 
ised. At the end of this article, therefor e, we are 
printing a table giving suitable combinations of valves 
for use with this resistance-coupled amplifier, together 
with appropriate values of Tempryte r es istance for 
each combination. 

Just a few words in conclusion with respect t o the 
batteries . In using thi s amplifier, make sure always 
that your batteri es are well up to the mark-"A," "B," 
and C.'" - A 4S-volt dry "B" battery should be dis
carded when it drop s to 37 volts , or 3S at the lowes t. 
Materials of such excellent quality are used that no 
other troubles are likely to occur under norm al oper
ating conditions. \!\Then you have built thi s amplifi er, 
you \ 'V ill have a tru e musical in strum ent ; sec th a t you 
do not spoil it by using a poor loudspeaker. U se either 
a good cone or an exponential horn type speaker , and 
yon will be given a new conception of th e. m eaning of 
r adio entertainm ent. Add an electri c pick-up and 
you will have the ultim ate in phonograph record r e
production. 

VALVE COMBINATION TABLE FOR THREE-STAGE RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER. 

FOR USE WITH 2-VOLT "A" BATTERY. 

Mullard PM-IA 
Mullard PM-IA 
Cossor 210-RC 

Mullard PM-IA 
Mullard PM-IA 
Cossor 210-RC 

Mullard PM-2 
Mullard PM-2S2 
Cossor 21S-P 

FOR USE WITH 4-VOLT "A" BATTERY. 

Valve for First Stage (VI) Valve for Second Stage (V2) Valve for Third S tage (V3) 

Mullard PM-3A 
Mullard PM-3A 
Philips A-42S 
Philips A-42S 
Philips A-42S 
Philips A-42S 
Cossor 410-RC 

Mullard PM-3A 
Mullard PM-3A 
Philips A-42S 
Philips A-42S 
Philips A-42S 
Philips A -42S 
Cossor 4IO-RC 

Mullard PM -4 
Mullard PM2S4 
Philips B-403 
Philips B AOS 
Philips B-406 
Philips B-409 
Cossor 410- P 

FOR USE WITH 6- VOLT "A" BATTERY: 

Mullard PM-SB 
Mullard PM-SB 
Philips A-630 
Radiotron UX-240 
Radiotron UX-240 
Radiotron UX-240 
Cossor 610-RC 

Mullard PM-SB 
Mullard PM-SB 
Philips A -630 
Radiotron UX -240 
Racliotron U X-240 
Radiotron U X -240 
Cossor 610-RC 

COUNTRY AGENCY AVAILABLE FOR A SPLEN
DID LINE OF RECEIVERS. 

Messrs Melton & Co., of North Quay, Brisbane, 
advise that the agency for the Crammond line of radio 
receivers is now offered to interested dealers in 
country centres . 

This firm has enjoyed considerable success in the 
marketing of the Crammond receivers-due to the 
surprising performance that the instruments are cap 
able of putting up. 

In the city, selectivity has been the ideal for which 
the designers have striven, and in accomplishing this 
most difficult goal (using but three valves), they have 
just cause to be proud of their product. 

Tests in the country have proved the se sets cap 
able of covering great distances. Thi s a tt r ibute, 
coupled to their pure tone quality, seems to indicate 
that the Crammond line is the ideal proposition for 
town or country. 

Mullarcl PM -6 
Mullard P M-2S6 
Philips B-60S 
R adiotron UX-201 A 
Radiotron UX- 112A 
Radiotron UX- I7I A 
Cossor 610-P 

Distributors 

2 
B 
B 

T empryte, 
Ohms. 

3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 

3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
g 
3 

Country dealers who secure the Melton agency 
would have the honour of handling a splendid line, and 
interested parties are urged to write immediately to 
secure local representation. 

EDGAR V. HUDSON 
CHARLOTTE STREET, BRISBANE 
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For Xmas 
what could 
be finer ? 

THE GEORGIAN CABINET FOR 
"KING" RADIO SETS. 

This charming Cabinet has been spe
cially designed to accommodate any 
" KING" Radio Set. It incorporates 
a built-in tonal chamber of the long 
air column type, and a high-grade 
loudspeaker unit. 

Complete with "KING" Radio Set 
and all accessories, the cabinet may 
be purchased as follows :-
With Model "G" ....... . .. £55 O o 
With Model "F" . . . . . . . . £49 10 o 
With Electric Model . . . . . . £65 O 0 

KING in RADIO 
If there is someone you know who hasn't a Radio Set, or you 
haven't a really up-to-date set in your home, why not buy a 
"KING" RADIO this XMAS? 
Nothing could give greater pleasure. The new 1929 Battery and 
Electrically-operated models-the very peak of radio perfection
are just out. 
They are fully shielded, marvellous distance-getters, and capable 
of great volume. Control is by a single dial. 
MODEL "G"-6-Valve Genuine Neutrodyne built into rich bronze-
finished metal case as illustrated above. £24 .. ····· 
PRICE, without accessories .. , ••• , • ..•.... , .. ..... . . . .... . 
MODEL "F" is similar to Model "G," . but has only five valves. •• ~·· 
PRICE, without accessories ... .. ..................... .. £ 19 .. ··~¢ ~~· 

ALL ELECTRIC MODEL-This is complete in itself the / ~"' j, 
only accessory to be bought being the loudspeaker. 'rn .·~if.~ 
appearance this model is identical with Model "G." ••• • >S' ~' 
PRICE · ··· · ···· ·· ·· ······ ····· · ······· · £46161 .. ··~4. .,{l . ~..,. ~ 

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY [Aust.] Ltd. . ... ··~0:J'"a-
. .· ..,.~ ~., 

436 QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE 
Opposite Custom "Jfousv 

264 PITT ST., SYDNEY, N.S.W.; 123 SWANSTON ST., MEL· 

BOURNE; and 48 RUNDLE ST., ADELAIDE. 

.• .... ~ e • ov ~ .·· ~ :(;'~ 
.• e:,e 

··~~ .,., ~., .. " ,.,... _,,_ ... .· ~- ' 
••• •• 
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Improved Features Give 
Improved Reproduction 
Equip your set with the A.'vV.A. "IDEAL" Trans
formers. The outcome of long and patient research 
work by th e engin eers of A .W.A., this new Trans
former has many im proved features which bring 
greater r ealism to radio reproduction. It has incr eas
ed size iron core, m ore copper used in windings, ro
bust construction, and handsome phosphor bronze 
enamel fini sh. 
Best results are obtained by using two A .W.A. ID EAL 
Transformers (one in each stage). Equip your set 
with th em to-day and results will astonish you. 

AWA Ideal Transformer 
Price 18/-

Supplied in ratios of 2-1, 3~-1, 5-1 and 9-1. 

No Bunching of Stations 
with this Condenser./' 
The new A.W.A. Logarithmic (Centraline) Condensers 
meet the demand for a valuable condenser suitable for 
use either sing ly or in "gang operation." These con
densers have been designed w ith true logaritmic char
acteristics which elimin ate bunching of stations and 
make tuning easy. The in sulating material has been 
kept extremely low ; minimum capacity is low; true 
alignment w ith contact bearings, and rigid construc
tion ensure fr ee dom from all troubles. Procurable 
in all s tandard capacities. 

A W A Logarithmic 
Condenser Price 13 / • 

AWA Non•Microphonic 
Valve Socket 

This Australian Socket incorporates the improved 
sp ring suspens ion principle, which fully protects the 
valve as well as eliminating all microphonic noises. 
Each terminal is plainly marked and fitted with sold
ering lugs. 

PRICE 3/6 

J. B. CHANDLER 8 CO. 
Queensland's Largest ~adio Scar~ 

45 Adelaide Street BRISBANE 
S.A.~. 
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Are YOU the Dealer who is going to SELL 
Australia's Most Popular Receivers ? 

O NLY a short time ago the New RADIOLAS were 
announced. To-day they a re the most talked-of, 
the most popular radio r eceivers in Australia . They 

are warmly praised by thousands who have purchased them. 
Dealers throughout Australia are familiar with the outstand
ing place the A.W.A. Organisation has made for itself 
through its quality products. 

Here in the New RADIOLAS is undoubtedly the greatest 
radio dealer opportunity ever offered. 

We, as Queensland Distributors for RADIOLAS, offer 
RADIOLA Representation to approved dealers in centres 
where RADIOLAS are not already represented. If you 
want to become a RADIOLA Dealer get in touch with us 
immediately-tell us all about yourself and business as well 
as providing the usual references. We will reply to you 
promptly. 

Sole ~eensland erJiscributors 

RADIOLA Straight Six 
RADIOLA STRAIGHT SIX. A single-con
trol table type six-valve receiver-hattery
operated or all-electric. Cabinet extremely 
artistic and pleasing in appearance. Com
plete with first-valve equipment, including 
a large auto·mobile type storage battery and 

~~f~~n. ~~19 .. Sp~a.ker. . ...... £45 

RADIOLA Screened Six 
RADIOLA SCREENED SIX. A six-valve 
single control floor cabinet receiver. Battery 
operated or all-electric models. All oper
ating mechanism is shielded in'. a metal 
chasis, and an Amplion Cone Loudspeaker 
is built-in. Complete with first-class equip
ment, including a large automobile type stor-

>ge batten . £57 
PRICE .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .• , 

J. B. CHANDLER 8 CO. 
~eemland's Largest 'Radio Store. 45 Adelaide Street, BRISBANE 

S.A.5. 
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UNC~~g~~~~SALLY I RADIOKES 
GUARANTEED 

Saturday, 1st December, 1928. 

RADIOK~S 
PERPETUALLY 

SERVICED 

the Latest Coils for use with Screen Grid Tubes 

PORTEX COIL KITS 
The Small Dimensions Ideally Suited for Portable Sets, therefore 

CHOSEN FOR THE "HOLIDAY PORTABLE'' 
'?5he Special Constructional cAr1icle in rh;s l<sue 

THE PORTEX KIT 
Illustrated above is typical of all the Radiokes Modern Coils. Correct in design and perfect in 
construction, mechanically and electrically, these coils are wound in brilliant green silk-covered 
wire on accurately machined high polished formers, the windings being definitely retained in 
place without the use of any dope whatsoever. This method of construction, developed and 
used only by Radiokes Engineers, gives the permanent retention of original characteristics only 
achieved by Radiokes. The virtue of precision in design and manufacture is reflected in the very 
low radio-frequency resistance, making Radiokes Portex Coils particularly efficient for use in 
conjunction with screen-grid _valves. . . 
Radiokes Coil Kits have established a reputation hitherto unheard of, and are acknowledged by 
all authorities as the absolute leaders in their field . Specified and adopted by mostly all the 
leading technical journals, they are invariably used by the best set manufacturers and home con-
structors. 
Radiokes Portex Coil Kit is sold for 25/- by all Hi.gh Class Radio Dealers 

RADIOKES 
AUSTRALIA'S 

STANDARD 

If Your 'Dealer C'annot Supply Communica te wiih 

Distributor for Queensland 

RADIOKESml 
COIL KITS FOR 

EVt.RY CIRCUIT 
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NEW RECEIVERS REVIEWED 
8{ As each new receiver appears upon the market, a sample is thoroughly }v 

tested in the "Queensland Radio News" Laboratory. For the benefit of in
terested readers, we offer in this department, a candid and unbiassed criti-

. cism of its performance. · 

cation to a three-valve receiV'er, with some remarkable ,.....,._!II r esults . 
We refer to the Crammond Radio Manufacturing 

-:::.::====:::;::::;-;;o;W~ Company, Queen Street, Brisbane, manufacture:s of 
"" t he well-known "Crammond Three." Good as this re

THE CRAMMOND SUPER THREE. 

No on e who attempts to ke ep abreast of th e la t est 
developments in th e realm of the hom e broadcast r e
ceiver will dispute our contention that th e day of the 
shi elded r ece iver ha s a rrived, and that th is type of 
set is here to stay. Complete shielding offer s so many 
advantages that more and more manufacturers of high 
g rade receivers are looking to it to provide t hat las t 
ounce of efficiency from th eir products . 

Up to the present only the larger sets appear to 
have received serious consideration from this angle
possibly because of the additional expen se that must 
be incurred by e ff ect ive shi elding. However, one pro
gress ive Bri sban e radio firm has gon e very thoroughly 
into th e question of complete shi elding in its appli -

ceiver was, t he performance of the firm's new "Super 
Three" certainly justifies their action in resorting to 
shielding. T he task of testing the "Crammond Super 
Three" was ·a most congenial one; the receiver 

, was a positive delight to handle, and we know of no 
set that permits easier tuning. Beyond giving a few 
details of its test pedormance, we can say little ex
cept that it seems to do all that a first-class receiver 

·~· should do-and a bit 1110re. 
Used with a good cone loudspeaker, the quality 

of reproduction wi ll satisfy the most exacting, and 
volume is there in plenty. In conjunction with the 
set, we used th e beautiful little Crammond Shielded 
Wavetrap, the resulting selectivity being such that it 
was possible to tun e in SCL (Adelaide)-not loudly, of 
course-whi le 4QG was on the air, without interfer
ence. Body-capacity was totally absent, as one would 
expect. and the reaction control so smooth that we 
were ab le to turn from station to station by means 
of the tuning dial alone, without touching the reaction 
knob . The interior of the receiver is an excellent 
pi ece of work, while the exterior appearance is un
common and distinctly attractive, the nickel-plated 
panel being fitted into an oxidised brass cabinet of 
unusual but pleasing design. 

Altogether, our considered opinion is that the 
Crammond Super Three is a receiver of which the 
manufacturers have every rea son to be proud, and we 
beli eve it ranks with th e best that can be produced 
anywh ere in th e world. 

Short Waves for New Guinea 
R ecently we had th e pleasure of a visit from Mr. 

C. Claussen of N ew Guinea, who call ed in to enter 
his nam e as a subscriber to "Q.R. N.," and to tell us 
some interesting fact s about wireless on th e island. 

Mr. Claussen is Technical Instructor to the 
Lutheran Mission at F inchaven, his duties consisting 
of the training of native boys for their re spective 
trades-principally house building. H e is greatly im
pressed by the splendid and valuabl e service . short 
wave transmission is rendering to the Au stralian In 
land Mission, and is anxious to carry a similar scheme 
to N ew Guinea, where intercommunication between 
the mi ssion sta tions is very primitive and dangerou sly 
slow. 

Mr. Claussen is greatly interes ted in th e DX Short 
Wave Transmitter, descr ibed in th e October issue of 
"The Q.R.N.," and intends to co nstruct an exper i
menta l set along th e lines of thi s n~ odel imm ediat ely 

upon his return to New Guinea . He asserts that a 
chain of short wave stations would connect up at 
leas t 20 stations in the New Guinea mission field . 

Speaking of broadcast r~ception, Mr. Clau~sen 
to ld us that he enjoys remarkably good reception from 
all Australian stations, excepti ng 4QG where distor
t ion is still very pronounced. He is using a 3 valve 
Pl home assembled set. 

The filament supply is taken from an old battery, 
charged by a motor car genera tor, driven by a wind
mill built by Mr. Claussen fro m an old threshing 
machine-rather a novel idea, bt' t Mr. Claussen as
sures us th at it fills the need admi rably and costs him 
nothing for battery r e-charges. 

Mr. Claussen has promised to forward detai ls of 
his short wave experiments on th e island, and we feel 
sure tha t a ll readers wi ll be interested to learn of hi s 
success along thi s lin e, 
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What Governs the..r 

Power Handling Capacity 
~of -an cAmplifier 

By A. R. WILSON 

IJ!lfii!;lllllliltS the novelty of radio has gradually dis
appeared, and more interest is taken in 
.it purely ·as an instrument to reproduce 
with fidelity both music and speech, the 
listener and engineer have given more 
and more thought to the tonal qualities 

of the broadcast receiver. The vast radio audience 
to-day is first of all concerned in how well it can 
hear. How far is a secondary consideration. 

It would seem to the average listener inexperienced 
in radio experimentation that all that is necessary to 
increase volume is the addition of a stage or two of 
audio-frequency ampiification to his existing equip
ment. This is true to a certain extent, but as we 
are interested only in quality volume, the design of 
the apparatus used in the "stage or two" of audio
frequency amplification is of great importance. 

A speaker, which does the actual reproducing of 
sound, is an energy operated device a;1d as the energy 
is derived from the last audio valve alone, the undis
torted volume obtainable from a speaker is ·wholly 
dependent upon the energy output of this valve and no 
other, the energy being measured in milliwatts. 

In order to secure the maximum power output 
that a valve is capable of delivering, it is necessary 
that a sufficiently large voltage be placed on the 
grid of the valve to operate it at its maximum 
output. At the same time certain conditions, how
ever, must be satisfied to prevent distortion in the 
valve itself. First, the grid must not be allowed to 
become sufficiently positive to draw any appreciable 
amount of grid current, and second, the plate current 
must at no portion of the cycle be allowed to fall so 
low that distortion be caused by curvature of the plate 
current curve. The input voltage which may be ap
plied safely to a valve without causing grid distor
tion is fairly well indicated by the grid bias voltage. 
Actually the effected grid swing permissible in volts 
R.M.S . is '/2 + 2 or .707 times the grid bias. 

The solution of the problem of quality volume is 
threefold, embracing valves, transformers and speak
ers wherein distortion of various sorts and cau3es tends 
to develop. It may be well to state here that there 
are two apparent forms of distortion to guard against 
in any audio amplifier: frequency distortion and wave
~orm di~tortic;in. Frequency distortion, which really 
1s not d1stort1on at all, but the relative differences in 
the amplificatio_n of di.fferent freque_ncies is . caused by 
one of two thmgs, either a couphng device that is 
not cap~ble of even per~orman<:;e over lhe audio range, 
or the improper matchmg of impedances of tl1e dif
ferent circuits . It is extremely important from a 
frequency viewpoint that the imperlan~es of the \'ari
ous circuits bear a definite relation to each other. 
To secure a maximum transfer of voltage from one 

circuit to another (and we are interested in this n
spect only in voltage and not in energy), the im
pedance of the transformer primary should be at 
least two or three times that of the valve circuit at the 
lowest frequency which we wish to amplify. \Vave
form distortion in the amplifier itself is caused by 
either an overloaded valve or saturation of the core 
of the audio transformers . With the present -day 
standards of transformers, however, the lattl'!r from 
a practical standpoint may be entirely disregarded. 
Obviously the remedy for an overloaded valve is the 
reduction of the input signal or the iHcrease of grid 
bias and plate voltage, thus permitting the valve to 
be worked on the straight portion of its grid voltage 
plate current curve. 

Assuming one to have an audio amplifier and valves 
of the standards of two or three years ago, the most 
radical improvement in quality would be brought about 
by the replacement of the last audio valve by one 
of the new power valves. This would increase the 
power handling capacity of the amplifier, perhaps 50 
times, and this power handling capacity of an ampli
fier is something that is not very well understood by 
the average man, yet it is extremely important if faith
ful reproduction is to be obtained. In order to pro
duce the same intensity to the ear, say at 60 cycles, 
many times as much power is required as at 1000 
cycles. A somewhat disconnected yet fitting illustra
tion 1•·ould be the comparison between a tuba player 
and a cornet player in a brass band. The tuba player 
expends much more energy, but to the ear the cornet 
is louder. In the case of the loudspeaker far greater 
power is needed to supply the energy than was here
tofore thought necessary to reproduce bass notes 
properly, and it is even very doubtful if the valves 
on the market to-day are capable of supplying to the 
speaker enough energy to reproduce these low fre
quencies with the same intensity as the higher frequen
cies, unless a 50 or 100 watt power valve is used. 
Thi.s would require a type of plate supply device, which 
from an economic point of view, would be entireiy out 
of the question. 

\i\Thile it would seem that increasing the energy out
put of an amplifier would result in extremely loud re
production, this is not necessarily true. A loud sound 
may be doubled in intensity-that is, the energy doub
led-and the ear may hardly detect the change. This 
fact will explain in some measure why many people 
are not able to note the difference in the volume pro
duced by a very large power valve and a smaller one 
although, everything else being equal, the reproductio1; 
when using th e former should appear much better 
on the lower frequencies. 

The power handling capacity of an amplifier using 
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present day transformers is more or less limited by 
that of the valves used, since the largest possible 1 or
t ion of the negative side of the grid voltage piate cvr
rent curve is available for the actual plate voltage used. 
W hile resistance or straight impedance coupled am
plifiers are better from a purely frequency standpoint, 
the power handling capacity is decidedly limited, as 
there is a certain rectifying action of a strong signal 
caused by the time action of the grid condenser and 
leak, and their purpose, even from a frequency stand
point, is often defeated by the improper use of valves. 
A man will quite frequently pay from £5 to £10 for an 
impedance coupled amplifier only to use a small valve 
in the last stage, and it is very doubtful if the im
provement in quality in this case is even noticeable to 
the ear. This is only another example of insufficient 
power required to reproduce bass notes, although the 
frequency characteristic of an impedance or resist
ance coupled amplifier is essentially a straight line 
from 50 cycles upward. A very interesting laboratory 
experiment along these lines proved that where a pure 
60 cycle note from a valve oscillator was fed directly 
into the grid of a UX-210 valve, the full output of 
this valve did not produce even an audible sound at 
t his frequency. All low frequencies are not entirely 
lost, however, as their harmonics are reproduced, but 
with much less intensity, and the fundamental pitch 
is usually obtained by the beat note of a second and 
third harmonic. 

In reviewing the subject of power handling capacity 
of an aP.!plifier, there are many other more important 
ph'.!ses to consider than . the particular method of 
coupling (transformer, resistance, or impedance) . It 
is a well-known fact that no better quality can be 
expected than is radiated from a broadcasting station 
or that can be faithfully reproduced by the loud
speaker-regardless of what coupling method or com
bination of methods may be used. 

Bearing in mind that the frequency range of the 
better broadcasting stations is something like 80 
cycles to 5000 cycles, and the better loudspeakers cut 
off at 80 cycles at the lower end and 7000 cycles at 
the upper end, also remembering that the better trans
formers in use to-day are capable of even ampEfica
tion between 60 cycles and 6000 cycles, the selection of 
the amplifier and proper operation for maximum effi
ciency of those valves should receive more considPra
tion than is generally given to amplifier valves, par
ticularly the last stage valve from which the loud
speaker is operated. 
14-.""-·~~· 

The Magic of MORSE 
SOONER or later, and better sooner than .later, YOU 

as a radio enthusiast will tucn to the magic dots 
and dashes, because, after all, the radio telegraph still 
dominates the air as far as the volume of traffic is 
concerned. 
While the music and the radio-phone talks may be 
most interesting to the laity, the fact remains that 
1nany things of very great importance are being missed 
if one does not understand that vital spirit of sound
the telegraph code. 
Let m e teach y ou how. Sounder or Buzzer method; 
speed and proficiency guaranteed; terms moderate . 

CHAS. RUNGE 
(3 Years' Experience as 'a Morse Instructor ; s everal 

years as a Commercial Operator. 
Address enquiries c/ o "Queensland Radio News," 

Box 1095N, Brisbane. 
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Made with the 
accuracy ol a Gun I 

J.B. True Tuning, S.L.F. 

The same care and attention which are 
exercised in the design and c onstruction 
of the most delicate mechanism of a gun 
are displayed in all J .B. Condensers. 
Accurate to the finest point, a nd per
fectly finished, J.B. Condensers can be 
well compared to the finest gun ever 
made. 

There is no sign of backlash in the J.B. 
D\Odels. The dial is turned and t he sta
tions come in with unfaltering regularit y. 
BRIEF SPECIFICATION: End Plates of 
highly polished nickel-plated brass. In
sulation b y means of smallest possible 
quantity of pure ebonite, insuring high 
efficiency. Rotor mounted on ball-bear
ings and prov ided with variable friction 
brake so a s t o give silky movement, 
which ca n be varied to suit individual 
requirements . Rotor Van es bolted to .. 
gether at tips to prevent distortion. The 
Vane shape has been designed to follow 
the well-known law under n ormal working 
conditions. 

Prices J.B. ( T r ue Tuning- S.L.F.): .0005 
mfd., 16/ 6 ; 100035 m fd., 16/-; ,00025 mfd., 
15/ 9. For Short Wave Receivers, 100015 
mfd., 15/ 9. Write for full particulars of 
L ogarithmic and Neutralising Models. 

'Dealers communicate with 

A. BEAL PRITCHETT (AUST.) 
LTD. 

SYDNEY AND MELBGUR"E 
EDGAR V . HUDSON . . BRISBANE. 
GIBBS, BRIGHT & CO. . . PERTH 
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d1 5HC9RT STE;RY 

The Life Circuit 
6By 'ROBERT 'WARE 

ON the struggling poverty-stricken, yet ego
~ istica l clays of my youth, I r idiculed 
anything and everyth ing which savoured 
of the supernatural. Nothing, I maintain
ed, could possibly happen which had not 
a perfectly sound, reasonab le explanation. 

I was a dogmatic, methodical rationalist-needing 
either ocular or physical demonstration before accept
ing any theory or hypothesis as a concrete fact . 

This mental attitude, I reasoned, with no small sat
isfaction, was quite in keeping with what the world 
expected from a senior student attending L'Ecole Pas
teur, the great, free academy in the Quartier Latin 
whi ch had enabled so many sons of the peasantry to 
reach the highest ranks of medical science. 

Notwithstanding this fact, however, I was bound 
by a strange tie of friendship to one who thoroughly 
beli eved in the existence of phenomena which occur
red contrary to, and in spit e of, all existing natural 
laws. I took, moreover, an intense interest in my 
friend's experiments-possibly in the hope that one 
clay I should conclusively prove to him that there is 
nothing more in heaven and earth than can be ac
curately accoun ted for in our sciences and philosophies. 

The friendship which existed between Professor 
Trembot and myself was the source of much amusement 
and good-natured raillery, but in common with the 
rest of Paris south of the Seine, our associates saw 
no real cause for wo nder in the existence of a bond 
of mutual attraction between men apparently so anti
thetical to each other. 

A lthough a student, as I have said, I had obtained 
my medical degree some years previously, and had 
filled minor medical positions at various hospitals. My 
des ire to indulge in pat hological research- and a to
ta lly unexpected legacy of a few hundred francs a 
year-turned my feet towards the massive granite 
edifice, as naturally as two magnets will link their op
posite poles and spread a pile of iron filings in con
centric circles. 

Professor Trembot was a thin, lanky person, whose 
ill-fitting garments betrayed a total lack of personal 
pride. His lean, sallow face; his burning, coal-black 
eyes which were deeply set beneath beetling, black 
eyebrows; his stock of wiry black hair and pointed 
black beard, made a picture which can only be des
cribed as-saturnine. Yet his goodness of heart en
deared himself to all who knew him, and his remark
ably daring, analytical, deductive brain had already 
made him notorious-if not famous-throughout the 
medical fraternity of France. 

His great passion was the relationship of electrical 
phenomena to plants, anima ls and human beings-in 
the research of which he had assembled experimental 
apparatus, the use of which would have confounded 
any other scientist or physicist in the world. 

Long before the world war, he had been one of 
the most methodical and persistent experimenter$. in 

the propagation of aetheric waves-the science which 
is known to the man in the street as "wire less"; and 
on the cessation of hostilities, had immediately re
turned to his beloved la boratory to continue his work. 

When the broadcasting of speech and music was 
in its earliest s tages, Trembot was amongst the first 
in the country to obtain a reception permit-and the 
maze of wires and in sulator s which focussed at his 
laboratory window wou ld have been the wonder and 
despair of any wireless engineer. 

About 4 p.m. every day I would gravitate to Trem 
bot's laboratory with unfailing regularity, and we 
would, by common consent, dismiss for the next hour, 
a ll thoughts and refer ences to our studies w ithin the 
academy, and talk politics. 

Trembot knew more about international politics 
than any other scientist I have ever met-that particu
lar study affording him comp lete menta l relaxation 
from the exhausting, nerve-racking concentration he 
brought to bear on his work. 

One miserably cold, wet evening we were sitting in 
his workshop en joying our pipes and a cheery fire , 
when, sudden ly, he referred to our before-dinner talks 
with a fierceness which almost alarmed me. 

"Do you know, Dornleve," he remarked in a curi
ously tense voice, "if it wasn 't for you and the amus
ing ant ics of diplomatic celebrities, I really believe that 
I should become mentally unbalanced. I am within a 
hairbreadth of achi eving my life's ambition-and if I 
succeed I shall be the greatest benefactor to man
kin d the world has ever known or ever can know." 

The whimsical sm il e with which he delivered this 
preposterous-and very unu sua l-boast, took the "raw 
edge" off what wou ld, in any other man, have been re
garclerl as purely egotistical bombast. Nevertheless, 
to repress my quizzical smile was an utter impossi
bility. 

"No, Dornleve, although m_y experiments have pro
duced some . of the most bewildering results, I still 
retam a vestige of my normal sanity. And, I think I 
may safely claim that I have never shown any evi
dence of being burdened with a sub lim e 'superiority 
complex.' " Suddenly the tenseness dropped from his 
speech, and he proceeded in a dreamy, far-away .voice : 

"The evening broadca.sting session s will commence 
about eight o'clock, and I shall then have the honour 
of showing you something which no ' living man-ex
cepting myself-has ever conceived possible. Before 
we go and eat, however, I shall request your attend
ance in, what we may term, a professional capacity." 

As he spoke, he rose to his feet and walked to-' 
wards a dimly-lit corner of the laboratory in which, as 
I knew, he kept the many "pets" which were so neces
sary in his researches. 

Ab laze with curiosity and suppressed anticipation 
I stood by his side as hi; ope~ed the door of a cage '. 
and, after a few seconds pokmg and fumbling, with-
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drew a beautiful specimen of long-haired, white Bel
gian rabbit. 

"A remarkably healthy subject, eh, Dornleve?" 
laughed Trembot as he held the kicking animal by 
its ears at arm's length. 

"Very l1 ealthy," I acquiesecl, impatiently waiting 
for the words wh ich would disclose my friends' inten
t ion. S udd enly he bent clown and replaced the animal 
in the box and, dusting his hands together, drew him
self erect. 

"Now, my clear friend, we shall go and en joy some 
chicken and hot coffee in our usual, placid manner." 

''B ut- but--" I . stammered. 
"Yes," he laughed. 
"Where do my 'professional services' come in ?" I 

gasped. 
"Merely, my clear fellow, in certifying that the rab

bit I just showed you is healthy and in full possession 
of its senses and energies. I t is my latest addition to 
my collection, and cost me twenty francs-I bought 
it this morning. Don't you like him ?" was Trembot's 
enigmatic reply. 

CHAPTER II. 
During our evening meal Trembot was unusually 

amusing. 1 Sparkling witicisms, scintillating epigrams, 
a nd brilliant repartee flowed from his brain in be
wildering, admiration-compelling profusion. Never 
had I seen him in so effervescent a mood-he was 
s imply bubbling over with joy- suppressed excitement. 

For my part, I could not, under the circumstances, 
maintain my usual ironic, inconoclastic attitude-I was 
simply lifted upon the stupendous wave of amusement 
which he radiated, and struggled with my repressed 
curiosity as best I may. 

This was precisely what he desired-and ' sub-con
sciously r ealising his decision to think and talk of any
t hing but what was to fo llow when we returned to 
t he laboratory, I did not make any effort to question 
him on t he subject nor forestall the anticipated pleas
ure by wild hazards and imaginings. 

P resently he called the waiter, and, in spite of my 
protestations, insisted upon assuming the fina ncia l ob
ligations of the evening-presenting Jacques wit h a 
gratuity which caused that worthy person to gaze at 
Trembot in dumbfounded astonishment. 

"If you are ready, we shall now return to my 
humble 'workshop,'" remarked my friend, rising sud
denly and buttoning his cloak around his neck. The 
cold, impersonal aloofness with which he uttered the 
words caused me to throw a quick g lance of appre
hension at the Professor, but he was not looking at 
me, being immersed in the business of arranging the 
folds of his cloak, an action upon which he was bes
towing an undivided, meticulous attention quite unwar
ranted under the circumstances. 

I did not make any reply to his authoritative pro
nouncement, but continued to gaze steadfastly a t the 
man fo r whom I had conceived greater affection than 
I ever could have done fo r another person, however 
"friendly" he might have been. 

Trembot still refused to look at me-and was liter
ally playing with his cloak in a way which indicated 
that his nervous system was quivering under a high 
tension. 

Suddenly, the truth dawned upon me-the evening's 
gaiety had not been the result of anticipated triumph 
on the part of an egotis t- it had been merely a mask 
assumed to effect the temporary obli teration of an 
unwelcome subject. 

Trembot waa a(raid I 

Filled with an indefinable dread, I laid my hand 
on the Professor's shoulder and begged him to forget 
about his "workshop" and accompany me to the Folies 
Bergere or some other place of amusement. 

"No, my friend, the stage is set, unfortunately; and 
what I have looked forward to as the hour of victory is 
a t hand. I confess I would rather postpone it, but 
the big experiment has to be attempted, or else a ll 
my work will be wasted." 

So saying, h e took my arm and led me in to the 
street. 

CHAPTER III . 
The long flight of stone steps which led to the cor

ridor seemed more depressing than usual that even
ing. The shrieking wind had blown out the light 
near the door, and the open gas jet at the head of the 
steps flickered and spluttered in a dismal, foreboding 
manner. 

We climbed the worn steps in silence, and, on 
reaching the top, I felt a sickening shudder shake 
my friend. I looked at him quickly, and, in the dim 
light, saw with a larm that his face had assumed a 
g hastly expression. Following his g lance, I could see 
a couple of figures standing outside the "workshop" 
door-away at the end of the corridor. 

For a second, Trembot faltered- then, apparently 
having mastered his fear, he strode towards his room 
with quick, firm footsteps. 

Before we r eached the waiting men I had per
ceived that they were gendarmes and that they had 
brought with them a police ambulance. On recognis
ing my frien d the gendarmes saluted and said that 
Monsieur Le Prefet was expected every moment. 

"I cannot make the experiment without his pres
ence," remarked Trembot. "But we can get everything 
in readiness," he continued as he opened the door and 
motioned the gendarmes to wheel the ambulance into 
t he laboratory. 

:My wonderment at the unlooked-for presence of 
the police was interrupted by heavy footsteps in the 
corridor, the soun d of which brought a sigh of relief 
and satisfaction from Trembot. 

"Dornleve," he said, when the visitors had arrived, 
"I think you are already acquainted with these t hree 
gentlemen, so no introductions are necessary." 

My curiosity and apprehension were unbounded 
when I saw that the newcomers were no less person
ages than the Prefet of Police, th e Senior Prison Doc
tor and the Police Chaplain. 

"Be seated, gentlemen," cried Trembot with a g race
ful sweep of his arm towards t he fireplace wh ich still 
conta ined a mass of glowing coals. The seating ac
commodat ion of the "workshop" was taxed to the 
utmost as the quaintly assorted audience prepared for 
t he mysterious experiment. 

Professor Trembot, who had been negligent ly 
lounging against the work-bench, suddenly stood erect 
and, with all the fire and earnestness of a scientific 
zealot, plunged into his sub ject . 

"Gentlemen, for the sake of my friend, Dornleve, I 
·will expla in your presence in my laboratory this even
ing. 

"In th is police ambulance lies the body of Henri 
Formesne-the apache who was sentenced to death 
last month. H e was to be guillotined the clay after 
to-morrow, but took his own life las t night by means 
of prussic acid, which he had either secreted on his 
person or which had been smuggled in to him. How 
he obtained the poison is not for us to decide now-

Continue~_ on page 57. 
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CONDENSERS 
ol PRECISION and 

UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IMPORTED MAKE 

Ample Stocks Available 

EFFICIENCY 
This condenser · embraces correct 
minimum and maximum capacities, 
perfect insulation, true alignment, 
and cut-away brass plates in both 
stator and rotor. Pig-tailed con
pection; adaptable for either base 
or panel mounting, adjustable cone 
bearings. It has also hollow :Hn. 
shaft interlocking, allowing tan
dem mounting of two or more con
densers or the substitution of t in. 
rod for one-dial control sets. Base 
is made of genuine bakelite, which 
gives true insulontion. The metal 
parts are brass throughout, with an 
extra heavy rigid brass frame pre
venting any give or take, and has 
perfect three-point suspension. The 
rotor plates are reversible, ;md can 
be used for either clockwise or anti 
clockwise motion. 
Prices: .0005, 12/ 6; .000 25 and 

.00035, 12/-. 
Short-wave all capacities, 11 I 6. 

THE SIMPLEX THREE-GANG ONE CONTROL has fea-
tures which are not present in any other make. No back 
lash or play between condensers. Especially valuable fo r 
Solodyne Circuits. Unions are all insulated and have lugs 
attached to the condenser, so that they can be wired to
gether to earth the rotor if desired. The Simplex is easily 
and firmly moun.ted with a one-hole fixing. The adjustable 
mounting bracket enables you to get the exact elevation from 
baseboard or sub-panel that you require. R igid frame pre
vents any give or play. Condensers were especially made 
to balance in g;mg work. Trimmer plates facilitate balan
cing. This S implex is far superior in solidity and fine tun
ing to any impor ted one dial control. Made in two capacities 
-.0005 and .00035. 
PRICE ...... .. ........... . .. . . .. . . .......... . ........ £3 

Any standard dial can be used with this hn. shaft. 
Simplex One Dial 3-Gang. 

Made by ELECTRICITY METER MFG. CO., LTD. 
Exclusive Factory Representatives: 

MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS PTY ., LTD. 
Sydnoy: 137 Clarence Street. Melbourne: Sunden Place 
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'l0he POWER BUZZER 
More Information from Ex~Signal Corps "R.gaders eoncerning 

this Interesting .Subject 
Beerburrum, 12th Nov., 1928. 

(To the Editor, "Qld. Radio News.") 
Dear Sir,-Please permit me space in your paper to 

thank Mr. R. Browne 4RB for the detailed description 
and circuit of the "Power Buzzer." 

This low power transmitter and receiver was a 
most useful part of the A.I.F. signal equipment in 
France, and although I have only known it to be 
used for short-distance work, I think it would be 
quite possible with the two-valve amplifier with which 
it was fitted to receive say SO or 60 miles. 

This form of wireless communication could be used 
with advantage even at the present time. Will you 
please inform me, through your paper, if it would 
be essential to obtain a transmitting license to operate 
this "Power Buzzer." 

Yours ietc., 
WM. BARBER. 

November 3rd, 1928. 
(To the Editor, "Qld. Radio News.") 

Dear Sir,-I was very interested in 4RB's descrip
tion of the power buzzer as used in the services during 
the war. · 

Shortly after the cessation of hostilities, I came 
into contact with a few of these buzzers, which were 
obtainable from ex-Government stores in London for 
a mere song. When the experimental transmitter 
started his activit ies in England in 1920, quite a few 
of them were using these power buzzers on the 200 
metre band for ICW communication. Unless I am 
mistaken, they were known as the "TVT Unit." A 
three-valve amplifier (type C MK 3) was also obtain
ab le with them at a price of £4. 

The TVT unit is very interesting to me, because I 
used it for a Icing while at my old station, G-6XG, for 
communication with French, Belgian, Italian, Dutch 
and Finnish amateurs. 6XG put up many records with 
this until the local BCL's rightly sent a petition to 
the P.M.G. to stop me using it as the QRM spread 
from 100 to about 1000 metres for three or four miles! 

I used the TVT for the plate supply to a valve os
cillator ; I think the voltage was somewhere near 
10,000 at 30 ma. 

These little TVT units would certainly make a good 
low-power H.T. supply for ICW work on shorter 
wavebands, but it is ruled out as we want all the pure 
D.C. we can get in 1929. The "Lizzie" coil does simil
larly, but does not, like the TVT, give 30ma. I be
lieve there was a 100-watt TVT, but never saw one. 

Yours faithfully, 
DON. B. KNOCK (2NO) , 

Technical "Editor, "Radio," Sydney. 

Christie St., Sth. Brisbane, 1/11/28. 
(To the Editor, "Qld. Radio News.") 

Dear Sir -As the "Power Buzzer" has been men
tioned in th~ last two issues, the following notes may 
be of interest:-

The "Power Buzzer" was, I always believed, a 
French scheme. At any rate, the first power buzzers 

and their accompanying amplifiers were of French 
manufacture. Being very simple and requiring no 
adjustments, beyond replacing contacts and plugging 
in a battery, they could be operated by anyone who 
had a knowledge of Morse. They were used for 
emergency forward communications between the front 
line and advanced battalion headquarters. Between 
this point and brigade, wireless communication was 
carried on by means of so-called "Trench-sets," also 
known as "B/F" sets. The significance of the initials 
was a bit of a mystery, although we had our own 
opinions on the matter ! 

The official range of the set was given as 2000 
yards, and with three valve amplifiers as receivers, 
good communication was easily maintained, provided 
there was not too much interference. Owing to the 
telephone system in use, which almost invariably used 
an earth return, a tremendous amount of telephone 
conversation was picked up. A running stream be
tween the transmitter and receiver was supposed to 
stop the signals, but in the Ypres sector, which was 
nearly all water, the,. sigs. came through as usual. The 
nature of the intervening soil has some effect on the 
signals, but usually no difficulty was experienced in 
working up to a mile. 

Just before the Armistice a combined power-buzzer 
and amplifier was introduced. This was of British 
manufacture, and a very fine piece of instrument work. 
However, "loop sets" were introduced almost simul
taneously, and practically superseded the power-buzzer. 
These were simple short-wave C/W sets, working on 
a wavelength of about 60 metres, as far as I can re
member. 

The military authorities seemed prejudiced against 
the use of wireless in any shape or form, probably 
because it could be overheard by Fritz. As all mes
sages were sent in code, this was a mistaken view on 
their part, as nearly all forms of communication were 
liable to be intercepted. Consequently I'm unable to 
quote any incident in which the power-buzzer played 
a meritorious part. It undoubtedly had possibilities , 
but in our section, at least, it never had a chance. Some 
of the battalion sigs. may be able to prove that the 
power-buzzer "did its bit." 

I am enclosing a rough sketch of the circuit of 
the combined power-buzzer-amplifier, which, when re
drawn, may be of sufficient interest for publication. 

Yours sincerely, 

"SAPPER." 
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Philips De Luxe 
Speaker 

"PCJJ" £6/10/· 
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"Baby Grand" 
£3/IS/• 

" A CRITERION ! 
The Baby Grand Piano! A term that immediately 

suggests a piano gracing the home of one who demands 
the best as his rigl1t. 

Appreciating this, we unhesitatingly named our unique 
septagonal speaker the "Baby Grand," for here was a 

reproducer which glowed with personality whose sheer 

beauty was obvious from but a cursory glance, a speaker 

tllllt stood glorious! y apart from its fellows. 

Its frank and unswervingly faithful reproduction, have, 

in but a few months, made it a loudspeaker respected 
and admired by all, as something " different "-some

thing not to be compared with, but rather to bi!! 
compared by- in short a criterion . 

.Ad>t. of '!'l.ilip, LAmps (<Y!uscralAsia) Ltd. "Radio 'Dept., Head !>f!icc Qnd Showrooms: Cnr, c:?IArence and Mar1aret St1., Sydney. 7'{.S.W , 8R69 "',2 
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GUARANTEED 

"Wetless" Reinartz Tuner. 
Price .. . .. . . .. .. . . 10/6 each 

SINGLE ROTOR TUNER 
"Wetless" Single Rotor 
Tuner. Price ... . . 13/ - ea . 

uB" TYPE. 
GRID CONDENSER is spe

cially made for attaching di
rectly to valve socket ter
minal. 

MIDGET -CONDENSER 

High Grade Products selling at a 
LOWER PRICE than you are 

asked to pay for other makes 

N&UT COI L KIT 

Neutrodyne Kit 
' ' Wet]ess" Neut. Kit, with two neutralising condensers. 
Price .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . 35/ - per kit . 

FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS 
or from the 'Distributors 

Trackson Bros. Ltd. 
157-159 Elrzabeth Street, BRISBANE 

" Wetless" Radio frequency Choke,~- 5/6 each 

BROWNING DRAKE 

.,.Wetless" Browning-Drake Kit with 
Neutralising Condenser. 
Price . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 35/ per kit 

RADIO PRODUCTS 

SOLODYNE SHIELDED 
COIL. 

"Wetless" Solodyne Kit with 
two Neutralising Condensers. 
Price . . . . .. . .. . .. 65/ - per kit 

DOUBLE .ROT O R TUNER 

uwetless1' Double R otor 
Tuner. Price . . . . . . . 18/6 ea . 

"B" TYPE. 

"WETLESS" MICA CONDENSERS 
"A" Type, 1/6 Each 

.0001 

.00015 

.0002 

.00025 

.0003 

.0004 

.0005 

.001 

.002 
.00025 (with clips), 1/ 9 each. 

.003 

.004 

.005 

.Gll6 

.0075 

.01 

.02 

"B" Type 
2/6 
2/ 6 
3/-
3/6 
3/1 
5/-
5/6 

"8" Type, 2 /- Each 

.OOOZ5 

.0001 

.00015 

.0002 

.00025 

.0003 

.0004 

.0005 

.001 

.002 
(with clips), 2/6 each. 

" Wetless" Midget Condensers, 3-
plate, 4/ 3; 5-plate, 4/9; 7-plate, 
5/ 3; 9-plate, 5/ 6; 11 -plate, 5/ 9; 
13-plate, 6/ 6; 15-plate, 7/ -; 17-

plate, 8/- ; 19-plate, 8/~. ' Manufactured by J. WE- fl~SS, 28 King St., Rockdale, Sydney 
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~~10~~~+~10+~~~+*~~~~+~10~~~t~~~+~10t~t%t~10+~~ 
~ ~ 

I Tes~ · I 
~ I 
I ATWATER-KENT I 
~ ~ I RADIO I 
~ for Yourself/' ~ 

=1~ ~TIL you HEAR the mlity of Atwater Kent "production, SEE the I 
_ eauty of the A .K. models, USE the One Dial Control-you will not ~ 

be 13 e o realise the sterling value that is built into Atwater Kent. ~ 
~ ~ 
~ These three qualities- pure, mellow tone ; handsome, unobtrusive appearance; ~ 
~ simple. certain operation, plus an astonishing. consistent reliability-have won ~ 
·iM world-wide acceptance of Atwater Kent Radio. ~ 

~ Here i3 evidence of, and reason for, this growing preference for Atwater Kent : ~ 

~ ~ ~ Before leaving the factory each receiver is subjected to 159 tests and inspections. ~ 

~ Before leaving our warehouse, further tests are made to ensure satisfactory per- i 
~ formance in your home. -
<@ 
~ The millionth Atwater Kent receiver was put into use over a year ago- ~fr 
~ the second million are well on the way. ~i~ 

-~ ~-~ Thie Atwater Kent radio factory covers fifteen and a half acres-largest 
~ in the world-capacity of production is 8000 receivers per day. l~ 

I Every tenth employee. in the Atwater Kent factory is an inspector or i 
~ tester-more than 500 guardians of the quality of Atwater Kent receiv- ®i1_ 
= ing sets and speakers. ~ 

~ In Australia, Atwater Kent made its debut in the 1927 season, and al- ~ 
~ ready there are thousands of Australian homes Atwater Kent equipped. ~ 

~ i 
~ MODELS AND PRICES ~ 
~ G{Six and Seven<9NE Dial Receivers, £25/IO/· co£l7/10/· }8 ~ 
~ without valves or equipment. 'Rpdio Speakers, £3/15/·, ~ 
= £4/10/. and £8/15/- (..New <tM:odel E1. eomplete <9ut (0(' 

~ fits from £43/ 10/-, also eonsole and Writing Desk Models ~ 

~ ~ 
~ C:Vistributors for Southern ~eensland- ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ i WIR!~§.~~, !JQ1d?£me;L TD. I 
I CITY BUILDINGS '"'- '"'- EDWARD STREET '"'- '"'- BRISBANE I 
~ ~ 
1$~~,~J!Cl.~lGl~_F~~ 
~T"""T"""T"..,TMTMTMT.:6i:('°'>si"'""TMTMT"""T"""T"""T"""T«""T"""T"""T"""T"""T"""T"""T"~1<:<>;,T"""T"""T"""l""'l""'T""'T"'..,TMT"..,T"""T"""T'°'l-Jf~ 
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'The Importance of Core--vrlaterial in__, 

udio Transformers 
An illuminating discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the standard Sili

con-steel core as compared with the nickel .alloys when used for audio work. 

By "W.H.L." 

Iuteresti1;g details of developments in loudspeakers 
made in recent months have been prepared by the 
General Radio Laboratories (America), which show 
that instruments which extend the reproducable range 
of frequency by some 75 to 100 cycles ?ownward are 
capab le of production. At the same time there has 
been a downward extension of the frequency range 
transmitted by broadcast stations. These fact~rs 
have combined to revise the requirements for satis
factory performance of audio transformers . 

A year ago there was little justification for audio 
transformers reproducing frequencies much below one 
hundred cycles, since none of the spea,kers then avail
able were capable of producing an audib le sound at 
such frequenc ies, even had it been present in the 
broadcas t tran smission-which it was not. 

As a result of these developments, the low frequency 
cnt-off of audio transformers has been iuoved steadily 
until transformers are demanded which' will amplify 
60. or even 30 cycles. 

The design of such transformers has not involved 
any new basic ideas, but rather the overcoming of 
pract ical difiicu lties involved in the 'adaptation of ex
isting knowledge. The problem of raising of the 
lower encl transformer characteristic is primarily one 
oi increasing the input inductance of the transform er 
a lthough the lowering of the plate impedance of the 
valves has had the effect of improving .the characteris
tics of transformers of earlier designs. 

The inductance of the transformer depends upon 
three factors , the number of turns of wire on the 
coil, the size of the core, and the permeability of the 
core material. The gain in inductance which may be 
had by adding primary turns is limited by the fact 
that the secondary turns must also be increased unless 
the turns ratio is lowered. The result is the loss of 
high frequencies as a result of coil capacity. 

The high permeability nickel alloys are being used 
to an increasing exte nt for audio transformers. These 
alloys of nickel and iron have the property of high 
permeability at low flux densities, the conditions en
countered in audio transformer primaries. 

These a lloys have, however, some disadvantages. 
The high permeability is maintained over a rather 
limited range of flux density, and falls off rap idly at 
higher or lower values. 

Simply slated, such cores saturate easily. This 
difficulty is becoming more important as the plate 
currents of valves are increased. A more serious 
objection yet is that the transformer is permanently 
damaged by an increase in field strength such as 
might result from accidental connection in a circuit 
without a "C" battery, or where a "C" battery was 
run down or where the plate current was abnormally 
large for any other reason. Such temporary increase 

in flux through the ·core permanently changes the 
characteristics of the material. 

Silicon steel on the other hand is not permanently 
affected by increases in flux. The frequency charac
teristic of the transformer is, of couiase, affected by 
core saturation whi le it exists, but the effect is not 
lasting. These considerations ren der the nickel a lloy 
transformers particularly valuable for special labora
tory work, or in commercial installation where care 
is taken to insure proper operating conditions . 

The ruggedness of the si licon core type of trans
former, however, recommends it for general experi
mental use where conditions are frequent ly hard upon 
delicate apparatus. All the electrical advantages of 
the nickel alloys may be obtained with silicon steel by 
adjustment of other factors in the design . 

It was found that when the lower end of the 
characteristic had been extended as desired, by 
changes in the co il and core, there was a tendency 
to resonance at high frequencies as well as a falling 
off of amplification. These difficulties were over
come by changes in coi l des ign. The resonance ef
fects at high frequency are clue to leakage reactance , 
i.e., flux not linking both primary and secondary coils, 
and by coil capacity. 

The loss of amplification at high frequencies is 
clue to internal coi l capacity, principally in the sec 
ondary. It was foul\d possible to reduce both these 
effects by a form of coil construction which sand
wiches the primary between two sections of the sec
ondary. This type of winding not only reduces leak
age reactance by increasing the coupling between 
primary and secondary, but also reduces t he internal 
capacity of the secondary by breaking it up into two 
sections. 

--4--

" EXCUSE ME WHILE I ASK LONDON." 

A Melbourne business man has acquired an en
tirely new conception of wireless. Recently he re
ceived a message from London via the Beam Service. 
Desiring the elate of origin confirmed, he te lephoned 
the Beam Office and made his request. "Excuse me 
while I ask London," was the reply. "But I can't hold 
on here all that t ime," he said. "Don't hang up, won't 
keep you long," came the voice again. Within 70 sec 
onds the clerk reported: "The elate of your message 
is correct as shown on the form. " In those 70 seconds 
the Melbourne Beam official had called up London 
office direct, the London clerk had looked up the file 
and confirmed the date to Melbourne, and the busi
ness man had received the answer to his request. 
Twenty-eight thousand miles of space crossed and a 
small query an s1,verecl while he waited. The whole 
thing done just as though one were seeking informa
tion by telephone from an office in the city. 
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AERIAL WIRE and 

Throughout the world Electron Aerial Wire-and Superial (Electron's Super 
Aerial)-are justly famous. No other wire compares with them; they produce 
results far better than any other wire used as aerial. On using them, enthusiasts 
write glowing testimonials, stating the wonderful improvement in reception
volume is increased, reception is purer, selectivity is greater. 

SIMPLE 'TE> :.,JIX _/> '"'- WILL LAST GJ<9R YEARS 
ELECTRON WIRE: Especially good as an indoor 
aeria l, and perfect for outdoor use also. Easily 
fixed round the picture rail of a room or simply 
tied to a tree and attaching the other end to the 
.set (in one continuous length); no lead-in tubes 
being necessary. lOOft. Coil . . . . · · . · · · · · · · · Z / 6 

SUPERIAL is specially made for Long Distance 
Reception. Extra heavy insulation of vulcanised 
rubber gives perfect protection against leakage
there can be no loss of incoming signals. Wonder
ful testimonial~ are received from a ll over the 
world. lOOft. (on wooden spool to facilitate un
winding.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 / 6 

'.BRI'T AlN'S G.BES'T />USED ALL <9V ER 'IHE 'TuJ<9RLD ___ .........,. __ _ 
Sole Distributors for Queensland : 

CANADA CYCLE & MOTOR AGENCY LIMITED 
CORNER OF CREEK AND ADELAIDE STREETS, BRISBANE 

Sole Manufacturers: The NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS LIMITED, EAST HAM, LONDON, ENGLAND 
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Australia Speaks to U.S.A. 
and Java 

Succes5ful International 'l5ests 
ADIO history was made on November 
1st, and in the making of it Mr. E. T. 
Fisk, Managing Director of Amalgamated 
Wireless (Australasia) Ltd., added still 
another achievement to the many brilliant 
pioneer demonstrations of the company. 

Before a large number of representatives of the 
leading Sydney newspapers, the first demonstration of 
two-way wireless telephony between Sydney and 
Schenectady (New York) and Sydney and Java, was 
given by Mr. F isk. A number of distinguished citi
zens and newspaper men had the unique and wonder
ful experience of telephoning to New York and Java, 
the voices from overseas being heard as clearly as if 
the speakers were talking from Melbourne or Brisbane. 

In order to give the newspaper representatives a 
better idea of the wireless apparatus used in the 
tests, they were taken over the A.W.A. receiving centre 
at La Perouse in the afternoon by Mr. E. T. Fisk, and 
shown the operation of the receiving apparatus there. 
The opportunity was also taken to demonstrate the 
Trawler Telephony Service. Mr. Fisk asked an oper
ator to call up a trawler operating off the N.S.W . 
coast, and in less 
than two minutes 
a reply was re
ceived from a 
trawler off Mon
tague Island, 150 
miles away. The 
words of the op
erator on the traw
ler came through 
v e r y distinctly. 
The party was 
next shown over 
the Headquarters 
of Amalgamated 
Wireless, 47 York 
Street, where a 
telephony test was 
made with Mel
bourne, and each 
member of the 
party had a chat 
with the Mel
bourne manager of 
A.W.A., Mr. Mul
holland. 

Southern Hemisphere-and an inspection made of the 
new 20 k.w. telegraphy and telephony transmitter, de
signed and manufactured by A.W.A. and utilised in 
the tests und.~r review. 1\fter that the party re
turned to A.W.A. Headquarters to take part in the 
big tests. Mr. Fisk, seated in his office, asked La 
Perouse Station to get Bandoeng Station, Java. Within 
a few minutes the operator put the station over the 
land-line telephone to Mr. Fisks' office, and for more 
than half an hour Mr. W. G. Conley (Director of 
John Fairfax & Sons, Ltd.), representing the "Sydney 
Morning Herald," talked with Mr. Rupte, of the Java 
Station, and exchanged greetings and news. Mr. 
Lawton, Consul-General for America in Sydney, then 
sent greetings to the American Consul-General in the 
Dutch East Indies, and to the American colony. 

Shortly before 10 p.m., it was announced that the 
line was clear to Schenectady, U .S.A., where the huge 
radio station of the General Electric Co., WGY, is 
located. At this hour dawn was breaking in New 
York, and most of the speakers at WGY had travelled 
hundreds of miles to take part in - the experiment. 
At the table in Mr. Fisk's office sat Mr. E. M. Law

ton, Consul-Gene
ral for America, 
and Mrs. Lawton ; 
the representatives 
of the Sydney 
newspapers and 
Messrs E. T. Fisk, 
Managing Direc
tor; C. P. Barthol
omew, Director ; 
L. A. Hooke, De
puty General Man
ager; and M. Mc
Donald, Chief En
gineer, of Amal
gamated Wireless. 
Mr. Fisk spoke for 
a few minutes and 
then introduced 
the Consul-Gene
ral for Ame0rica, 
Mr. Lawton, who 
spoke over the 
telephone to Mr. 
Dow, Secretary of 
th e Australian 
Comm is sioner's 
Office in N cw 

A vis it was next 
paid to the A.W.A. 
Transmitting Cen
tre at Pennant 
HiJls-the largest 
station in the 

The 20 K.W. Short Wave Transmitter installed at Station 2ME, Radio 
Centre, Pennant Hills, Sydney, and utilised in the recent successful tele
phony tests by Amalgamated Wireless (A/ sia.) Ltd., between Sydn~y 

York. Mr. Dow 
sent greetings to 
the for'mer Aus
tralian Commit· and Schenectady (New York), and Sydney and Java. 
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sioners to the United States, Sir Henry Braddon, Sir 
Mark Sheldon, Sir James Elder and Mr. McKinnon, 
and a lso to Mr. Garrels, tl:)e United States Consul
General at Melbourne. Mr. Lawton replied and spoke 
to friends of the General E lectric Co., stating that he 
was pleased to take part in such a history-making 
episode. He said it was a remarkable experience to 
talk over a distance of more than 10,000 miles, and 
added that international telephony would do much to 
bring the American and Australian people closer to
gether. Mr. Dow also thanked Amalgamated Wire
less for having made this epoch-making achievement 
possible. 

The newspaper men then talked with representa
tives of the New York "Times," the Chicago "Tribune," 
the American representative of the Australian Press 
Association (Mr. A. D. Rothman) and Mr. A. D. Haw
kins, of the United Press. In addition to t he general 
conversation, the American Pressmen read aloud the 
latest news in the New York papers. It was only 
after the Sydney newspaper representatives had been 
talking for a few minutes on the wireless telephone, 
that they realised how easy it was to speak to New 
York in a natural tone of voice. vVhen th is was 
used the listeners on the other side of the world at 
once intimated that they were following the conversa
tion easily. · The whole newspaper Press of America 
was keenly interested in the experiment, and at the 
close of the proceedings representatives of the differ
ent papers asked for the -initials of the speakers, and 
these were checked over with the utmost facility. 

The test was, in every way, an undoubted success, re
presentingi probably one of the miost remarkable 
wireless achievements that has been carried out in 
Australia or, indeed, in the world. The demonstra
tion of throwing the voice across the Pacific un
doubtedly was as noteworthy in the realms of wire
less as the blazing of the aerial trail across the Pacific 
by Kingsford Smith in the field of aviation. · In 
carrying out the tests, credit is clue to the General 
Electric Co. of America, and also to the Dutch East 
Indies Radio Company, who willing ly consented to co
operate with A.W.A. 

It is g ratifying to Australians to know that the test 
was organised by an Australian company, that all the 
transmitting and receiving equipment was designed 
and manufactured in Australia, and that Amalgamated 
Wireless (Australasia) Ltcl.-Australia's national 
wireless organisation-is leading the world in wire
less development. 

Successful telephony tests were again carried out 
on Monday night, Novemb er 5th, between Am algamat
ed Wireless Headquarters, Sydney, and Schenectady 
New York. The Consul-General for the Netherlands, 
Sydney (Mr. P. E. Teppema) spoke with the Consul
General for the Netherlands, New York, and during 
the evening the La Perouse Station of Amalgamated 
Wireless also switched on the radio station at Java, 
and Mr. Teppema conversed with Mr. Hillen, Chief of 
the Telegraph and Telephone Service in Java. Later 
VvGY, Schenectady, was again switched on and Mr. 
] ohn W . Hicks, junr., Managing Director of Para
mount Pictures in Australia; spoke to Mr. Albert 
Deane, an Australian attached to the New York Office 
of Paramou·nt· Pictures. The voices from U.S.A. and 
from Java came through with great clarity, and the 
demonstration was in every way a perfect success. 

Thf! Australian Stations. 
Shortly after Amalgamated Wireless was entrustc'1 

with the development of wireless in Australia, it be· 

came apparent that in ord~r to easily develop wire
less, it would be , ,~· -r.~"1::y 11-r the ~apital cities LO 
provide many services, and it ;:tlso appeared 1hat this 
would make it necessary. t·J er•:ct many stations This 
not only meant great expense, but it greatly increased 
the possibility of interference and there was the real 
difficulty of securing suitable sites accessible to the 
cities. Mr. E. T. Fisk, Managing Director of Amal
gamated Wireless, abandoned the old practice of sep
arate stations and evolved a new scheme of central
ising the activities into three groups-a transmitting 
centre_, a receiving centre, and a control office. This 
system has been developed to such a state of effici
ency that it has become possible for practically all the 
wireless stations of New South W ;iles to be placed 
at two sites and operated from a central control office. 
Under the old arrangement, on the other hand, it 
would have been necessary to have had a separate 
site for each of the nine services conducted from 
Sydney. 

The transmitting centre is located at Pennant Hills, 
and on a site on the coast of La Perouse, Botany Bay, 
is erected the A.W.A. receiving centre. Apart frofn 
the economy, both in equipment and personnel, the 
operating efficiency of all the services has been vastly 
improved by the centralisation of all activities. An
other important feature of the Sydney system is that 
even if the station is using any or all of the various 
transmitters, it can be interrupted by a ship desiring 
immediate attention arising out of distress. In order 
to overcome the necessity of repeating and to min
imise the possibility of mutilation, the transmitted 
and receved signals are controlled from a central 
point. By this means both transmission and recep
tion can be carried out simultaneously from A.W.A. 
Headquarters at Wireless House, York Street, Sydney. 

All the apparatus at A.W.A. Radio Transmitting 
Station at Pennant Hills, and at the receiving station 
at La Perouse, was designed and fabricated by the 
company's engineers. A.W.A. transmitters at Pen
nant Hills were used for the first Empire broadcast, 
and so successful was the result, that the Managing 
Director (Mr. Fisk) decided to institute a series of 
world-wide telephony tests. Great Britain was the 
first country approached, but up to the present time, 
A.W .A. has been unable to arrange tests with the old 
country; America, however, readily agreed to conduct 
a series of such tests. 

In our last issue, we published a complete descrip
tion of the great Pennant Hills Radio Centre, together 
with photographs illustrating the various transmitters. 

year 

A CROSS in this square 
. _denotes_ that your subscrip
tion expires with this issue. 
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atteryless POWER 
By . C. TURNER, 

Chief Radio Engineer, Electricity Meter Manufacturing Company, Sydney. 

0 dispense with all batteries for al1 time
to supp ly direct from your light socket 
into your set-to supply "A," "B" and "C" 
power-enable your set to ·operate for 
hour after hour at practically negligible 
cost-to dispense with all worry in radio 

with the "A-B-C" eliminator. A study of this dia
gram will show that the "A-" filament goes through 
the filament of all the other valves before it reaches 
the "A" battery supply again at the "+" encl. 

Fig. 3.-The filament wi ring should then be car-
ried out on the system shown in Fig. 3. It is neces

reception-to give uniform 
current and unchanged volt
age '; that is what the Emmco 
"A-B-C" eliminators make it 
possible to do. They elimin
ate the heavy four- or six
volt accumulator which, on the 
ordin ary set, requires recharg
ing periodically; they dispense 
with expensive dry batteries 
with their constant replacing 
cost; they do away with the 
dry "C" battery; and, above 
all, they allow yiou to use 
power valves in multi-valve 
sets without considering bat
tery cost . Either of th e 
Emmco "A-B-C" eliminators is 
simply plugged into the light 
socket. and by simple adjust
ment of the knob, you control 
the correct voltages for your 
plate, fi lament and grid cur
rents. The Raytheon rectify
ing va lves used in this elim
inator will rectify enough cur
rent to operate any multi 
vrl lve set. rlncl your total hat
tery cost for the current con
sumption will be less than one 
penny for a full eveni ng's en
tertainment. The simple 
changes in the wiring of your 
receiver to adapt it may be 
easi ly accomplished. These 
a re fully explained in the dia
g rams and instructions, wh ile 
particulars for installing a 
power t ube with this type of 
eliminator will be found under 
the heading, "How to Wire 
the Set." 

~!~t 
sary to take the "A-" lead 
to the detector fir st, as this is 
the most sensitive portion of 
the circuit as regards picki ng 
up a.c. hum, and thi s tendency 
is materially lessened when 
the detector is at the lowest 
-or earth-potential. 

Fig. 4.-In Fig. 4 the dia-
, gram · of Fig. 3 is shown as in 

a straight lin e from "A-" to 
"A+". The filament of each 
valve represents a resistance 
which is shown enclosed in a 
circle, and the w hol e of these 
resistances constitute a ser ies 
resistance . 

FIG -1 

2~"RF DET· 

FIG.2 

1nRF 2'!l'R'f DE1 l'i!AF 

Fig. 7.-This is more clearly 
shown in Fig. 7 where a bias 
of "C" volts is obtained by 
connecting the grid return of 
1st audio tube to between the 
1st and second radio. In series 
wiring the valves must a ll have 
the same filam ent consumption 
-i.e., a .06 amp. valve will not 
work with a .I amp. va lve, but 
at the same time, you can use 
3-volt and 6-volt valves to
gether so long as their fila
ment consumption does not 
exceed .06 amp., or .25 amp., 
according to the eliminator 
being used . In general we 
would recommend using Phil
ips A-609 valves in sets using 
our 85 M.A. type eliminator, 
and Philips C-509 in sets using 
our 350 M.A. type eliminator. 

FIG·~ 

DET 2'!!'Rf P'Rf 1~AP 

A 

Ill '" Fl:: 4 " .. ·!· 
lJlm:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m::::m:::mmmm:m:m::::::::::mmm::;~: 

F ig. ·9.-In Fig. 9 the method 
of connecting ;;t power valve 
is shown. This is only possible 
with our eliminator eqJ.iipped 

Conversion of Set Wiring for "A-B-C" Eliminator 
· Operation. 

Fig. 1.-In Fig. 1 is shown a rough diagram of the 
principle of the ordinary set wiring where the filaments 
are li t by an accumulator or dry batteries. 

Fig. 2.-In Fig. 2 is shown a typical example of the 
series filament wiring which is used in conjunction 

with a power valve filament winding and a "C" bias 
control. 

Adjustment of By-Pass Resistance. 
Assuming that the wiri ng of th e set ha s bee n com

pleted in accordance with the foregoing instructions, 
give a final check to the wiring,, using the sta ndard 
tli<tgram as a guide, Now unscrew all the rheostats 
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Queensland Cf}actory 'Representative : 
T. H. MARTIN, B. & F. Chambers 

Adelaide St., Brisbane. 
Queensland DistributoTS ; 
HARRINGTONS LTD., 

Queen St., Brisbane. 
J. B. CHANDLER & CO., 

Adelaide St., Brisbane. 

Pa1re Forly. Saturday, 1st December, 1928. 
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O.f After five years COSSOR still stands pre-emin
ent among valves. The famous COSSOR ~al
enised filament-the first ever to operate w1th
cut visible glow--i,; still acknowledged to be 
without equal for strength, long life and 

Obtainable 
at all 

VJeigh-elass 
~adio Dealers 

throughout 
cAustralasia 

economy. 
Even if -you know nothing about Radio, you'll 
sense COSSOR superiority the moment you 
start using COSSOR Valves. Such wonderful 
tone-such majestic volume-such freedom from 
irritating background noises, that every COS
SOR user quickly becomes a staunch enthusiast. 
Remember this when you buy your next valves 
-demand COSSOR Valves, a.nd be satisfied that 
you'll get valves which will serve you well, which 
will cost little to run, and which will. give you 
the most perfect broadcast music. 

A full range of types is available. 

Inserted by A. H. CARTER, 20 Clarence St., Sydney, Australian Representative, A. C. Cossor Ltd.,-London 
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AtJAPTATION TO /IS£ A.B.C. £L!frl/NATOR 
WtTH THti BROWNING DRAKE C!RCl/IT. 

© • h"°.i? £.KN&'O STA~ FOR lJSC WITH 8~ N:A. A./J.C. CLININATOR. 

/1':..JSO~A . .A.S.C. Ei.1MtNATOR ts Us£0 THc.s"r srA"oS·/.lusT se N"IA. 

Ptatf' or 
la~'t Audic.o 

.Jiii 
"froi~~~~·ce 
Audlo Tra~. 
Nol o.- 2. ~Thi6 ·Z.Sme; leak 

FIG. 9 A- i• opti onal 
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+ 
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AtJAPTAT/ON TO USE AB.C. £LININATOR 
NITN THE NEUTROOY'NE CIRCUIT. 

DET J"-TAf 

(ft 
FIC.·7 

B+ A- I+ 6+ A+ 
RAD,,. DET AUDIO 0 • N• 2 E NNCO SrAD~ roR vsE "7TH 85N.A. .4. B . C. °ELIMtNATOI>. 

l.r .J50N.A . .4.8 .C. £LtNINATOR IS USED THES/I STADS NUST BE N°1A. 

on the radio set and adjust the knobs on the eliminator 
in the fo llowing order:-
Output Control . . . . . . . . . . . Out 
Detector . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Three Quarters In 
Radio . ............. .' .. . . . . Three Quarters In 
Audio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'l hree Quarters In 

Note.-Never switch an eliminator on unless the 
va lves are in their sockets and eliminator connected, 
or you will probably damage the ABC. It is now 
safe to switch the eliminator on. The next step is
adjust the fil ament vo ltage a nd plate voltage as 
follows:-

Detector and Radio, 4 to 4i volts 
First Audio, 5 volts 

Now tune in a local station and adjust the detector 
and audio plate voltages by th e knobs on the elinmina
tor. For bes t re sult use a high-resistance, high-vol
tage m eter r ea ding from 0 to 200 volts·; with a resist 
ance of 800 ohms per volt , oth erwise the adjustment 
will be far too high. 

Note: If A609 or 201A valves are used the following 
plate voltage will be satisfactory :-
Radio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 volts 
Detector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 ~o 90 volts 
First Audio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 to 120 volts 
Last Audio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 to 180 volts 

To test a radio set for HUM, do not tune in a 
station, as some broadcasting stations are notorious 
for th eir bad fi ltering; the best method is to tune 
your set to a silent position between stations, and then 
listen attent ively. There are a lot of causes for hum 
in a modern set, which are not due to the eliminator, 
and this also applies to B. eliminator s. 

.!Vleasuring Instruments. 
The volt meters necessary for accurate adjustment 

of sets using ABC eliminat ors m ust be of very high 
resistance. As most set bui lders cannot afford to buy 
these more or less expensive instruments, it would 
be of great advantage if they wer e able to hire them 
from some local wireless dealers. Arrangem ents have 
been made with dealers in Hie capital cities to 
have availab le volt nieters of the r eq uired type for 
hire at a nominal fee, and this w ill .help those people 
who do not wish to buy their own instrument to ac
curately adjust their sets. The volt meters recom
mended are th"e 800 or 1000-ohm's-per-voit type 
Ferranti or J ewelL . . . . . 

Anyone wishing to have the ir set converted over 
for use with this eliminator, and who is not fully 
capable of doing the job himself, · can consign lais 
set direct to the Emmco factory, or, better still, send 
it through their local dealer. 
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FERRANTI TRANSFORMERS 
INTERESTING NOTES. 

In connection with the "Ferranti" A.F.S trans
formers used in the 1928 Screen Grid Solodyne, fea
tured in the October issue of "The Queensland Radio 
News," some extremely informative remarks on these 
by the makers no doubt will be of interest. 

The A.F.S gives results as good as, or superior to, 
the best resistance coupling, as it not only amplifies 
the bass frequencie s a lmost fully , but reproduces the 
l~igher audio fr equencies, which with resistance coup
lmg, are seldom present to an appreciable extent, es
pecially when high amp lifi cation valves are used. This 
feature is partly du e to the fact that the transformer 
as is the case with all Ferranti audio-frequency types ' 
gives its characteristic with a .0003 condenser built in' 
this condenser being necessary for proper rectifica~ 
tion, a point which should always be borne in mind. 
The transformer in addition has, when used with a 
low impedance valve, a rising characteristic at the 
higher audio frequencies, and this compensates to 
some extent for the unavoidable cut-off in the r.f. 
stages, and also for loss in the a.f. side of the receiver. 

The published characteristics of almost all trans
formers on the market are taken without any load 
on the secondary and · without any condenser across 
the. primary, and are therefore not a true guide to 
their performances. The curves of Ferranti trans
formers are taken, as already indicated, with the con
denser permanently in pos ition, and with a valve load 
corresponding to the working condit ions connected to 
the seconchlfy. The fact that many present-day 
speake rs will not produce the lower frequencies is no 
excuse for using amplifying apparatus which does not 
amplify those frequencies, as obviously the way to 
progress . is to make one's receiver give an output 
approachmg as nearly as possible to the straight Ji·ne 
condition and then to deve lop the speaker to the 
same pitch. · 

It is sometimes assumed that speakers cut off dead 
at, say, 200 cycles, which assumption would mean that 
the!r r_espon se curves were. of a rectangular shape, 
wh ich 1s, of course, absu rd ; if this were so, a speaker 
operated by mean s of a transformer or other device 
w,hich did not amplify n') te s below 200 cycles would 
g ive the sam~ performance, whereas this is not so as 
may readily be demostrated. The difference between 
using an average cheap transformer and an A.F.3 or 
A.F.S can readi ly be demonstrated on the ordinary 
horn type speaker. As regards valves, it is prefer
able to use a large power valve in the last stage with 
as much grid bias as it will take, because of the great 
amplifica_t'ion provided. Thi:s is more n.ec es,sary 
when usmg a transformer of the A .F.S class, seeing 
that the bass notes are fully present and overloading 
tends to occur at first at the bass frequencies owing 
to t he much greater amplitude of these. 

By using an ordinary a.f. valve, if these frequencies 
are not amplified so much the tendency to overload
ing wi ll not, of course, be so great, but that is obvious
ly the wrong way to overcome the difficu lty. In all 
cases, therefore (assuming that the H.T. supply is 
sufficient), a power valve should be used in the output 
stage. The great feature of this Ferranti transformer 
is that its. amp!ificati_on of t!1e bass not es is as good 
from a umform1ty pomt of view as the best resistance 
coupling, whi lst its amplification of the hi gher fre -

lJL1e11cic.;s is bdler am! the overall amplification is 
greater than that to be had by resistance coup ling. 

Wh ilst we do not recommend it, the A.F.5 may, if 
absolutely essential, be used fo llowing a high-imped
an.ce valve, provided that valve has plenty of h.t. and 
smtable positive bias, under which condition is imped
ance may be reduced to 30,000 to 40,000 ohms, and the 
cut-off with the A.F.S at SO cycles will be only of 
the order of 20-30 per cent., whilst the over-all am
plification will be about 130, so that only one a.f. 
stage need then be employed. As the cut-off occurs 
in only one stage it may not be considered serious 
and in fact it will on most speakers not be audib le see~ 
ing that even with perfect reproduction the ear' ca n
not detect differences in so und intensity of the order 
of 20 per cent. 

Impedance. 
The expression "impedance" is often used rather 

loosely. It conveys nothing with regard to a trans
former or choke un less the actual corresponding fre
quency is specified. It is always necessary to make 
the transformer primary impedance as much g reater 
than that of the va lve in the plate circuit of which it 
is con~1ected as is 12ossible at the lowest 'freq uency it 
1s de sired to amplify fully, the approximate form ul a 
govern ing the matter being:-

z 
Amplification= M x ratio 'I/ R2 + z2 

'i\There M =Valv e;· amplifi cation factor. 
Ratio = 3.5 in the case of a Ferranti transformer. 
R ~ the valve impedance. 
Z = the impedance of the transformer prim-

ary at some specified frequency. 

'Ghe c5\ll ~rirish 

M P A PLAQUE 
• • • SPEAKER 
'The 'Diaphragm is Sprung 

That's why the M.P.A. will handle so much vol· 
ume without distortion 

<9f ~ll Dealers--£7./10/0 
Agents for Queensland: 

T. H. MARTIN USON 
B. & F. CHAMBERS, ADELATDE ST., BRTSP.ANE. 

Sole Australian Concessionaire: 
CHAS. D. MACLURCAN, Pratten Bldg., 26 Jamieson 

Street, Sydney. 
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IEMAllt.BLE 

~' CLCA!CNJJ> 
HERE is a miracle multi-element tube 

for your radio. It's the Philips 
PENTHODE. Possessing five ele

ments it is designed for super audio ampli
fication. In the power socket it will give 
tremendous volume, and in a single audio 
stage, in conjunction with a Philips trans
former, results are about equal to the usual 
two tube amplifier. 

There is no " trick " circuit, no need to alter 
the wiring of your present receiver, simply 
connect the terminal on the side to a high 
" B " Voltage. 

It is impossible to do justice to this 1929 
Valve in so small a space. 

Write to the Technical Dept. of Philips 
Lamps (Australasia) Ltd., for the fullest 
information. 

I ~It 11~11111 L.111 lll=lt S 
" MINIW A TTS" 8R68 

[Ad~: . of Philips Lamps (Australasia) Ltd. (Radio Department) . Head Offi ce and Showrooms: Cnr. Clarence and Margaret Streets , SYDNEY, N .S . W.] 
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Trackson's Super Radio Receivers 
•• • ••• • ••• 9 • ••••• •• •••••• •••• ••• • •• ~~ 

· NEWER, BETTER 
NEW RADIO RECEIVERS at BEDROCK PRICES with a further inducement of 
25 per cent. Discount off Receivers for Cash with O rder. 

TRACKSON' S, with their customary leadership and progressive Sales Policy, are con
vinced that the only way to secure and hold the Goodwill of our ever-increasing cir
cle of Radio friends is to sell RELIABLE GOODS at REASONABLE PRICES. 

Super Radio 
" COMPACT" 

3 Valve Model 
All tha t can be desired in a Radio Set is em
bodied in the "SUP E R RADIO" T H REES
perfect selectivity-mellow tone- good vol
ume- and the cabinet s ar e of delightful J aco
bean design . 

THE COMPACT MODEL. 

Occupies very li t tle space, and presents an at
tractive appearance-a reasonably priced set. 
Full instructions a re supplied with each set . 

Super Radio "Compact" 3 Valve Re
ceiver, complete with "Sterling Din-
kie" Speaker ...... .... . . .. .. .. .... . . 

Less Discount off Receiver for Cash £ 10 I 17 / 6 £14/ lo/• with Order £3/ 12/ 6 . .. . .. .... . .. ... . 
HERE'S VALUE! 

Super Radio 
"DE LUXE" 

s Valve Receiver 
Embodies the same cir
cuit as the "Compact" 
Model, but has a larger 
cabinet with com~~rt,~ 
ments for the A, 
"B," and "C" batter ies. 
This cabinet is a hand
some piece of furniture, 
and is well worth the 
extra money. 

Super Radio "De Luxe" 3 Valve Re-
ceiver, complete with "Sterling Din- £ 16 J 5 J ,_ 
kie" Speaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

Less Discount off Receiver for Cash f I 2 / "%. I 9 
with Drder £4/ 1/ 3 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ~ 

HERE'S VALUE ! 

TRA.CKSONS---THE RADIO RENDEZVOUS 

--and CHEAPER ... < r .. \ .. 

The phenomenal success of our Radio Department testifies that our policy of " PRO 
BONO PUBLICO," first, last and always, is sound. 
NOTE.-We are not offering shop-soiled, surplus, bankrupt, assigned, or any other 

· fanciful types of stocks. The Receivers offered are NEW, and are COMPLETE with 
everything necessary, including Speaker, and the w hole outfit is guaranteed. Country 
Orders despatched same day as order is received. 

Super Radio 
"COMPACT" 
s Valve Model 

A small but powerful 5-
Valve Set with a ll the vol
ume, tonal quality, and dis
tance-getting abili ty of 
high-price set s. Handsome 
two-tone mahogany-cabinet, 
inlaid design on sides. A 
high -grade receiver at a 
value made possible by 
mass production . 

Super Radio ''Compact" 5 Valve Re - Less Discount off Receiver for Cash 1!!20/8/9 
s~:aek~r including .. a .... ~:T .. ~: ... ~.z .. £27 /5/- with Ordtt'E:ifi(~6~ALUE ! ....... .. a;, 

Super Radio 
"DE LUXE" 

s Valve Model 
This model is similar t o the 
"Compact," t he only differ
ence being the larger cab 
inet (24 x 10 x 10 inches), 
and the folding panel doors. 
Outwardly and inwardly 
"Super Radio" R adio Sets 
a re masterpieces of radio 
receiver design. Selective, 
powerful, simple, and amaz
ingly sweet . Note the start
ling prices. 

Super Radio "De Luxe" 5 Valve Less Discount off Receiver for Cas~ 
Receiver, including a B . T .H . C .Z £29/15/- with order £ 7/ 8/ 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... 22/6/3 
Speaker . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . HERE'S VALUE ! 

TRACKSON BROS. LTD. 
<?5he Electrical and 'Radio 'People,.; 

1§74 1§9 ELIZABETBSTREl;T, BRIS1$ANE 
qnmmmJ1J1wmm1Tll"""""""""'""""""""""""""""""''"11111111110 " ""'"""""'"'""''"""'"'m'"""""""ltl"''"'''"''"''"''"'"'''"'"'"''""'"'""'"'''"'"''""'"''"?"""'PP"""""111" ""'""PI1111111"PU"'" ""?J!U"""'""m"t!!o em-nmmtmn:ggmnmrrD'mnptn'"m"'" " "'"mrptm11u11prpttt!t•>rW1'""'!U" P"""m""m"""'""'" m 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111rrnm 1111t1111111m1m11u11nrmr1111m1111111m mnrrg1m11rr111111mmuuu111111111uuttm 11111111"'11"n 
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ALREADY DRY CHARGED-ONLY NECESSARY TO ADD ACID 

Supplied 
~,-~' in 
20 Volt 

Uni ti 

1./3 

(?an be 
GJ3uilt 
to any 

'Voltage 

PER VOLT FOR YOUR HIGH TENSION 
"B" BATTERY POWER 

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST 

lH PERRY HOUSE 
1H:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::mmm:!!: i:i?lP 
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BAIRD'S 

ELEVISION Apparatus 
Some '1\gcent C-Vevelopments 

TELEVISION system capable of trans
mitting ·moving scenes through the ether 
on all fours with the present broadcast 
service, is a "consummation devoutly to 
be wished for" by al! good r adio enthusi
asts. Judging by re

cent reports in the daily Press, the 
prospects of such a service are 
daily increasing. 

:tvieanwhile, very little technical 
information has been given regard
ing the ways and means by which 
the latest moving-picture results 
have been secured, according to 
"The Wireless Constructor." The 
general theory underlying the orig
inal apparatus as used by Mr. 
Baird (the Scottish inventor) has 
certainly been published, but de
tails of more recent advances are 
not generally available. 

It must be borne in mind that 
the principle underlying all tele
vision systems consists in · throw
ing an image of the scene to be 
transmitted upon a selenium or 
photo-electric cell, capable of re
~pondiug quantitatively to light of 
varying intensity. In this way, the 
gradations of light and shade pro
duce electric currents of corre-

r/G./ ROCK/NC 
£XP.t.0.1?£,1?-IJ/SC 

cept that it r eacts by a ltering its electric r esistance 
continuously with changes in the intensi ty (i.e. light 
and shade) of the ray thrown upon it. If, therefore, 
such a cell is placed in series with a suitable battery, 
the value of the current flowing through the circuit 

as a whole fluctuates accordingly, 
just as the current through a mi
crophone fluctuates in accordance 
with the varying pressure of sound 
waves. 

The continually-changing cur
rent from the photo-electric cell is 
first amplified, and is then trans
mitted either directly over a con
necting wire, or as a modulation 
upon a radiated carrier-wave, to 
the receiving station. Here it is 
detected, if necessary, amplified, 
and then feel to a sensitive glow-. 
lamp, so that the illumination of 
the latter changes instantaneously 
with the variations of the incoming 
signal current. 

Complicated Problem. 
So far the whole process is very 

similar to that used in ordinary 
telephony, if one imagines the mi
crophone to be replaced by a photo 
electric cell, and the incident sound 
waves by a ray of light of fluctuat
ing intensity. The outstanding dif
ference, however, between tele
phony and television lies in this 
fact. In telephony there is no need 

sponding value. In photography, 
for instance, the sensitised surface 
of the plate or film is responsive 
to variations of light and shade in 
such a way that after certain 

ato a rrange the received signals in 
any definite spatial relation. One 

note simply follows the next in a sequence of time. 
In harmony severa l notes may be superposed, but 
the trained ear is able to detect and appreciate them 
simultaneously in t ime. 

A method of exploring patented by Mr. Baird. 

chemical treatment, the complete picture is reproduced 
in permanent form. · 

The photo-electric cell used for t elevision is sen
si tive to light in something of the same manner , ex-

nc.2. AN OP'l"ICAL. L.EV£~. OF /UJrArllVC CISCS' . . 

An ingenious method of speeding up the passage of the light ray across the silenium cell. 
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Mullard always leads ! 
The new Mullard P .M.4D 
has no equivalent .•. it is 
the ideal valve for perfect 
detection and transformer 
coupling. 

Low impedance. 
Large amplification. 

Consuming only O. l amp. at 
4 volts and possessing all che 
advantages of the wonderful 
Mullard P.M. Filament. The 
valve for every four volt valve 
user. Obtainable from all 
radio dealers. 

Saturday, 1st bccember, i~. 

Max. Fil. Volts - 4.0 
Fil. Amps. -- 0.1 
Max. Anode vol<s 125 

*Imped. (ohms). 6,000 
*Ampli. factor .... 12.S 
*Mut. Conduc1. 

2.1 mA/Volt. 
•Ar A.nod£ Voha 1000 Grid 

Vole• Zero. 

PRICE 15 /'" EACH 

Mullard 
L THE ·MASTER ·VALVE 

When repqiD11 to Advertisers, kindly mention tbla Paper, 
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STEREOSCOPIC 
ANO C0£0URED 
T£~EVISION. 

\ 

1928. 

The subject of Patent No. 266,564. 

In television, on the other hand, it is necessary to 
send the s·cene in separate small sections .or areas one 
after the other, so that the forehead, eyes, nose, and 
mouth, for instance, are transmitted as separate groups 
of signal elements, one following the other at an 
enormously rapid r ate. At the receiving station each 
signal impulse is separately received and must be sep
arately projected frpm the glow-lamp so as to reach 
the viewing screen (a) in its proper postion in space 
(so that the forehead, nose, and mouth are not blurred 
into one unrecognisable mass) and (b) so rapidly that 
the whole picture is repeated not less than twelve to 
sixteen times per second, as otherwise the cinemato
graphic effect of animation is lost. 

The First System. 

In the original system used by Mr. Baird, the pic
ture at the transmitting station is cut up or "explored" 
into suitable signal elements by a rapidly rotating disc, 
provided with a series of spirally-arranged lenses 9r 
holes, whilst at the receiving end the received signals 
are reassembled in their proper order by a similar 
disc driven at the same speed as the one used for 
transmission. 

Bearing in mind these fundamental points, it may 
now be of interest to give a short description of some 
of the television patents granted to Mr. J. L. Baird 
and to Television Ltd. Copies of the printed patent 
specifications can be obtained by those interested from 
the Patent Office 25, Southampton Buildings, London, 
W.C., England, at a cost of one shilling each. 

Patent No. 253,957, granted to Mr. J. L. Baird: 

The disc D shown in Fig_ 1 is provided with a num 
ber of spirally arranged lenses, and is rap:dly ro tated 
in front of th e object to be televised (shown as a cut
out cross), so that each lens sweeps out a parallel track 
across the object and projects a corresponding beam 
of light on to a light-sensitive cell. 

: : : • ( ' ' I ' ('" 
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Shadew Effects. 

If the source of light illuminating the object comes 
from behind, each lens will receive a ray of light that 
is diminished periodically by the outline of the object. 
In other words, the shadow of the object will be 
thrown upon the optical cell in consecutive bands or 
segments. 

If, on_ the other hand, the source of light illuminat
ing the cell lies on the same side of the ''cross" as the -
exploring disc, then the latter will only pick up re
flected light and not the direct ray. By using re
flected light it becomes possible to transmit details on 
the surface of the "cross" instead of a mere silhouette, 
though, of course, the intensity of each ray of light i.s 
considerably diminished. 
As the rays of light reach the sensitive cell, fluctua
ing current are set up in the circuit P, and these are 
subsequently amplified by a valve V, ready for trans
mission to the distant station. 

In order to obtain a fine r subdivision of the objects 
to be televised the shaft S supporting the rotating lens 
disc may be moved to and fro at right angles to its 
length by means of a frame F, which is rocked about 
a second shaft SI against spring action by an eccentric 
cam or disc C mounted on an upper countershaft as 
shown. 

The Next Development. 
Patent No. 265,640, granted to Mr. J. L. Baird. 
One obvious criticism to be urged against the use 

of any purely mechanical exploring device, such as 
a rotating disc with spiral lenses, is that the neces
sary speed to ensure a close-grained and clear-cut 
reproduction of the transmitted scene cannot be ob
tained, owing to purely mechanical considerations. 

Mr. Baird therefore proposes to overcome this 
objection by utilizing what may be described as an 
optical lever for increasing the speed at which the 
ray of light can be made to move across the optically
sensitive cell. To do this he mounts a series of rotat
ing discs A-E, as shown in Fig. 2, in such a way that 
the image of the object 0 (shown as a grotesque 
doll's head) projected by the first disc A is "explored" 
by the second disc B. 

As the lenses of the second disc cross the image 
in the opposite direction to the movement of the disc 
A, the effective speed of exploration is determined by 
the relative motion, so that if the two shafts X, Y are 
rotating at the same rate the speed will be doubled. 

The image passing through the disc B is in turn 
scanned by the disc C, with a corresponding gain in 
relative motion, and so the speed is doubled at each 

F1a4. 
R£lJUC£LJ-l.ICHT rRANS"Mlrt"ER. 

An attempt to reduce the light needed to 
Illuminate the obje~t to be telniaed. 
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stage, as Lhe illlage is projected in turn one disc to 
anoth er, moving from left to right. 

Loss of Light. 
As in this arrangement the lenses are mounted on 

each disc in a perfect circle, and not spirally, it is ne
cessary to introduce a traver sing movement across t he 
sensitive cell at th e last stage. This can be done 
either by introducing an oscillating or rotating mir
ror between th e last disc E and the sensitive cell, or 
by displacing t he supporting shaft of an extra disc 
F so that its lenses move across the op tical axis OM 
in a direction at right angles to those of the discs D 
or E . 

In spite of th e highly ingenious character of th is 
arrangement, it would appear that a considerable loss 
of light intensity must occur at each point wh ere the 
image projected by one disc is t raver sed by the lens 
of the next following disc. In other words, although 
the speed at w hich t he r ay of light emerg ing from 
the optical lever syst em and impacting upon the sen
sitive cell is increased, the intensity of that r ay, and 
therefore its power to stimulate or energise the cell, 
would appear t o b e proportionally weakened. 

" Stereoscopic" Pictures . 
Patent No. 266,564, granted to T elevision Ltd., and 

Mr. J. L. Baird: 
In the case of cinematographic reproduction from 

a series of film photographs, many attempts have b een 
made to secure what is ca lled the stereoscopic effect. 
That is to say, instead of the moving picture being 
thrown upon the screen as a flat or "two-dimensional 
reproduction," it appears to have dept h as well. 

In one known system this r esult has been attained 
with a considerable degree of success by th'rowing two 
pictures on t he scr een simultaneously, and 1providing 
the audience with spectacles of differ ently-coloured 
lenses. so that each picture is seen separately by each 
eye. The action of the human eye then automatically 
merges the two separat e images into one harmonious 
whole, in which t he various objects stand out from 
one another in their natur al perspective. . 

Mr. Baird has invent ed an arrangement whereby · 
the same ster eoscopic effect is said to be imparted to 
pictures or scenes transmitted by television . His 
method is illustrat ed in F ig . 3. and consists in using 
two sensitive light cells A and B placed slightly apart, 
each cell receiv ing separa t e light-impulses from the 
object A to b e t elevised. 

The R eceiver. 
At the receiving end two light sources M and N 

ar e similarly displaced. and are r espectively energised 
by the currents derived from the two cells A, B. The 
resulting variations in ligh t intensity are separately 
synthesized or r eassembled. and are then viewed 
through an ordinary · st ereoscope. 

I n order t o k eeo each image SPDarate from th e 
other a sp<'cial rotating disc D is usPd in exploring th e 
object 0 through a lens L. This disc has two ser ies 
of spiral holes or lPnSPS marked S and Sl. T he spiral 
lenses S are a rrarnred so as to t hrow one series of 
li i<ht rays on, sav. th e cell A, whilst the other lenses 
S l feed the cell B. 

T he two image beams may be orevented from cre
ating mutual in terference by orovidi1w a partition lw 
tween the t'wo series of lensPs, wl1ich partition m;i.y 
either be made rig id with t he exploring disc, or else 
it may be made to rotate r f'l;i.tivelv t o the disc. 

The r eassembling disc Dl a t the receiving encl is 
also provided with two sepa rat e series of spiral lenses 
in or der to · project : each completed picture separtely. 

By iutcrposing a stationary orange-red screen be
t ween the exploring disc and the light-sensitive cell 
A, and a stationary green-blue disc between the same 
disc and the cell B, Mr. Baird states that the object 
to be te levised may be t r ansmitted in natural col
ours, sim ilar coloured screens being provided for t he 
light sources M, N at the receiving encl. 

P a tent N o. 266,591, granted to Mr. J. L. B air d : 
In the original experiments carried out by Mr. 

Baird, the light directed upon the si tter's face was 
so powerful as to be almost intolerable after a very 
short t im e. 

In order to avoid this inconvenience, Mr. Baird pro
poses to r educe the brilliance of illumination by using 
two ligh t-sensitive cells instead of one, and energis
ing both cells simultaneously with light-beams from 
the same object. The two series of light signals so 
produced are sent separately to the receiving station 
and ar e t here re-combined into one picture. 

In order to keep each picture separate from the 
other in the process of transmission, a different inter
ruption frequency is used in each case. As shown in 
Fig. 4, an exploring disc D is used to traverse the ob
ject 0, and the resulting light rays are then cut up 
into two diffe rent frequencies by means of a second 
disc, Dl , provided with an inner and outer series of 
interrupting holes a, b. 

Ther e are twice as many holes in the circle "a" as 
in the circle "b," so that ligh t falling on the sensitive 
cell A is interrupted at a frequency double that at 
which the rays falling on the cell B are, interrupted. 
In this way each image-signal can be transmitted sep
arately from the others to the distant station. T here 
the two signals are separately rectified and the r esult
ant curr ents fed in combination to the illuminating 
g low-lamp. 

HENLEY 
Winding Wires 

sec. DCC. SSC. DSC. 
Enamelled, Enamelled SCC. 

WHITE ~ GREEN. 
In 4oz., Boz., llb., and larger reels. No. 6 to No. 47 

Special Flexible For Radio Work 

Als::: all types of Insulated and bare, and Cables 
for Aerials. 

Insulating Tapes. Resin Cored Solder. 

""'HE..NLEY 
\Nllin3 Systerr. 

W. T. Henley's Telegraph . 

1 ... ::~::;. :~ ~: ~ ~ •• ~~::. ~~~t.~~::~~. ~~: J 
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The Transmitting License 
By "Q.R.N." 

Article No. 111.-Dealing wlth the Construction and handling of Radiotelegrams. 

(c?l!l 'Rights 'R.est:rved) 

E are now ready to consider the actual 
radiotelegrnm and its form. A radio
telegram (or radiogram) consists, so far 
as a transmitting st:1tion is concerned, ot 
four parts-the preamble, the address, the 
text, and the ending. We shall co:1sider 

all four in this order. 

The Preamble. 

(a) As already stated, the preamble of a raclio
telegram contains all the instructions as to transmis
sion. In point of fact the preamble contains eight 
definite parts transmitted in a fixed order. Students 
should learn the order of transmission with care. 

First of a ll, and immediately after the preliminary 
call (-.-.-) comes the service prefix. The prefix 
denotes the class of racliotelegram and acts as an 
instruction to both the transmitting and the receiving 
station. The prefixes are only five in number :-"A" 
for a service message (i.e., one dealing with the Con
duct or maintenance of the radiotelegraphic service; 
"ST" for a paid service message ; "S" for a Govern
ment radiotelegram; "D" for an urgent radiotelegram; 
and "PRESSE" for a press message. Ordinary mes
sages have, of course, no prefix. 

(b) Immediately after the prefix comes the word 
"RADIO," transmitted, of course, at full length. 

(c) Next comes the name in full of the station 
of origin (either a ship or a coast station). Note that 
the full name is spelt and not merely the call sign 
given (e.g. CANBERRA-not VHO). 

(d) Fourthly comes the number of the message, 
and we shall have a word about numbering. Australian 
coast stations use a daily system of numbers-the 
"day" bein" 24 hours starting at mid-night. During 
each "day" all messages for any one particular ship 
are eumberecl consecutively from 1 onwards, due at
tention being g iven to questions of priority of mes
sages as considered Parlier. Special groups are not 
made for the various classes of message, but all 
classes are numbered in the one sequence. After the 
ensuing mid-night a fresh start is made. Each station 
to which transmission is made is, of course, given its 
own series of numbers, renewed daily, and in every 
case commencing at No. 1. Similarly, British and 
Australian ships number their messages according to 
this plan. On the other hand, however, many foreign 
ships number their traffic, not by day, but voyage. 
Thus the first message transmitted after the com
mencement of a voyage would be No. 1, and at the 
end of the voyage (round trip) the numbers might 
be up in the thousands. 

(e) After the number of the radiotelegram comes 
a figure denotin~ the number of words in the message, 
and next comes 

(f) The elate of handing in, and 
(g) The time of handing in. 

A note may be made here about the metho~ use.cl 
in transmitting the time mentioned in (g). Time is 
transmitted in two groups of figures , to indicate hour 
and minute, followed by the suffix "M" for a.m. or "S" 
for p.m. The indicators stand respectively for 
"matin" and "soir"-"morning" and "evening." Thus 
9.15 a.m. would be rendered by "9.lSM" and so on. 

(h) The last item comprised in the preamble is the 
route instructions (if any), indicating the special route 
the message is to take, or the service instructions put 
in by the receiving station (e.g., such indicators as 
"Reception Doubtful" etc.). 

The Address. 

Immediately after the preamble, and prior to the 
address proper comes the break sign (-. .. -). Next 
in order come any special instructions given by 
the sender. Such instructions may, for example, be 
"Reply Prepaid" (for which the indicator "RP" is in
serted with a figure representing the amount paid for 
the reply, or "POSTE" for a radiotelegram intended 
for postal delivery from a ship's subsequent port of 
call. However, it is sufficient that the student for 
the Amateur Operator's Proficiency Certificate should 
know that such (and other) instructions are inserted 
in a radiotelegram without concerning himself with 
learning the full list. 

The address proper presents no difficult ies. It 
should. of course, give all the ii:iformation necessary 
for the safe delivery of the radiotelegram. Such an 
address as 

\VILLIA:M LONSDALE, 
Passenger Canberra. 

BRISBANE RADIO. 

is rnfficient for a ll ordinary purposes. It should ·be 
noted that names of towns, countries, etc., consisting 
of more than one word are charged as one word in 
the address. hut in the text of a racliotelegram count as 
separately chargeable words. 

The Text. 

Between the address and the text of a message 
the break sign (-. . . - ) is again inserted. Nothing 
very much need be said under this heading. Brevity 
consistent with clarity is, of course, the end desi,red. 
In plain language all words up to a maximum of 15 
letters count as one word. Words of greater length 
counts as one word for every IS letters. 

Code words (as distinct from plain language or 
from cypher) are ordinary words used in such a man 
ner as to conceal the meaning; or pronounceable 
groups of letters not forming natural words. Cypher 
may be unpronounceable agglomerations of letters: 
or groups of figures. In code, 10, and in cypher, 5. 
let ters are allowed as the maximum per word or group. 
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The Ending. 

After the break sign (-... -) which separate~ 
the text from the signature comes the actual ending 
of the radiotelegram. The signature of the originator 
of the message is sent as written. Next comes the 
sign ( .-.- .) indicating the end of the message, fol
lowed by the ca ll sign of the t raQsmitting station. 

As an example of the foregoing a complete radio
t elegram in transmitting form is given below. Readers 
will be able to decipher the various symbols and signs 
fo r themselves. 
- .- .- RADIO CANBERRA 17 13 26 l l.17S - .. . -

Smithson 229 W indsor T errace Brisbane - ... -
Have you r enewed subscription Queensland Radio 
News 

BROOKES .-.-. VHO 

Signals Dealing with• M oney. 

This is a point not usually covered in books 1of 
instruction on telegraphy. How, for instance, would 
one transmit the figures r epresenting 17 /6 or £10/5/6? 
Many amateurs, not having seen the point discussed 
in the textbooks, would avoid t rouble by spelling 
the amount in words. Yet the t r ansmission in figures 
is simple. The amount of pounds is signalled in the 
usual figure code, preceded by the signal LX. Be
tween the pounds and the shillings. is sent the signal 
(- . . - . NR), representing "bar indicating fraction," 
as described in Article I., and the same signal is re
peated between the shillings arid pence. LX is only 
sent in the case of pounds. 

Fractions. 

Simple frac tiom, such as i i 5/ !6ths and the like 
present no difficulty. The numerator is transmitted, 
then the sign (- . . >-. ) followed by the denominator. 
But it is ·obvious tha t something more is needed to 
transmit, say 1 5/ 16ths in such a ma.nner as would pre
clude its being read as 15/16ths. This is done by 
inserting between the whole number and the fraction 
a signal MM (-- - -). Therefore, the signal for 
1 5/16ths would read 

Receipt of a R adiotelegram. 

The signal ( .- . R) followed by the number of 
the radiotelegram being acknowledged is used to in
dicate correct r eception. The acknowledging station 
g ives the call sign of the st ation which has transmitted 
the radiotelegram, fo llowed by "Rl7" or "R65" or 
whatever the number may be, in turn followed by the 
call sign of the acknowledging station. 

Err or in Check. 

If a transrnittit'g sta tion notices on a radiotelegrarn 
tha t a greater or lesser number of words has been 
charged to th e orig ina tor of th e message t han should 
have been, the mistake is signalled as a fraction. The 
num erator shows the number of words for which pay
ment has been made, while the denominator repre
sents the actual number of words chargeable. For 
oo:ample. if a radiotelegram of 50 actual words has 
been paid for as 51 words, the signal indicating the 
mistake would read: 51 - .. -. 50. 

Length of Transmission. 

T he length of t ime occupied in continuous com
mercial transmission must not exceed 15 minutes. At 

the end of every 15 minutes a break must be made for 
three minutes, to be occupied in listening in for any 
other station that may have traffic for either of the 
two stations concerned. This regulation applies, of 
course, with equal force to amateur as well as to com
mercial signalling, with the important difference that 
amateurs must stop for three minutes after every ten 
minutes continuous' signalling. 

Long Radiotelegrams. 

During the transmission of long radiotelegrams 
such as press messages exceeding 40 words in length, 
a break is made by the transmitting station after each 
20 words by means of the inquiry call ( .. --.. ). T he 
receiving station, if reception has been correct, repeats 
to the sending station the last word received, foliowed 
by the "Go ahead" signal (-.-). The remarks given 
above relative to the 15 minutes' work, 3 minutes' sil
ence, also apply. 

If the transmission consists of a series of messages 
the receiving station gives an acknowledgment of each 
message as received. 

Closing Down. 

The end of traffic between two stations is denoted 
by each station signalling ... - .- , followed by its 
own call sign. 

The instruction given in this and the two ear lier 
articles covers fully the requirements of the relative 
paper in the Amateur Operators' Profficiency Cer tifi
cate examination. S tudents who have given due at
tention to the points discussed need have no qualms 
about sitting for this paper with every chance of 
success. 

The remaining articles of the series will deal wit h 
the technical aspect of amateur transmission. 

Rejuvenate 
your Set-
Give your set a new lease of life by installing a 
C.A.V. Battery. You'll find a wonderful im
provement, and enjoy absolute freedom from 
irritating noises. 

You'll find greater enjoyment when a C.A.V. 
supplies the power. 

Call and let u 0 demonstrate these exceptional 
British-built batteries. 

C.A.V. "A" & "8" 
Batteries 

BRITISH BUILT 

Queensland Distributors 

Barnes Auto Co. 
CORNER NORTH QUAY & QUEEN ST. 

BRISBANE. 
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"EVER - READY" 

HEAVY DUTY 

45v. H.T. "8" Battery 

201 
WHY PAY MORE ? 
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"EVER - READY" 

SUPER SERVICE 

45v. H.J. "8" Battery 

2416 
WHY PAY MORE? 

Just as the elephants in the Burmese teak forests perform their laborious 
tasks so constantly and at so little cost to their masters month after 
month, so will an "EVER-READY" Radio Battery give you unexcelled 
service at low cost over a period of almost continual use. Wire one in 

to-day for better reception. 

Obtainable from cA.ll Good 'Rg.dio 'Dealers 

Wholesale Distributors: 

EDISON SW AN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
156 Creek Street, BRISBANE 

EVER-READY 
RADIO s·ATI;E-RJ~ES 

. ·•• • . . •. -_ .. ....... i;.ri_ -~ • .. . • 
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Short Wave Activities 
Some Interesting Observations by an Active Brisbane 

Experimenter 
By F. NOLAN; 

The way the sborl waves ai·e pi'ogt·essihg is t·eally 
remarkable. One thing that appeals to the writer 
(as much as the DX part does) is the fact that the 
quality of modulation always seems better on short 
waves than that given out by our statioi1s bn the 250-
550 band. . , 

3LO, on 14th Novem ber, at 11.40 p.i11., made a spe
cial t est transmissi0n to the King of Siam, and the 
modulation, in my opinion, was at lea st 20 per cei1t. 
better than anything they have ever clone on 371 
metres. The Siamese delegates now in Australia 
spoke to His Royal Hig hn ess, the speeches being in
terspersed with musical it ems. 

2ME, Sydney, the experim enta l sta tion of Amal
gamated \i\Tireless (A'sia.) Ltd., made another special 
clupkx te lephony test wi th ANE, Government Radio 
Service, Bancloeng, Java. This was very interesting 
and instructive. 

People in Sydney were speaking to Java in the 
samC' manner as one would use the ordina ry telephone 
a nd at the same time 2ME re-broadcast Java, thus 
enabling one to hear Java's rep li es to Sydney at the 
one dial reading, omitting the necess ity of changing 
from one wave to the other. 

2XAF, the Developmental Research Laboratory of 
the General Electric Company, Schenectady; New 
York, was to have made further tests with Sydney 
on the 12th of November, but nothing has been clone 
ye t, a lthough 2ME has been making morning test5 
with River Head, New York. 

On the 14th, when 2ME relayed PCLL Holland 
(when they were finished with ANE Java), PCLL was 
coming in on the speaker here apart from 2ME's re
lay. On the 15th November at approximately 11.30 
p.rn., our time, London was com ing in well, but now 
that summ er is here SSW isn't coming through at 
more than anything from R3 to R6; two months ago 
he was RS to R8. This station is ahvays worth li st
ening to, however. 

2XAD, New York, isn't com ing in as well either. In 
winter he can be picked up at 8 a.111 . till 12 p.m.; now 
he can be picked up at 8.45 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. PCJJ 
is still coming in well, and sometimes late at night 
calls up Vlestern Electric Coy., U .S.A. Last time I 
heard him he played "Dream K isses," "There's a Sil
ver Lining," aml other it ems, the names of which I 
don't know. 

FL Paris is not in a good position to li sten to, be
ing r ight on 32 metres, where the A ussie hams t hump 
their keys , calling "DX," "\i\T"-"\i\T" by the way being 
the new intermed iate for the U.S .A.-formerly "NU." 
6AG Perth comes in splendidly. "The Moon Has Cast 
Her Lamps Upon the Mountain" was hea rd from 
there recent ly. He works lat e at night. 

The Japanese short wave stations CDme in fine, but 
have us tricked-English isn 't used at all ! Russian 
stations are doing well also, but again the languas-e i~ 

a difficulty. Thei'e are plenty df weak~i· sl;itions that 
one can get on headphone~, but the o nes 1nentioned 
are received on the speaker. 
. In passing, it might be mentioned that all the old 

Commercial calls frbm U.S.A. have va1iislied; diat bid 
landmark, KEL on 28.0 m~fres has been .rep la,cecl. by 
KES on 28.0, KZET on 30.1 is . now KZIM, KEWE 
on 40 is KLL on 21.85, '1¥1ii le 6XI is never heard 011 
31.0 riow. 

Of the Austraiian ai11ateurs on short waves, 7bX 
Hobart is undoubtedly the best. He uses crvstal con
trol on 32.48 metres, a nd re-broadcasts 3LO a lot in 
his tests. 7CW uses some good phone, but ha s been 
silent at night for a week or so. 7CH comes in well 
here-D.C., R6 to 8. 7BQ is a little raw A.C. at 
t im es, R8. 7LJ has a lso been silent at night for a 
week or so, but comes in at the same strength as 
7DX a nd 7CW. 7LV uses crystal also. 

2HM always makes one laugh when using phone . 
He worked 7DX and 2ZN on 11th about 11 p .m ., three 
way phone. He worked 3GR last night, and had four 
YL's at hi s shack, who spoke to 3GR. One could al
most see 3GR blushing ! 2HM's Acousticon mik e 
com es in better this side with H volts, not 3 volts. 
S ignal strength is maximum. 2ZN's phone and morse 
are good here, R6 to 9. 2NO is "Al." He's doing 
something on 220 also ; R8 to max. here on the short 
wave. 

4PN is undoubtedly the most consistent 4; he clicks 
with the J aps more than anyone else during the past 
twelve months-good D.C. sigs . 4CM is still as keen 
as ever, and an ardent lover of experimenting Has 
an automatic going on 10 metres. 4WS ha s at last 
got hi s "Mopa" out of its mopy way, a nd it is at 
last reaching out to America. 4WA, 4CG, 4CN and 
4GO seem to be having a spell, while 4BB likes ten 
metres best at present. 4RG is trying phone lately. 
\i\Te never get this station more than R3, but outsiders 
hear him R8 and max. 4NW's phone and morse is 
RS to 6 here. 4RA is D.C. a nd R.A.C. max. here; he 
cli cks J aps and Yanks, and is a new 4. 4AB always 
goes for the Yanks-Bi ll was over there one time , I 
think. However, it' s 110 trouble for him to click. 4LJ 
always strong D.C. sigs. here. 

Here is a list of the more powerful short-wave 
broadcasters and their wavelengths:-
Station. \i\Tavelength Country 
ANE 15.93 Java 
ANH 17.0 Java 
PCLL 18.0 Holland 
2XAD 21.96 New York 
SSW 24.0 London 
GBS 24.70 London 
2FC 28.50 Sydney 
PCJJ 31.40 Holland 
2XAF 31.40 New York 
ANE 31.86 Java 
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Station. 
FL 
JB 
3LO 
2BL 
6AG 
KDKA 
AGJ 
3XL 
6WF 
JHBB 
RFN 
WLW 
AGC 

Wavelength. 
32.Q 
32.0 
32.0 
33.d 
33.0 
43 
56.70 
49.96 

100.0 
37.0 & so 
40.0 
52.02 
17.50 

Country 
Paris 
South Africa 
Melbounie 
Sydney 
Perth 
Pittsburg, United States 
Germany 
Bound Brook, U.S .A. 
Perth 
Japan, Ibrakikan 
Russia 
Cincinatti, U .S.A. 
Germany 

--~--

The tuned-plate coil (L3) and the reaction coil (L4) 
are wound in exactly the sp.tne way on a tube of the 
saine size, L3 having 90 turns and L4 40 turns. The 
outside of L3 goes to the grid condenser, and the out
side of L4 to the detector plate. Both coils should 
be fitted with small feet, which will allow them to be 
mounted about half-an-inch above the base. 

While we believe that the machine-made coil in 
nearly every case gives the most satisfactory results , 
and invariably recommend them for that reason, there 
are some readers who, for various reasons, will wish 
to make home-constructed coils do. The above direc
tions will enable them to do this with every assurance 
of success, and we may mention that these details ap
ply a lso to the coils used in the "Screen Grid Three" 
recently described in "The Broadcast Bulletin ." 

Coils for "Holiday 
Portable" "Magnavox" Dynamic Speaker 

REDUCTION IN PRICE ANNOUNCED. 
In case any reader wishes to construct his own coils 

for the "Holiday Portable" described elsewhere in this 
issue, the following information is offered:-

The primary (aerial) coil and the secondary (grid) 
coil may be wound side-by-side on a 2-inch diameter 
bakelite tube, 3~ inches long. The primary (Ll) con
sists of 15 turns of 28 gauge D.S.C. wire, and the 
secondary (L2) has 90 turns of the same wire. Both 
·coils are wound in the same direction, with a :l:- inch 
space between them. The outside encl of the secondary 
goes to the grid, and the inside of the primary to the 
aerial. · 

As we go to press, advice is received from Messrs 
Mick Simmons Ltd., to the effect that the price list 
for the famous "Magnavox" Electro-Dynamic Loud
speakers and Loudspeaker Units have been substan
tia lly reduced. Country dealers and those interested 
should secure all inform a ti on concerning this change 
from the Queensland distributors : Messrs. Mick Sim
mons Ltd., Queen Street, Brisbane. 

For Elliciency 
The cost of running your wireless set de
pends upon the efficiency of your batteries. 
If they will not hold their charge and re
quire constant attention at the repairer's 
hands, maintenance costs become excessive, 

. . . and the money you may have saved by 
buymg an mfenor battery will soon be lost. For efficiency and long life 
choose EXIDE Wireless Batteries. They embody the results of more 
than 3 5 years' specialised manufacturing experience. There is an EXIDE 
for every wireless need, making it easy for you to choose the most suit-
able battery for your set. Sold at all Wireless Stores. 

EXIDE BATTERY SERVICE 
[Q] L_IMITED 

ADELAIDE STREET BRISBANE 
Also at Stanley Street,. South Brisbane 

s . .-..s. 
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THE LIFE CIRCUIT-(Continued from Page 27). 
the main fact is that he had been dead some hours 
when discovered this morning, and Monsieur Le Prefet 
immediately advised me that he could grant my' re
quest to supply a dead criminal for research purposes. 

This was what I had been eagerly waiting for, and I 
immediately made a rrangements for the final experi
ment this evening. 

During the time I had been studying the propaga
tion of aetheric waves in relation to broadcasting hu
m a n effort, both in strumental and vocal, I have dis
covered that the performer does more than create 
sound waves and impress them upon the microphone. 

He creates vibration of energy-his own physical 
a nd mental energy-and the waves from these are 
picked up by the microphone and are radiated by the 
transmitting station." 

Trembot paused to let the significance of his dis
covery penetr ate our still uncomprehending minds. 

"Perhaps I shall carry you a step nearer compre
hension if I tell you that I have named these emana
tions 'Vitrons,' otherwise electrons of life." 

Doubtless, our faces bespoke our lack of under
standing, for Trembot laughed as he would to a pack 
of dull, stupid schoolboys. 

"My fr iends, every time a man or woman performs 
before the microphone, he or she radiates a varying 
amount of 'his or her vitality or life-force," he con
tinued didactically. "Hitherto no man, other than 
myself, has realised that fact, and it was therefore my 
appointee\ mission to build an instrument which would 
receive and make manifest these 'vitron's.' I shall 
11ot try to tell you what the cost of achievit1g this was 
-I shall mer ely attempt to demonstrate the fact that 
tliose radiations exist and that I can, let us say, 'detect' 
them." 

CHAPTER IV. 
The body of the dead Apache lay on the workshop 

table w ith a m etallic band round his head and a nother 
round each ankle. Across his chest lay the terror
s tricken rabbit, spreadeagled on a curious frame-work 
of brass rods and silvery wires. 

It was a terrible sight, and each of us was on the 
tip-toe of excited wonder-and crowded as near to the 
Professor as we could get. 

Trembot suddenly leaned forward and closed a ser
ies of switches-and immediately one loudspeaker after 
another burst into life. Each had been especially tun
ed and he named each one as it commenced: 

"Berlin, Vienna, Madrid, Rome." 
The jumble of speech, song and instnm1ental music 

was indescribable, and, to our unaccustomed ears, the 
selection of one from the other was practically an im
possibility. 

"London!" . 
The addition of the clear, penetrating notes from 

the British capital completely filled in th e few minute 
spaces of si lence which had previously heen noticeable. 

"Gentlemen," cried Trembot, "we have now a prac
tically unbroken stream of 'vitrons' flowing through 
the circuits. These I shall superimpose unti l they a r e 
all flowing in one channel which may truly be termed 
'The Life Circuit.' 

"But," he paused, "in order to obtain every avail
able 'vitron,' I shall bring in our own beloved Eiffel 
Tower." 

As he finished speaking he closed the switch near
est to him and the room itself almost vibrated with 
the tremendous roar which came from the si:ic loud
speakers. 

It was absolutely impossible for ariy mai1 to speak 
- or shout-and be understood, and we waited for 
Trembot's next move. 

T he song which was being broaclcastecl from Eiffel 
Tower ceased, and in the comparative silence which 
reigned, my friend spoke rapidly. 

"The next item from our ow1i city is a band piece. 
Immediately it commences I shall 'change over' to the 
life-circuit. When I do you must watch the dead body 
of Henri Formesnes." 

As he <:·oncluded the announcer commenced: "'La 
Fils de Vie'-jazz number-played by Marriane's 'Hot 
Spot' Negro Band"-and, a moment later, the crash
ing, deafening roar of the ten lusty negroes, s inging, 
shouting, laughing and playing with every ounce of 
their unrestrained physical energy, a lmost drove us 
crazy. The thought flashed through my mind that 
Trembot had deliberately arranged this display of 
barbaric life-force to coincide with the momentous 
experiment he had planned to undertake, but further 
speculation was interrupted by the intense interest 
which my friend's feverish actions had awakened. 
Like a juggler-or, rather, a magician-he closed 
switch after switch and made connection after connec
tion, and the instant each rapid action was completed, 
a lamp g lowed or shone brilliantly, or a valve uttered 
an insistent whine or howl, or coupled circuits hum
med with the intensity of their swiftly moving mag
netic fields. 

It could not have been more than a minute before 
everything was adjusted, and Tr em bot cast a final, 
anxious eye at the complicated apparatus he had put 
into action. 

S uclcleniy, he closed what might be termed the 
"master switch"- a double-pole knife-blade pattern 
with about a dozen contact leaves-and the room was 
flooded with a ghastly, green raclionce which emanated 
from a huge transmitting valve standing just above 
the master switch. 

The deafening tumult from the battery of loud
speakers immediately ceased, and in its place came 
shrieking, unearthly howls like those of a "soul in 
to rm en t ." 

The blood was trickling around my skull and face 
with maddening irritation, my tongue stuck to the 
roof of my mouth, and saliva poured along my jaws 
- and I, too, felt my backbone bend-and was afraid. 

The rabbit, securely attached to what I knew now 
to be a .sacrificial frame, was quivering in every muscle ; 
its eyes were distended, it fought and battled for 
breath with agonising futility-and-the dead apache 
sighed and shivered. Pure, undiluted fear was upon 
us a ll-even Trembot was, I think, afraid at that mo
ment. Fascinated horror held us spellbound, while 
we watched the facial muscles of the dead criminal 
twitch and the thick eyelids quiver. 

Surely, Trembot had not actually restored life to 
the dead man. Merciful heavens! such a thing is for
bidden by divine law. As the thought came into my 
brain-the trembling rabbit gave one convulsive quiver, 
squealed as only an animal on which death has laid 
its hand is able, and lay quiet. 

At thoe same moment Henri Formesne, who had 
been dead over twelve hours, again sighed and groaned. 

Whether it was merely auto-hypnotism or the re
sult of some reflex action of the words which ham
mered in my own brain, I shall never know, but, on 
the instant in which the "dead" man gave forth that 
unequivocal sign of life., a piercing voice flooded the 
laboratory:. 



"It is forbidden !" 
Shaking with fright I looked at my frie1icl. Trei1i

bot's face was suffused with an indescribable joy and 
happi1iess; he was a rnan who had accomp lished his 
life 's work. . 
. Sudcle1ily, he uttered a strangled gasp and yitchcd 
headlong amongst his belove d valves, ba l ten es and 
circuits:_dead. , . . 

* * * * 
I ain .an old rna1i now, and cl9 not scbff at tlic 

"supdnat.tfral." In fact, I have l?een working evci" 
since . to repa ir a nd rel~uilcl i11y friend's "Life ~irtuit." 

So far I have not sblved the mystery, but if I db, 
I ai11 prepared tb follow Trei11bot. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

the Radio Trade at Play 
"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," is 

ai1 old saying wbch evidently finds favour with the 
electrica l and radio traders in Brisbane. 

On the 8th of November last several leadihg traders 
assembled at the Wynnum Golf Club in an endeavoui" 
to determine w ho was the best "player." After lunch 
had been partaken of in the club-house, the contest
ants shouldered their "goff" bags and commenced an 
eighteen-l~ole stroke handicap match for a handsome 
trophy donated by Mr. J. ]. Pearse. Although a holi
day spirit was evident during the afternoon, the match 
was very keenly contested throughout. 

The trophy was won by Mr. R. S. Goaclby with a 
nett score of 76. A surpri se was g iven to the players 
by Mr. A. A. Ewing, who presented a special "cup" 
to th e h ig hes t gross scorer, and which caused much 
merr im ent. This "cup '' was won by Mr. R. Galloway 
whose card showed a gross score of 148. 

The fo llowing are the individual detailed scores:
Grnss I-Iandi- Nett 

Score. cap . Score. 
Goadby, B. S (E S.C.A. Ltd). . . . . . . 106 30 76 
Broad, F (F. Broad & Sons) . . . . . . . 104 25 79 
Maclclick, H. Ed ison Swan Coy) .. _ . . 94 15 79 
Hoe, Freel (Edgar V. Hudso n) . . . . 107 25 82 
Broad, R. (F. Broad & So n) . . . . . 109 25 84 
Pearse, J. ]. (Exide Bat. Service) . . 103 18 85 
Ewing, A. A. (Trackson Bros. Ltd.) 111 25 86 
Faine, C. G. (Electric Construction 

Cov., of Aust .) . . . . . . . . . . . 97 10 87 
Warbu-rton, A. (Warburton , Franki 

Ltd.) ............... ". .. .. 117 25 92 
Phillips, P. H. (Aust. G.E. Coy.) .. . 127 30 97 
Peterman, V\!. E. (W. E. Peterman ) 122 25 97 
Chandler, J. B. (J . B. Chandler and 

Coy.) .. .. .. .. . .. . 131 25 106 
Hills, A. (Philips Lamps) . . . 142 30 112 
Ga lloway, R. (W. T. Henly Ltd) 148 25 123 

A ll present enjoyed them se lves thoroughly, and ap
preciated th e efforts of Mr. H. Maclcl ick, the convener 
of t he tournament, to "Nh 0rn much of the success of 
the match was clue. It was later cleciclecl to hold 
similar tournaments perioclicall}. 

There is also a µers i ~tcnt rumour . "in the air" that 
the traders intend issuing a challenge to 4QG at a 
la ter elate, and we hope tl•at the match can be ar
ranged. It is understol>d that a st ipulation will be 
made that 4Q G shall not employ any input current 
from "batt er ies" to st imulate their p layers. The 
match, of cou rse, cou ld not be broadcast ! 

During the afternoon, Mr. Warburton announced 
his intention of donating a trophy to be competed for 
at the next tournament among the traders. 

Satt\rday, 1st becemher, i928. 
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Little Marjorie Streeter
Pain 

AUSTRALIAN CHILD ACTRESS FROM 
HOLLYWOOD NOW TOURING THE 

COMMONWEAL TH. 

During November this talented little lady made 
several appearances at 4QG upon Uncle Ben's session, 
~.ncl sang her way into the good opinions of all who 
heard her. 

S he is Marjorie Streeter-Pain, child actress from 
Hollywood, now touring Australia on the Tivoli cir
cuit. Marjie is only ten years of age, and has achiev
ed g reat success for a child so young. 

Of Australian birth, she journeyed to the United 
States some few years ago with her mother to seek 
fame on the film s. Her beauty and her ability quickly 
won her recognition-even in the Land of Talent
with the result that she was selected for ma;1y big 
film productions by \tVi lliam Fox, Warner Brothers, 
a11d other well known producers. 

In addition to her movie work, Marjie has had 
much stage experience. appearing at over forty thea
tres in New York City in a feature child act. She is 
shortly returning to the United States to fulfil a con
tract of eight featme films by 'Nilliam Fox, so those 
of ns w ho heard :Marjie "over the air" wi ll, in the 
course of a year or so, have the pleasure of seeing this 
talented littl e girl acting upon the si lver sheet, in ful
fi lment of the great p rediction s that haye been made 
for her hy many movie directors. 

illiillliillllllliiliiilllililiiiiillllillllllllliliilillllilllii.lliliillllilil 

CZ9erms if 'Desired 

~~ 

Let us quote you for your 

ELECTRIC LIGHT 
INSTALLATION 

4 Valve Portable 
Receiver 
using la test Screen Grid Valve. This wonclerfnl va lve 
is equal to two ordinary valves in ampli fication on t he 
long waves, and on the short waves is <"qual lo at least 
three ordina ry valves. 

COME AND HEAR IT \l\Torks on buil t-in fra me 
or outside aerial. Receives all station s- short or long 
waves. 

Batteries, loudspeaker, and aerial-all self-containcrl. 
\Ve sell, rebuild or r epair a ny make of set. 

S.ANDERSON 
363 George Street, BRISBANE 

Opp. McDonnell and Easts'. Phone: C-4315. 
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RADJO CLUBS OF QUEENSLAND. 

AUCHENFLOWER AND DISTRICT-Secretary, L. Gibb, 
"Frampton," Ridley Street, Auchenflower. 

CAIRNS AND DISTRICT.-Secretary, Mr. Tarbit, c/o. Mr. Les . 
Fritzsimmons, Cairns. 

EASTERN SUBURBS.-Secretary, J. Burns, Longland Street, 
East Brisbane. 

GRACEVILLE.-Secretary, H. Carter, Cr. Molonga Terrace and 
'Vylie Streets, Graceville. 

IPSWICH.-Secretary, S. J. Aspinall, Brisbane Street, Ipswich. 
SOUTH BRISBANE.-Secretary, W. R. Gilbert, Gordan Street, 

Coorparoo. 
TOOMBUL.-Secrctary, T. Starkie, Sandgate Road, Nundah . 
TOWNSVILLE.-Secretary, E. J~ Jefferies, Fletcher Street, 

West End, Townsville. 
WIRELESS INSTITUTE (Queensland Division).-Postal address 

Box 689K, G.P.O. Brisbane. 
WOOLOOWIN.-Secretary, H. A . Jiear, Lisson Grove, Woo

]oowin. 

WYNNUM AND MANLY.-Secretary, P. J. Golden, c/ o Track 
son Bros., Ltd., Elizabeth Street, Bl'isbane. 

Wooloowin Radio Club /4WN 
4WN MONTHLY REPORT. 

Everything is moving along very nicely with the 
gang at 4WN. The new Xmitter is still under con
struction, but is looking more and more like 4QG every 
week. unfortunately, we have lost the services of 
our Chief Op., 4FK, who ha s been transferred North 
by the P.M.G. Department for about 10 months. Vern 
has taken a portable Xmitter along, and hopes to 
be one of the fir st to QSO the gang with our new gear. 
Anyone with reports for portable 4FK can forward 
via oa-4\iVN if desired. 

At a recent meeting, th e business of th e evenin g 
being impromptu speech es, the gang settled clown to 
a good night's entertainment. The ballot delivered 
some interesting items, including YL's Linotypes, 
Radio uses in Aviation, Nash Cars, etc., etc. Of course 
there is only one memb er who knows all about YL's 
and he did 11is best to enlighten the gang on the moods 
and modes of the present day flapper . Never mind, 
Clyde, OM, we're all young yet; we still have time to 
learn. 

Other speeches were delivered in fine style, the 
best being that of our worthy president. Anyone de
siring the title of his lecture mu st ask him on the 
quiet, as I don't think the Editor would allow space 
enough in these columns. 

Our friend, Bill Blaikie, has arrived back from the 
land of the blacks. Welcome home, OM, we do hope 
to see your dial at headquarters more often now. If 
you should be wondering what all those panels are 
for, Bill, they are the foundations of our new 1929 
X mitter (ARTL gang, please note) . 

Mr. Kenna r ecently gave an interesting lecture o n 
have a miniature Ge neral Electric factory for a cluh
w hy's a nd wherefores of balan ced a nd unbalan ced cir
cuits, etc. Any of the gang who missed this treat 
sure need spanking, as F.K. went t o great troubl e to 
make every point clear. 

Our congratulations are offer ed to oa-4RL, the Cen
tral Technical College Radio Society. Appar ently they 
have a min iature general elec tric factory for a club
room. Everyone is looking forward to big things 
from 4RL before long. (Sh ! ! ! Wooloowin gan g 
don' t like inter-club debates-Oh, no !) 

Rumour has it that anoth er of our gang has had 
an interview with the Radio In spector, but we'll just 
wait and see. 

Club me etings are held every Thursday night at 
th e club-rooms. \i\Tillmington Street, \ i\Tooloowin . Any
one interes ted in the club's activities or in 1·adio gene
ra lly is cordia lly in vit ecl to attend. 

--~--

The "Utility" Micro Dial 
It cann ot he sa id of man y thin gs th at t hey leave 

nothing to be des ir ed. and nowh ere is th e truth of this 
more a pparent than in the r adio apparatus fi eld , where 
excellent operation in one direc tion is o fl en secured 
w ith a decid ed sac rili ce in som e other esse n! ial qu ality. 

vVith r ega rd to th e "U1·ilit y" Mic ro-Dia l, which ha s 
j11 s t m ade it s appearance in Aus tra li a, we can ho nes11y 
say 1hat we ca n think of no other improvement" th at 
could be added to th e in strum ent, so perfect is it s 
mechanical precision, a nd so excellent the r esults ob
tained. The "Utility" Micro-Dial is manufa ctured in 
England, and is particularly suited to short-wave re
ceivers. It permits a reduction-ratio of 70 to 1 over 
the whole dial range, with an absolute absence of back
lash or slipping of any kind. A means is also provided 
for makin g a rough adjustme nt by applyin g the rotat
in g action directly to the condenser spindl e, di spensing 
with t11e vern ier movem ent altogether. The indi cating 
clial mechani sm is particularly fin e. a nickel-plated cur
sor with black hair-lin e indi ca tor bein g fitt ed, working 
in conjunction with a stationary m etal di al fin ely c~ li
hrat ecl in degrees and fini shed in satin silver. 

Due attent ion has been paid by the manufacturers 
to the fact that many present-day variable conden sers 
a re fitt ed with a "single-hole-mounting" bushing and 
nut, whi ch pro,iect an appreciab le dista nce in front of 
the panel. but the dial is a lso applicab le to in struments 
with the three-s crew mounting feature . Large bake
lite knobs of fin ely moulded black bakelite and pol
ished nickel centre scr ew give the Micro-dial a par
ticularly attractive appearance, and one has only to 
test the beautifully smooth movement to realise that 
h ere, at least, is the ideal dial for the short-wave set. 
On the broadcast wavelengths, too, this dial will be a 
decided acquisition to any receiver , for its inclusion 
can only result in greatly simplify ing th e tuning of se
lective circuits. The "Utility" Micro-Dial is supplied 
complete with all fittings and full mounting instruc 
tion s, and is obtainable from Messr s J. B. Chandler & 
Co., 45 Adelaide Street, Brisbane, from whom o tir 
sample was received. 
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This department 
is conducted for 
the benefit of our 
readers. We can· 
not answer queries 
by mail, but if a 
special diagram ia 
required, we will 
supply it at a cost 
of 1/-. :By the CC5ECHNICAL EDIT~R 

Questions ' e -
ceived before the 
20th of the month 
will be answered 
in the following 
month's issue. 
Queries arriving 
after this date are 
deferred until the 
next issue. 

'-'=============-=-=o--========================-========================--
"J.S./' lpswich.-''Having a short-wave adaptor, and wishing 

to use the Screen Grid Booster, what would be the size of the 
condenser and coil to enable me to tune from 15 to 60 metres?" 

A n swer .-With the .0005-mfd. condenser specified, a coil of 
three turns, three inches in diameter, will tune approximately 
from 15 to 50 metres. A condenser of very sma ll capacity must, 
however, be connected be tween aerial and the ae1·ial terminal for 
the short waves; a Grodan 0 1· any midget neutralising condenser 
is suitable. With the .0005-mfd. condenser you will probably 
find t he t uning very critical on the s hort waves, and it would 
be a bette1· plan to use a .00015-mfd. tuning con dense r in con· 
junction with two plug -in coils to cover 
the desired wavelength range. On e 
of three turns and on e of seven turns, 
both three inches in diameter, will be 
about right. The Screen Gi-icl Booster 
\VOd{s very well on th e short waves if 
these changes are made. 

"H.L.," Charters Towers .-''What 
type of spark -coi1 could be used for 
plate supply for a low-power transmit
ter; using a 201-A tube as an oscil1ator? 
(2) Could this form of power be suc
cessfully applied to the 'DX Special 
Transmitter' as published in the 'Radio 
News' of 1/10/28? If so, what type ol 
blocking condenser would be required ? 
(3) Using a single "Wire aerial, what is 
the correct length of wire that has been 
found best to work on the 32-metre band 
with this 'DX' Transmitter?" 

the same kit being used in this receiver. (2) Yes; your Ormond 
condenser wi ll do nicely for the reaction control, and no altera~ 
!ions to the coils will be called for. 

"Radio Crank," Bulimba.-''Could you kindly let me know, 
through 'Q.R.N .,' where I could place a microphone in the 'DX 
Special Transmitte~/ published in your October issue?" 

Answer.-Th ere are two s imple tnethods of modulation. The 
simplest is the "loop absorption" system; just connect the micro
ph~ne across. a coil of one or two turns of heavy insulated w ire, 
winch may either be slipped over the transmitter coils or placed 

close to the encl of one of them. The 
number of tui-ns is increased or the 
coupling tightened until th e requisite 
depth of modulation is obtained . The 
ot he1·, and more satisfactory method, is 
the "grid control" sys tem. In this, th e 
secondary of a " Ford" ignition coil is 
connected in series with the va1-iable 
g rid leak, and the primary conn ected 
to the microphone and a 4- volt hattery
three dry ceJls will do. The vibrator is 
screwed clown hard. Adjustment of the 
grid leak an~l of the microphone ·battery 
voltage will enab le very good quality of 
spC'ech to be obta ined . 

Answer .-An ordinary Ford ignition 
coil, with its vibrator adjusted to give 
an even tone, is often used. It is essen
tial that a fixed condenser be shunted 
across the secondary terminals, and this 
must, of course, be able to withstand 
the peak voltage developed by the coil. 
A suitable condenser may be construct
ed of two dozen full-plate photographic 
glass negatives with the emulsion wash
ed off, between which are interleaved 
tin- or copper-foil plates abo;_1t an inch 
smaller each way than the negatives. 

DRE)P the Technical Editor a 
line if :your set is not "perk

ing" as it should. 613e brief and 
to the point-ten-oage epistles 

srricrly prohibited! 

"F.W.H.," Eton.-"Re the Screen 
Grid Booster, please advise me if the 
way to connect it to my receiver is as 
shown in the enclosed sketch. I antici
pate removing the aerial from the aerial 
terminal of my set to that of the Boos
ter, doing likewise with the earth wire, 
joining the two earth terminals together, 
and connecting the 'Output' terminal to 
the aerial terminal of my set. (2) Is 
the .S-mfd. condenser an absolute neces
sity, and also is the Booster shielding 
necessary?" 

Every other tin-foil plate is connected to one terminal, a nd the 
remaining plates to another terminal, and the whole condenser 
clamped fairly tigh tly between two flat pieces of wood. VVhe1' 
assembling the condenser, smear each glass plate with a thin 
coating- of Vaseli ne. (2) Yes; the blocking condenser ma y con
sist of a glass·plate condense1· si milar to the one just described. 
but having one dozen quarte1··plate ni>gatives with an appropriate 
number of tin-foil plates. (3) The best type of aerial for use 
with the "DX Special" for 32- metre operation is a "Zeppel in" 
wire type designed especially for that wavelength. Vi.Te are 
mail ing you a rough sketch showing the construction and di men
sions of such an aerial. The tra nsmitter described will, however, 
work quite well on an ordinary aerial and earth system of aver
age dimensions , provided a .0005-mfd. variable condenser is con
nected in series with the aerial lead, and this adjusted so that 
a harmonic of the natura l wavelength of the aerial falls on, or 
close to, 32 metres. For example, suppose th e natural wave
length of your aerial-earth system is 110 m etres (an average 
figure). By means of the series condenser, this is reduced to 
96 metres, so that the thi1·d harmonic will be just on the re
quired wavelength-32 metres. 

"C.L.S.," West End.-"With regard to the 'Screen Grid 
Three,' described in the 'Broadcast Bulletin' of November 19th, 
could you tell me if home-made coils will do, and if so, how to 
make them? (2) Would an Ormond condenser with 18 plates on 
the moving vanes do instead' of the .00035-mfd. condenser on the 
same set?" 

Answer.-Jn the article describing the "Holiday Portable" 
which appears in this issue, you will find particulars of the coils, 

Answer .-I have inade one or two 
corrections in your sketch, and am re
turning it to you . You will note that 
the earth terminals of you r set and the 
Booste1· should nol h e joined together. 

as a connection already is provided by way of the batteries. (2) 
Yes, the .5-mfd. by-pass condense1- conn ected between t he sc1·ee11 -
g1·id term inal and filament negative is 1ie_cessary. Shi elding is 
desirable, but may be omitted, provided the Booster is placed abont 
12 inches away fr c-m the receiver, and with its coil at i·igh t angles 
to t he nearest coil in the set. 

"M.K.," Gympie.- "With reference to the 'DX Special Trans
mitter,' described in the October issue of 'Q.R.N .,' would you 
kindly tell me if No. 28 D.C.C. could be used instead of the silk
covered wire mentioned? (2) How many turns will be required 
for each choke? (3) Could a microphone be used on the set? 
If so, where would it he connected? (4) What would be the ap
proximate cost of a wavemeter ?" 

Answer .-Yes; the cotton-covered wire wi11 be O.K. (2) 
About 100 turns on each. (3) See reply to "Radio Crank," Bu
limba. (4) A ~erviceable wave meter could be built for app1·oxim
ately £1, but the calibration would cost somewhere in the vicin· 
ity of £1/1/. It is money well spent if you are thinking of 
starting in the tt·ansmitting game. 

''W.A.P. ," Duaringa.-14Could you supply me with a diagram 
of a good 'B' el:minator, giving a list of the parts required for 
three tappings at 22!, 90 and 135 volts, with variable resistances 
on each tapping?" 

Answer.-The information you request is being prepared, and 
will be forwarded on in a few da ys' time, .. 
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i'Subscdber," ,F inch Hat.lon.- "On my five .. valve N cutrody11c 
las t night, I got very clear reception from 2FC and 4QG, but lost 
every word of Mr. 81-uce's speech the night before. I could hear 
the voice loudly enough, but not the words. Do you think -a 
transformer between the set and loudspeaker would help when 
statics are bad, or a Screen-Grid Booster as described in ·the 
October 'Radio News' ?" 

Answer.- Jf you we1·e unable to follow the words on account 
of s ta tic interfer ence, no amount of alteration or adjustm ent to 
the set will cure this. You do not say if the voices are clear 
under good atmospheric conditions; if they are, then it is safe 
to say that the trouble is not in the set itself. If, on the other 
hand, the speech is still muffled when the1·e is no static, then 
there is distort ion in the set. In that case, it is caused either 
by incorrect ba ttery voltages or fau lty va lves. The Corrected 
diagram of battery connections has been sen t on to you , a nd this 
probably w ill be of assis tance in rectifying the ti-ouble. A 1 · J 
ratio output transfonner connected between set a nd speaker is 
desirable, a nd may possibly g ive you s ligh tly b etter i·eproduc
tion, but it will have no effect as far as static is concerned. The 
addition of the Screen-Grid Bo:::ster will have the effect of in 
c reas ing yolll· range a nd m a king previou s ly weak sta tions much 
louder, but it cannot snpp1·ess s t atic in a ny way, unless the set 
is used with an indoor aeria l oi scm e kind. 

' 4Tuner," Paddington.-"Will you please give me full particu
lars for making a 4B' battery, using vaseline or some such jars 
and the thick zinc obtainabfo at a JI ironmongeries-not the zinc 
used in dry ha tteries, as this is much too thin a nd does not 
last long enough. I wish it to be 90 volts, with tapping- at 45 
volts for detector. (Z) Would it be possible to take a tapping at 
4 volts for L . T . supply. Please give me a list of the parts r e
quired and the grade of_ zinc, a lso, if possible, the approxima t e 
price of a ll material." 

Answer.- VVe a re mailing you a copy of t he Augus t 27th issue 
of "The Broadcast Bulletin," which contain s instructions for 
building s uch a batte ry. The sack s from old dry "B" ba tteries 
a re used, and it is essen t ial tha t the batteries from which these 
a1·e taken a re not too old. Best r esults are secured when the bat
teries have jnst been d isca1·dcd, a nd it s hould be mentioned that 
this should be done always when the batteries reach 37 or , at the 
lowes~, 35 volts. Get pl!re zin? f.rom an i r~tnnonger ot ))lumber , 
as thick as you can. (2) No; 1t 1s nQt feasible to d raw fi la m ent 
current from the sam e battery. Such a battery has a very sma ll 
capacity and low discharge ra te, and would be qui te incapable 
of supplying the compar atively heavy current required by the 
valve fi lan1ents. lf you a lready have the n ecessary jars, the 
cost of material will be confined to the price you pa y for the 
zinc. 

"H.K.," Thinoomba.-"I have built the five-valve Peridyne 
receiver described in the August 'Radio News,' and have had a 
little trouble with the set. It is built according to your descrip
tion, the only alteration being that Philips valves are used. The 
trouble is in the r .f. side of the set, the valves I a m using h ere 
being A-609's. Working the set as described, the volume con
trol is practically useless, as it makes hardly a ny difference to 
the volume. I have to screw the knob adjus tment of the second 
coil down as far as it will go to get any volume. By disconnect

. ing the volume centrol, and adjus ting the knob of the coil to 
about : winch from the bottom. I gain a considerable amount of 
volume. As far as_ the tone is concerned, I must that it is the 
best' set I have ever worked, but can you suggest any improve
ment I can make to get increased efficiency from the set?" 

Answer.- From your description, T should say that you have 
heen unfortunate enough to secure a kit of coi ls t hat is not 
m atched properly. I cannot account for the symptom s you men
tion in any other way, unless the three sections of your th ree
gang condenser are con s iderahly out of step with one a nothe1·. 
The only course I can s uggest is to ti-anspose t he second and 
third coils. This may not ha ve the desired effect , but it w ill 
enable you to judge for yourself w h ether or not the froub1 e lies 
in this di1·ection. lf it does, you will find that th e adjus t ments 
of the coil knobs for maxi mum results will have to be cha n ged 
cons iderabl v. You might send the coil kit to the manufacture1·s 
with i·e turi1 postage prepaid, and they w ill test it for you and 
rectify ma tte1·s if any fault is found. The remainder of t he 
set is so s1mple that it would be impossible for any t rouble to 
creep in anywhere else. 

'•Radiant," Paddington.- 441 have constructed a Ra diokes R ein
artz three-valve receiver. From the diagram enclosed, you w ill 
see the parts that I have used. Are these satisfactory? If so, 
how far is it possible to receive with such a receiver, and a t what 
speaker strength ? My aerial is 30 feet high and 50 feet long, 
and I have a good earth. ls the crystal amplifier which is on 
sale in Brisbane satisfactory, and what volume on the speaker 
can be expected with such an instrument fitted to the crystal 
diagram enclosed? There is enough volume now to fill a smaH 
room. What is a good fixed detector for such a set?" 

Answcr-.- Thc parts you have used arc quite OK, but you will 
J\ul get ve1·y good results on L\J e Sunlhern stations usin g ~hat 
circuit. \•Vhilc the singlc-con t1·0\ .Rciuadz is an excellent receiver 
for nearby 1·eccption, no receiver of this type having a fixed reac
t ion can be satisfactory on distant stations. If you replace the 
.0001 fix ed reaction condenser with a variable conden ser of .00025 
or hi gher capacity , you will have an excellent set with variable 
reaction, and capable of br inging in the Southern stations at good 
speaker strength when con ditions ai·e non1ia\. I cannot speak 
from p ractical experience regarding the amplifier you mention, 
a nd would ther e!ore hesitate to condemn it. IIoweve1-, I do not 
t hink it is woi-th your attention, and I would advise you to u se 
a · valve ampli fier ii you r equi 1·e loudspeaker volume. ] like the 
L ion-i\1ic1·0 or th~ Liontron , . ob tainable at most dealers, or from 
]Vfessrs. J. B. Chandlers. I t is of the "semi-fixed' ' type, and 
is more sensitive than most fixed crystals} while being quite 
rugged. 

"J.J.W.," B~H.-"ln the July issue of the 'Radio News,' you 
described a t hree-valve set which appealed to me-princip;;i.lly the 
cost. ('A Good Three for £5') . I had practically decided to 
build one, but the advent of the new screen-grid valves has 
made m e wonder if the set could be decidedly improved by the 
expenditure of a few shillings extra. Am I right?" 

Answer.- The " £5 Thr ee" is perhaps one of the best three
valve sets that c_an be built, using ordinary three-electrode valves. 
As you surmise, however, the use of scre.en-g1·icl valves n~akes 
a wonderful improvement in results but t he set is then di ffer · 
ent a ltogether, and is compl etel y re;110ved from the "£5 Class." 
Jn this issue you will see a description of a modern screen-grid 
t hree. lt is s hown as a portable, but the receiver uni t is quite 
sui table for hom e use. F or your information, the cost Of: Li:ffe parts 
wo1·ks out at, roughly, £20- including the valves, bat-
teries, carry ing case, etc. T he receiver alone nms to about 
£ 9/ 15/ -. This latter figu res is useful when compa ring the two-
receivers. As far as performance is concerne'd, t here is no 
comparison bet1,veen the two sets-the screen -grid set h as it 
every ti me. Still , ii yo11 do not wish to spend that amount of 
money, you will be well pleased with the pedormance of the 
"£5 Three." 

RADIO ABROAD 
AEROPLANE RADIO. 

If aeroplane service t ests undertaken by the Ame
rican Telephone and Telegraph Co., between the 
ground a nd a cabin aeropla ne, develop as rapidly as 
some of the recent experim ents in radio communica
t io n, it wi ll soon be possibl e for a nyone within reach 
of a t elephone to com m unica te with any one who may 
be travelling by aeropla ne. 

"It may be a matter of fi ve years," one of. the en
gin eers of the above company stated, "and it m ay 
qui te possibly he a much shorter tim e, before we 
achieve our object of a n actual connection-service be
tween a n object m oving through the air a nd a station 
on th e ground." 

In the present experiments, apparatus is being used 
by m eans of which t he wavelength may be changed 
instantly, so that the most efficient and least-congested 
chan nels may he fou nd from moment to moment. 

* * * * 
ON THE TRAINS. 

The Radio Committ ee of the American Railway 
Associat io n has r ecently r equested that the Radio 
Commission reserve a wavelength band for train com
munication. This method of linking the engine and 
the guard's van has been mentioned before. A sec
tion approximately 140 Ice. wide is desired in the 
2250-2750 Ice. region. 

Sin ce the range of the telephone equipmen t used on 
t rain s is lim ited, the in te rference will be very slight, 
a nd t here 1s probably no reason why such a wave
l~ngth should not he ass igned for the purposes me11-
t1oner!. · 
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1Z5he New 

BOSC 
The wonderful BOSCH RECREATOR, 
attached to any model or style of 
phonograph, coupled to any good Radio 
Receiver and the MAGNAVOX DYN
AMIC POWER SPEAKER will give 
in the most simple and economical 
1n.anner possible an entertainment so 

- var-ied and so beautiful that it cannot 
but please the musical taste of the most 
critiical listener. 
Ideal for the home, picture shows, 
schools, dancing schools, hospitals, 
phonograph shops, tea-rooms, hotels, 

THIS superb combination will reproduce with amaz-
ing realism the tonal shadings of a great orchestra, 

th<e deep bass of the Wurlitzer organ, the soaring 
treble of the singer, and the clear singing tone of the 
solo instrument. Volume, by a simple control, can be 
increased to the intensity desired or reduced to the 
veriest whisper. 

avoz D namic 
Pow p er r o 700 

Operates from 110 or 240 V. A.C. Mains. 

U 11it Price £45 Valves £5 Extra 
'D tmonstrations Daily in our Modern c?i.udition 

'Rooms . 

Queen Street, BRISBANE 

THE QUEENSLAND RADIO NEWS. 

Full volume without t he 
slightest distortion. 

PRICE: 

with 
. I I 

adjustable counter-
ba,ance. 

EASY TERMS: 
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Charlotte 

Street 

Brisbane 
EDGAR 

'The Leaders in 'Radio ~erchandisiilg 

Acknowledged tlae Foremost Distributors ol Radio 
Components 

c:5\re also in 1 hi:: GJorefronr tor 'Values in.., 

Phone 
Central 
8622 

P.O. 
Box 

522H 

-Radio eel Ing ets 
Battery Operated, El~ctric Operated, 

£35 £521101 
inclusive. inclusive. 

True Single Illuminated Dial Control-operation simplicity itself. Beautiful Brown Mahog
any Cabinet, sold complete with all equipment, Mullard Valves (including power tube), 
Deal High Tension and "C" Batteries, Clyde Accumulator, full Aerial Equipment, com
plete instruction book, and the choice of Ethovox, Amplion 114 Wood Horn Model, or 
Music Master Loudspeaker, for £35/-/· inclusive. N.othing else to buy. Alternatively all 
electric-operated from A .C. light socket with Emmco A. and B. Eliminator, with all equip
m.;nt, £52/111/-. 

cA Set to be 'Proud of--- ~'Value Unapproachable.,. 
............................ 
Fi e Genuine Lie sed Neutrodyne 

In full-size Mahogany Cabinet with Mahoganite Shielded Panel. Complete with Valves, 
Heavy Duty Deal Batteries, Clyde Accumulators, Full Aerial Equipment, and the ch'Oice of 
Ethovox, Amplion 114, or Music Master Loudspeaker. £2 I 
No other prices can compare with this value . .... . .. ......... . .. .... ............ . 

:::::::::::::-t,;:::::Hn:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~:::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :::: ::: : ::::::::: ::::: : :::::: ;; :;;:;;;;;::::::::::::::::::~::: : :::::::::::::::::: : :::::: : :· ::::::::::::::::::;;;;;;;;::: 

NEW LINES NOW AVAILABLE-
THE EM CO 'A" BATTE Y ELIMINATOR 

Filament supply from the Electric Light Socket at a turn of the switch-no acid, no charg-
ing, no alteration to set ..... ...... . ..... ... . . .... .. . . .............. .... ......... £12/12/ -

· THE ILL RD E ECTRIC ·a M P ONE MOTOR 
For any standard voltage, complete with switch and automatic sto~ & speed control, £7/10/-~ 

Printed and Published by the P.-.iprfoto~s, The Read Press Ltd., Douglas Chambers, Adelaide Street, Brisbane, P.O. Box 1095N 
Wholesale Distributing Agents : Gordon & Gotch (Auatralaoia) Limited, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and elsewhere. 
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